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Alphabeasts
An A-Z of Alphabetical Animals

Maree Coote

“This rhythmic tour takes visual poetry to a new level.” —Foreword Reviews on Letters 
From New York

A collection of typographic animal portraits, each made out of the letters that spell the 
animal’s name

A brand new collection of typographic delights from this award-winning illustrator. Each 
letter of the alphabet is illustrated by an animal starting with the letter, and made entirely of 
the letters that spell its name. Bright colors are used to help beginners find the basic alpha-
bet, while older readers can unscramble the whole image by finding all the letters. The exact 
fonts used are provided in a key on each page to make it easier to hunt and find all the letters 
that spell each animal portrait. A great way to learn the alphabet, improve spelling, letter- 
recognition, and observation, and discover typography and design.

Maree Coote is a Melbourne-based author, illustrator, and designer. Her books have a 
strong sense of design and ingenuity. She has won the Special Mention prize at Bologna 
Ragazzi Fiere 2017.

Childrens: Picture Books • 28 Pages • 9.25 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780992491772 • March • $19.99 (Can $26.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Melbournestyle Books

Letters from Australia
Making Pictures with the A-B-C

Maree Coote

A charming and engaging tour of Australia, using bright and fun typography

Every picture is made with the letters that spell its name! This tour of Australia is unlike any 
other. Readers spell their way through the pictures of landmarks and animals of Australia, 
via illustrations created entirely with letters. This is a unique graphic device. Letter Art en-
courages letter recognition, observation, and spelling, and helps associate words with the 
pictures they describe. Colors are bold and bright, and the book is supported by Teachers’ 
Notes via the back page and online.

Maree Coote is author/illustrator of a dozen children’s books, including Letters from New 
York, Alphabet City Zoo, and the Bologna Ragazzi Special Mention 2017 award-winning 
Spellbound. Her graphic work for children is focused on the typographic illustrations (Letter 
Art) she has developed in her recent books.

Childrens: Picture Books • 28 Pages • 10.25 x 10.25 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9780992491789 • April • $19.99 (Can $26.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Melbournestyle Books
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THE FEELINGS SERIES

The Feelings series has been carefully designed to help children better understand their feelings and shares examples  
of ways to express those feelings in a way that is both appropriate and acceptable to themselves and others.

When I’m Feeling Disappointed
Trace Moroney

Feeling disappointed is your brain realizing how things really are . . . NOT how you 
wished they were. Helping our young children develop skills to identify and manage 
their feelings leads to an increase in confidence, self-esteem, and an optimistic and 
hopeful state of mind—creating a healthy emotional foundation. Each book features 
a page of parents’ notes written by a child psychologist.

Trace Moroney is an internationally acclaimed author, illustrator and designer. More 
than 10 million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and are translated into 
over 22 languages in 29 countries. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8 x 8 • Four-color Interior • Ages Up to 3 
Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760409586 • June • $10.99 (Can $14.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile

When I’m Feeling Angry
Trace Moroney

“Children learn it’s OK to feel angry if the anger doesn’t hurt anyone else and are 
given tips on how to control their anger. . . .  A few questions to “think about” 
enhance the book’s already considerable usefulness.” —Booklist

Feeling angry can make you feel like you’re going to explode! What do parents do 
when their child feels angry? Helping young children develop skills to identify and 
manage their feelings leads to an increase in confidence, self-esteem, and an optimistic 
and hopeful state of mind—creating a healthy emotional foundation. Each book fea-
tures a page of parents’ notes written by a child psychologist.

Trace Moroney is an internationally acclaimed author, illustrator and designer. More 
than 10 million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and are translated into 
over 22 languages in 29 countries. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8 x 8 • Four-color Interior • Ages Up to 3 
Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760680619 • Replaces: 9780769644240 • June  
$10.99 (Can $14.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile



THE FEELINGS SERIES

When I’m Feeling Scared
Trace Moroney

Feeling scared can make you feel like you want to run and hide in a safe place. What do 
parents do when their child feels scared? Each book features a page of parents’ notes writ-
ten by a child psychologist.

Trace Moroney is an internationally acclaimed author, illustrator and designer. More than 
10 million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and are translated into over 22 
languages in 29 countries. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8 x 8 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760680688 • Replaces: 9781608875269 • June 
$10.99 (Can $14.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile

When I’m Feeling Lonely
Trace Moroney

Feeling lonely can make you feel like there is no one else like you. Helping young children 
develop skills to identify and manage their feelings leads to an increase in confidence, 
self-esteem, and an optimistic and hopeful state of mind—creating a healthy emotional 
foundation. Each book features a page of parents’ notes written by a child psychologist.

Trace Moroney is an internationally acclaimed author, illustrator and designer. More 
than 10 million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and are translated into over 
22 languages in 29 countries. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8 x 8 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760680657 • June • $10.99 (Can $14.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile
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When I’m Feeling Happy
Trace Moroney

Feeling happy can make you feel bouncy and full of joy! How can a parent help their child 
feel happy? Helping young children develop skills to identify and manage their feelings 
leads to an increase in confidence, self-esteem, and an optimistic and hopeful state of 
mind—creating a healthy emotional foundation. Each book features a page of parents’ 
notes written by a child psychologist.

Trace Moroney is an internationally acclaimed author, illustrator and designer. More 
than 10 million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and are translated into over 
22 languages in 29 countries. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8 x 8 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760680626 • Replaces: 9780769644257 • June 
$10.99 (Can $14.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile
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My Mama Is a Mechanic
Doug Cenko

Vibrant illustrations add energy and humor to this simple text that celebrates 
mothers  
of all kinds

Snuggle with Mom for this sweet book about a mother as seen through her son’s 
eyes. To him, she is a surgeon when she repairs his favorite stuffed animal, a weight-
lifter when lugging in groceries, and a monster truck diver when driving him.  But 
no matter what happens, she is always his mama, and that’s the most important 
thing of all!

Doug Cenko is an author and illustrator living in Chicago, IL. He has worked at an 
animation studio, a live special effects company and design agencies, but illustration 
is what he truly loves to do. When he’s not drawing, you can find him—or better 
yet, not find him—mastering the art of hide-and-seek with his wife and daughter.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8 x 8 • 32 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages Up to 3 • 9781936669714 • April • $17.99 (Can $23.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • blue manatee press

G is for Golazo
The Ultimate Soccer Alphabet

James Littlejohn and Matthew Shipley

An A-to-Z overview of the sport, featuring men and women superstars from 
around the globe

S is for soccer. F is for football, and fútbol, and fußball… No matter what you call  
it, everyone loves the beautiful game! The creators of B is for Baller return with  
vibrant, stylish parade of soccer legends. Featuring dozens of international super-
stars like Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo, Neymar, Pelé, Diego Maradona, Marta, 
Mia Hamm, and Abby Wambach, G is for Golazo is the ultimate ABC book for 
budding soccer fans.

James Littlejohn is a writer, father, and sports fan. He used to think he was a pretty  
decent soccer player, until he lived in South America and learned this was not the case.  
Matthew Shipley is an illustrator whose art has appeared in projects from Ma-
jor League Soccer, Bleacher Report, TheTwoPointOne, and The Globe and Mail, 
among others. With James Littlejohn, he is the creator of B is for Baller: The Ulti-
mate Basketball Alphabet.

Childrens: Picture Books/Sports • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • 9781629376714 • May 
$17.95 (Can $23.95) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Triumph Books



Mango Moon
Diane de Anda
Illustrations by Sue Cornelison

A father’s love for his daughter survives his deportation

When a father is taken away from his family and facing deportation, his children 
are left to grieve and wonder about what comes next. Maricela, Manuel, and their 
mother face the many challenges of having their lives completely changed by the 
absence of their father and husband. Their day-to-day norm now includes moving 
to a new house, missed soccer games and birthday parties, and emptiness. Though 
Mango Moon shows what life is like from a child’s perspective when a parent is 
deported, Maricela learns that her love for her father continues on even though he’s 
no longer part of her daily life.

Diane de Anda, a third generation Latina, is a retired professor in the Department 
of Social Welfare at UCLA. Author of several children’s books featuring Latino 
families, she has five more books due to be published in 2018 and 2019. Sue  
Cornelison is the author and illustrator of many children’s books. She relishes her 
time with family, coaching her tumbling and trampoline team, and playing wildlife 
photographer when she isn’t illustrating. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807549575  
Available in Spanish: 9780807549599  April • $16.99 (Can $22.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Frankie Frog and the Throaty Croakers
Freya Hartas

Frankie Frog wants to croak, but he can’t! Is there another way for him to find 
his voice? 

Every frog dreams of their first croak, but Frankie’s croak never comes! Without it, 
he’s not sure how he fits into the world of the pond, until one day he hears a mys-
terious sound from a musical instrument. Is this another way for Frankie to make 
his voice heard? Frankie Frog and the Throaty Croakers is a celebration of music, 
determination, and creativity.

Freya Hartas is a UK-based children’s book author and illustrator living in the vi-
brant city of Bristol. She graduated from Falmouth University with first class honors 
in BA Illustration in 2014. She has worked on picture books and a number of books 
for older children.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807525432 • April • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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The Wind Plays Tricks
Virginia Howard
Illustrations by Charlene Chua

What happens when the pig goes cluck and the rooster goes cheep?

The wind swirls through the farmyard one dark night. It tears around the farmyard, 
over the meadows, past the pond. It blows so hard and so long that all the animals 
howl, too. And in the sunny morning, the animals learn that the wind has played 
tricks on them. Pig goes, “Cluck!” Little Chicks go, “Neigh!” Hens go, “Moo!” 
Horse goes “Cock-a-Doodle-Dooo!” Cow goes “Quack!” And Rooster—well, 
Rooster goes, “Cheep!” Can the animals work together to find a solution and get 
their right voices back?

An accomplished writer and editor, Virginia Howard has worked in education for 
many years in the Office of Publications at Louisiana State University School of 
Medicine. She is the author of The Bayou Bogeyman Presents: Hoodoo and Voo-
doo; Hurricane Boy; and Timothy Hubble and the King Cake Party. She lives in 
Louisiana. Charlene Chua grew up in Singapore, where she drew and read comics. 
Her work has appeared in American Illustration, Spectrum, and SILA’s Illustration 
West. She lives in Canada.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807587355 • March • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Lumber Jills
The Unsung Heroines of World War II

Alexandra Davis
Illustrations by Katie Hickey

A true story of the female lumberjacks who helped save Great Britain’s  
war effort

In World War II, Great Britain needed lumber to make planes, ships, and even 
newspapers—but there weren’t enough men to cut down the trees. Enter the fear-
less Lumber Jills! These young women may not have had much woodcutting expe-
rience, but they each had two hands willing to work and one stout heart, and they 
came together to do their part. Discover this lyrical story of home front heroism 
and female friendship.

Alexandra Davis studied Children’s Literature at New York University. Since 
then, Alex has also worked in the legendary New York children’s bookstore, 
Books of Wonder, on 5th Avenue selling high-fashion shoes and handbags, and 
at home raising a curious little boy. Lumber Jills is her first book. Katie Hickey 
studied at Falmouth University. Since graduating, she has worked for various 
clients ranging from greeting card companies, magazines, and publishers.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807547953 • March • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company



I Used to Be Famous
Becky Cattie and Tara Luebbe
Illustrations by Joanne Lew-Vriethoff

Kiely thinks her new baby sister is stealing her spotlight, but discovers there 
are good points to having a co-star

Kiely’s been famous her entire life, but when a baby sister appears on the scene, she 
feels like a has-been. Now Kiely has to figure out how to gain back the attention of 
her adoring fans (her family), even if it means sharing the spotlight.

Becky Cattie has always had a flair for the dramatic and loves all things entertainment— 
especially character-driven narratives. She was a casting producer for reality TV shows like 
NBC’s America’s Got Talent, ABC’s Extreme Makeover, and E!’s The Simple Life in Los  
Angeles. She lives in Chicago. Tara Luebbe is a self-described “Picture Book Nerd.” 
In her previous life, she owned a toy and book store in Atlanta, which was a catalyst 
for writing her own books. Joanne Lew-Vriethoff is the award-winning illustrator of 
such books as Another Day as Emily and The Dancing Pancake by Eileen Spinelli and 
Peace, Baby! by Linda Ashman. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807534434 • April • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Brown Bear Starts School
Sue Tarsky
Illustrations by Marina Aizen

On his first day of school, Brown Bear is worried—until he realizes that he 
knows what to do

Brown Bear is nervous. Today is his very first day of school. What if his classmates 
don’t like him? What if he can’t hear the teacher? What if he doesn’t have the right 
clothes? His mother does her best to reassure him but it isn’t until Brown Bear learns 
that he can do things for himself that he relaxes and helps his friends, too.

Born in New York City, Sue Tarsky lived and worked as a children’s book publisher 
for many years in London. She is the author of several books for children, including 
The Busy Building Book and Kiss the Boo Boo. Sue now lives and works in Chicago. 
Marina Aizen loves creating sweet characters, full of fun and bright colors, and 
draws every day in a little notebook she carries everywhere. She lives in Argentina.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807507735 • August • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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Noah Noasaurus
Elaine Kiely Kearns
Illustrations by Colin Jack

A tale about a small dino in a big, bad mood

Noah Noasaurus woke up feeling very No. No to brushing his teeth. No to eating 
breakfast. And definitely No to playing with his little brother. Things only get worse 
when Noah goes for a walk and relentlessly cheerful Toby Rex, Brian Brontosaurus, 
and Ava Ceratops follow him. Together, the group starts a bona fide dino parade 
that even Noah can’t resist. This lighthearted, whimsical story will have readers 
laughing along at Noah and his friends—as well as at their own bad moods.

Elaine Kiely Kearns is the co-founder of the children’s literature website KidLit411. 
She has a master’s degree in education from Fordham University and taught elemen-
tary school for fifteen years. Colin Jack is a story artist at Dreamworks Animation 
and a children’s book illustrator working in the Bay Area. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior A 
ges 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807557037 • April • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Pencil’s Perfect Picture
Jodi McKay
Illustrations by Juliana Motzko

Pencil wants to draw a picture, and he wants it to be PERFECT

Pencil is trying to draw the perfect picture for his dad. So, he asks his friends Brush, 
Pastel, Marker, Crayon, and Chalk what makes their art perfect. But they each have 
a different answer. How will Pencil be able to create his own perfect picture?

Jodi McKay lives in Michigan, with her husband, son, and a crazy Goldendoodle 
named Ralph. She’s a proud member of the writing community and is involved in 
multiple writing groups including SCBWI and 12x12. She is the author of Where 
are the Words? Juliana Motzko is a freelance illustrator who has loved drawing and 
painting since she was a little girl. She is fascinated by animals and enjoys creating 
cute artwork that touches people’s hearts. Juliana lives in Brazil.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807564769 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company



Picture the Sky
A lyrical, beautifully illustrated look at the sky

The sky can often tell different stories: in the clouds having a parade, in the stars 
blanketing the night, and in our imagination. Every hour, every day, in every sea-
son, the sky is different. In this companion to Picture a Tree, award-winning creator 
Barbara Reid offers a lyrical story using plasticine relief illustrations to explore the 
wondrous and ever-changing sky. 

Barbara Reid is an award-winning author-illustrator known for her work using plas-
ticine. Her previous titles, such as Picture a Tree, Fox Walked Alone, and The Night 
Before Christmas, were created by spreading and modeling plasticine to create relief 
images. She lives in Canada. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807595251 • March • $16.99   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US • Albert Whitman & Company

Playdate
Maryann Macdonald
Illustrations by Rahele Jomepour Bell

It’s time for a playdate!

A picture book with minimal text and maximum impact, as portrayed through both 
the well-chosen words and the fun-filled, evocative illustrations.

Maryann Macdonald is the author of 25 books for children including The Christmas 
Cat, How to Hug, and The Pink Party. She lives in New York City. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807565520 • April • $15.99 (Can $20.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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Wagons Ho!
Then and Now on the Oregon Trail

George Hallowell and Joan Holub
Illustrations by Lynne Avril

One girl moves to Oregon in a covered wagon, the other in a mini-van in this 
look at two cross-country moves

What do buffalo, butter churns, and a mini-van have in common? A trip to Oregon, 
of course! In Wagons, Ho!, two girls move from Missouri to Oregon more than a 
century apart. Both girls will miss their old homes, but they’ll discover new adven-
tures on the road. Readers will love this unique look at history as they empathize 
with the struggles of moving to a new town while learning about the trials of the 
Oregon Trail.

George Hallowell is an architect, award-winning photographer, and author of nu-
merous articles who has an interest in buried treasure and old mining towns. This 
is his first book. Joan Holub is an author and illustrator of more than 130 chil-
dren’s books, including Apple Countdown and Pumpkin Countdown. She worked 
for a graphic design firm and a children’s book publisher before creating children’s 
books full time. She lives in North Carolina. Lynne Avril has illustrated more than 
80 books for children, including The No-Good Do-Good Pirates, The Princesses 
Have a Ball, and the New York Times bestselling young Amelia Bedelia series. She 
lives in Arizona.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: History • 32 Pages • 10.75 x 8.5  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807586136  
March • $7.99 (Can $10.99) • Paperback Picture Book  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

The Leaf Man
Patricia J. Miranda
Illustrations by Chris O’Leary

A richly illustrated fable of hope, perseverance, and renewal

While wandering through a field of stumps that was once a forest, a boy collects 
twigs and sticks and leaves that remain and decides to create something new. He 
makes a figure—a leaf man—who inspires him to dream and invent, to plant the 
seed for a better world. Based on the ancient folklore of the “green man” as a 
symbol of renewal, lyrical text and immersive visual storytelling fills this uplifting 
picture book with optimism for the future.

Patricia J. Miranda’s poems have appeared in numerous literary magazines including  
Hyphen, Frontier Poetry, and Yellow Chair Review. She lives with her husband, Chris 
O’Leary, and their two daughters in Ohio. Chris O’Leary illustrated Mama Played 
Baseball and other picture books. He lives with his wife, Patricia J. Miranda, and their 
two daughters in Ohio. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10.75 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807544167 • March • $16.99 (Can $22.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company



Dad and Me in the Morning
Patricia Lakin
Illustrations by Robert G. Steele

A deaf boy and his father share an early morning adventure

Early one morning, a young boy wakes to the light of his alarm clock. He puts on 
his hearing aids and clothes, then goes to wake his father. Together they brave the 
cold as they walk down the dirt road that leads to the beach. Lakin’s understated 
story reminds readers that sometimes the best way to communicate doesn’t involve 
words, while Steele’s watercolor illustrations show that beauty is never far away.

Patricia Lakin, a former elementary school teacher and an award-winning author, 
has written more than 50 published works. Her books, both fiction and nonfiction, 
span multiple age groups—from toddlers to middle graders. Patricia lives in New 
York City with her husband. Robert G. Steele was originally trained as an architect 
and studied art in Austria as a  Fulbright scholar. He has painted for Broadway pro-
ductions, magazines, and many adult and children’s books. He lives in California 
with his wife and children.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807514207 • March • $7.99 (Can $10.99)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

This Tree Counts!
Alison Formento
Illustrations by Sarah Snow

Counting and nature combine in this tree-rific tale

If you listen closely, the lone tree behind Oak Lane School has a story to tell. It starts 
with one owl, two spiders, and goes all the way up to ten earthworms using the tree 
as their home! So what does this tree need? Learn about the importance of trees and 
count from one to ten in this tale about going green.

Alison Formento grew up in Arkansas and now lives in New Jersey with her family. 
She’s climbed trees, camped under them, and planted some! Alison is also the author 
of These Bees Count! and These Rocks Count! Sarah Snow is a collage artist who 
combines found papers, acrylics, and watercolors. She has also illustrated These 
Bees Count! and These Rocks Count! Sarah lives with her family in New York.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10.75 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807578971 • March • $7.99 (Can $10.99)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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TAKING A WALK

Summer at the Seashore
Sue Tarsky
Illustrations by Claire Lordon

Animals, colors, numbers, seasons, and places—what lovely walks!

Join the fun of finding and counting all the animals, flowers, and insects, as more and 
more appear on a thrilling walk along the seashore during the summertime. Packed 
with repetition that young children love and that also helps them learn, this is an en-
tertaining introduction to colors, numbers, and the seasons.

Born in New York City, Sue Tarsky lived and worked as a children’s book publisher 
for many years in London. She is the author of several books for children including 
the Busy Building Book and Kiss the Boo Boo. Claire Lordon is an illustrator and de-
signer of children’s books, surface designs, maps and murals in Vancouver, Canada. 
She earned her BFA in illustration at the Rhode Island School of Design. Her work is 
inspired by her spirit of adventure, love of the outdoors, and an enthusiasm for travel.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Seasonal • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807577318 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Spring in the Woods
Sue Tarsky
Illustrations by Claire Lordon

Animals, colors, numbers, seasons, and places—what lovely walks!

Join the fun of finding and counting all the animals, flowers, and insects, as more and 
more appear on a lively walk through the woods during the springtime. Packed with 
repetition that young children love and that also helps them learn, this is an entertain-
ing introduction to colors, numbers, and the seasons.

Born in New York City, Sue Tarsky lived and worked as a children’s book publisher 
for many years in London. She is the author of several books for children including 
the Busy Building Book and Kiss the Boo Boo. Claire Lordon is an illustrator and 
designer of children’s books, surface designs, maps and murals in Vancouver, Canada. 
She earned her BFA in illustration at the Rhode Island School of Design. Her work is 
inspired by her spirit of adventure, love of the outdoors, and an enthusiasm for travel.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Seasonal • 32 Pages • 8 x 10 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807577301 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company



Also available:

9780807535424
$7.99 (Can $10.99)

Paperback Picture Book

9780807535448 
$7.99 (Can $10.99) Paperback 

Picture Book

The Earth Gives More
Sue Fliess
Illustrations by Christiane Engel

Enjoy and take care of nature every season

From leaves falling and becoming fertilizer to raindrops bringing plants to life in 
the spring, the cycle of every season has something to enjoy. While delighting in all 
nature offers, we need to remember to respect and treasure the world around us. 
This sweet rhyming story follows the change in seasons and illustrates how we can 
all be stewards of the Earth.

Sue Fliess is the author of numerous books for children, including A Fairy Friend, 
Shoes for Me!, Calling All Cars, and Mary Had a Little Lab. She lives with her 
family in Virginia. Christiane Engel is an award-winning illustrator and published 
author. She currently lives in the United Kingdom.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10.75 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9780807577103 • March • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

If I Were a Park Ranger
Catherine Stier
Illustrations by Patrick Corrigan

Imagine serving as a park ranger for our U.S. National Parks!

If you were a national park ranger, you’d spend every day in one of the most trea-
sured places in America. You’d have an amazing job protecting animals, the envi-
ronment, and our country’s natural and historical heritage, from the wilds of Denali 
to the Statue of Liberty!

Catherine Stier has worked as a professional writer for more than 16 years and has 
published hundreds of articles and stories. She is the author of If I Were President, 
If I Ran for President, and Today on Election Day. She lives in San Antonio, Texas 
with her husband and two children. Patrick Corrigan was born in the north of  
England and grew up drawing and designing. After University, he was an art direc-
tor in a design studio for nearly ten years. He now lives in London with his wife and 
cat, illustrating children’s books.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 32 Pages • 8 x 10   
Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9780807535455   
April • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Hardcover Picture Book   
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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WHOSE ARE THESE?

Whose Feet?
Sue Tarsky

Big pictures help little ones guess answers

Babies can spot the differences between animals and people in this pure 
fun book with a built-in guessing game and underlying educational aspect. 
Straightforward words and appealing, large illustrations bring smiles and 
chortles, a perfect opportunity for parents to cuddle up with little ones.

Born in New York City, Sue Tarsky lived and worked as a children’s book 
publisher for many years in London. She is the author of several books for 
children including The Busy Building Book and Kiss the Boo Boo. 

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 24 Pages • 9 x 9 
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807590393 
May • $15.99 (Can $20.99) • Hardcover Picture Book 
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Whose Ears?
Sue Tarsky

Big pictures help little ones guess answers

Babies can spot the differences between animals and people in this pure 
fun book with a built-in guessing game and underlying educational aspect. 
Straightforward words and appealing, large illustrations bring smiles and 
chortles, a perfect opportunity for parents to cuddle up with little ones.

Born in New York City, Sue Tarsky lived and worked as a children’s book 
publisher for many years in London. She is the author of several books for 
children including The Busy Building Book and Kiss the Boo Boo. 

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 24 Pages • 9 x 9  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807590409 
May • $15.99 (Can $20.99) • Hardcover Picture Book 
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company



It’s Good to Have a Grandma
Maryann Macdonald
Illustrations by Priscilla Burris

There’s no one like a grandma!

Children and grandmothers love playing together, eating together—just being  
together. Every time is a special time, for both. This book captures the special  
moments without sentimentality, but with warmth and love.

Maryann Macdonald is the author of 25 books for children including The Christmas 
Cat, How to Hug, and The Pink Party. She lives in New York City. Priscilla Burris 
has illustrated numerous books and materials for children, parents, and teachers. 
She enjoys cake paintings and creating art for products that include murals, greet-
ing cards, and rubber stamps. Priscilla lives with her family in Southern California. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807536766 • August • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

It’s Good to Have a Grandpa
Maryann Macdonald
Illustrations by Priscilla Burris

There’s no one like a grandpa!

Children and grandfathers love playing together, eating together—just being togeth-
er. Every time is a special time, for both. This book captures the special moments 
without sentimentality, but with warmth and love.

Maryann Macdonald is the author of 25 books for children including The Christmas 
Cat, How to Hug, and The Pink Party. She lives in New York City. Priscilla Burris 
has illustrated numerous books and materials for children, parents, and teachers. 
She enjoys cake paintings and creating art for products that include murals, greeting 
cards, and rubber stamps. Priscilla lives with her family in Southern California. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807536759 • August • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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Around the Passover Table
Tracy Newman
Illustrations by Adriana Santos

Everyone loves to celebrate Passover with the traditional seder meal

The candles are lit, the seder plate filled, and the matzo stacked high. Join in to read,  
sing, eat, and observe the holiday. The many steps of a Passover seder are portrayed 
in this rhyming story.

Tracy Newman is the author of numerous children’s books including Shabbat Hic-
cups and Uncle Eli’s Wedding. She lives with her family and two cats in Connecti-
cut. Adriana Santos worked as a graphic designer before pursuing her interest in 
illustration. When she’s not creating, Adriana loves to read and hang out with her 
children. She lives in Spain.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Religious • 32 Pages • 8 x 10   
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807504468  
March • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Hardcover Picture Book  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

The Gift of Ramadan
Rabiah York Lumbard
Illustrations by Laura K. Horton

Sophia wants to fast for the first time in this sweet holiday tale

Sophia wants to fast for Ramadan this year. She tries to keep busy throughout the 
day so she won’t think about food. But when the smell of cookies is too much, she 
breaks her fast early. How can she be part of the festivities now?

Rabiah York Lumbard is an American Muslim author of several award-winning 
picture books including Angels, Everyone Prays, and Pine and the Winter Sparrow. 
Her debut YA novel, What They Hide, will be published by Random House in 
2019. She currently lives in Qatar. Laura K. Horton is a freelance illustrator with a 
passion for family, creativity, and imagination. She earned her BFA in illustration 
and animation from the Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design. When not working, 
she enjoys drinking tea, reading, and game designing. Originally from Utah, Laura 
currently lives in Finland. 

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Religious • 32 Pages • 8 x 10   
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780807529065   
April • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Hardcover Picture Book  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company



What Will I Do When I Grow Up?
Margherita Borin

A beautifully illustrated look at all the jobs represented on one busy street

Let’s take a walk down the street and discover the variety of jobs that grown-ups do. We will 
pop into each building to see what they wear, what tools they use and what they make and 
do. What Will I Do When I Grow Up? uses detailed and elegant watercolor artwork that 
invites children to discover the diversity of occupations including teachers, chefs, builders 
and scientists.

Margherita Borin studied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Venice. Her previous 
books include Who Is Hiding in the Grass? and Who Is Hiding in the Ocean? 

Childrens: Picture Books • 44 Pages • 8 x 9.25 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780994384157 • June • $19.99 (Can $26.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Berbay Publishing

Swan Lake
Anne Spudvilas

A magnificent visual retelling of the classic ballet story

The iconic ballet Swan Lake, the tragic love story of a princess transformed into a swan by 
an evil sorcerer, has been revered for more than a century. In this atmospheric adaptation, 
Anne Spudvilas reimagines the classic tale of passion, betrayal, and heartbreak in the dra-
matic riverscape of Australia’s Murray-Darling basin.

Anne Spudvilas is a multi-award-winning illustrator of children’s books and an established 
portrait painter and printmaker. Her first picture book, The Race by Christobel Mattingley, 
was awarded the Crichton Award for Illustration and was a CBCA Honour Book. Her books 
include The Peasant Prince by Li Cunxin, which won the NSW and Queensland Premiers’ 
Awards in 2008, and Jenny Angel by Margaret Wild, which was CBCA Picture Book of the 
Year in 2000.

Childrens: Picture Books • 48 Pages • 8 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 10–14 • Grades 5–9 • 9781743318454 • May • $19.99 (Can $26.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan  
Allen & Unwin
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Tiger’s Roar
Alex Rance
Illustrations by Shane McG

An inspiring and hilarious picture book about a Tiger who wants to be his best

Tiger was the champion of all the jungle. He was strong and bold and proud, and he sat at 
the top of the very tallest tree. But one day the winds blew, the birds shrieked, the tree shook, 
and . . . Tiger fell all the way down to the mud at the bottom of the tree, and bumped his 
head on a rock. What will it take for Tiger to be able to climb back to the top of the tree? A 
hugely entertaining picture book about teamwork and never giving up.

Alex Rance is a former Australian footballer and cofounder of an Australian rules football 
academy for high school students. Shane McG writes and illustrates his own picture books, 
including Tennis, Anyone? 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781760523916 • June • $16.99 (Can $22.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US, Canada & Mexico • Allen & Unwin

Yikes!
In Seven Wild Adventures, Who Would You Be?

Alison Lester

A funny and exciting book for young readers, packed with eccentric characters and 
scenes of wild adventure

Who would you be? On a Stormy Night at Sea, in the Wild West, under the Big Top, in the 
Frozen North, in a Transylvanian Castle, beyond the Milky Way, in a Steaming Jungle… 
Choose a character, turn the page and find out what happens! An exciting book of wild 
adventures.

Alison Lester was Australia’s first Children’s Laureate, from 2011 to 2013. She has been the 
recipient of the Children’s Book of the Year: Picture Book, and the Dromkeen Medal. Her 
books include Imagine, Noni the Pony, and Magic Beach. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9.5 x 10 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 4–7 • Grades Pre-K–2 • 9781760528614 • July • $19.99 (Can $26.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan 
Allen & Unwin



Puddle Hunters
Kirsty Murray
Illustrations by Karen Blair

This beautiful book captures the eternal delight of young children splashing about  
in puddles and experimenting with language

When the rain stops it’s time to go puddle hunting. Ruby and Banjo and Mama go up the 
street, and into the park, over the bridge and down to the river flats where the puddles lie 
waiting. Splosh it, Ruby! Splosh it, Banjo! Splosh it, Mama! A glorious celebration of splash-
ing and squelching all the way home.

Kirsty Murray is the author of 11 novels for children and young adults, such as Eat the Sky, 
Drink the Ocean and Walking Home with Marie-Claire. Karen Blair is the author of Baby 
Animal Farm. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 10 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–6 • Grades Pre-K–1 • 9781760296742 • March • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan  
Allen & Unwin

Sandcastle
Philip Bunting

A story for anyone who likes to spend a day at the beach, and for everyone who has 
ever pondered the big questions about our place in the universe

Rae and Grandad set out to build a sandcastle. They make a tall tower. They raise great 
ramparts. They dig a deep moat. They even find a dragon. But will it be enough to hold the 
tide? Sandcastle is a beautiful exploration of the ebb and flow of life.

Philip Bunting is the author of Mopoke.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 11 x 9 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–6 • Grades Pre-K–1 • 9781760295387 • June • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan  
Allen & Unwin
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Storm Whale
Sarah Brennan
Illustrations by Jane Tanner

A captivating and beautifully illustrated story about three sisters who find a stranded 
whale on the beach

Bleak was the day and the wind whipped down when I and my sisters walked to town  . . . 
With a powerful, poetic text, wonderful to read aloud, and illustrations full of life and move-
ment, this picture book about three sisters finding a stranded whale celebrates the majesty 
and vulnerability of nature and our place in it.

Sarah Brennan is a children’s author whose 2015 title, The Tale of Rodney Ram, was 
short-listed for the Golden Dragon Book Awards. Jane Tanner is the illustrator of Isabella’s 
Secret and Lily and the Fairy House. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10.5 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 4–8 
Grades Pre-K–3 • 9781760293642 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Hardcover Picture Book  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

The Feather
Margaret Wild
Illustrations by Freya Blackwood

“This exquisite and affecting allegory is another masterful Margaret Wild and Freya 
Blackwood collaboration.” —Books+Publishing

From Margaret Wild, beloved author of Kiss Kiss!, a story of hope in dark times

This is a story about hope, kindness and redemption set in a grey dystopian world. When 
a great feather drifts from the leaden sky, two children recognize its extraordinariness and 
take it to the village for its protection. The villagers, however, want to encase it, upon which 
the feather loses its radiance. The children take it home and care for it through the night. 
In the morning it is again radiant, and when they set it free it leaves behind the first signs of 
blue sky and color. The ambiguous ending invites multiple interpretations about the effects 
of selflessness and kindness.

Margaret Wild and Freya Blackwood previously collaborated on The Treasure Box and 
Harry & Hopper. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781760124212 • May • $17.99 (Can $22.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Little Hare Books



The Secret of the Egg
Nicola Davies
Illustrations by Abbie Cameron

Discover the delightful secret of the egg in this rhyming science-based book

Discover the delights of nature with zoologist, poet, and top children’s book author, Nicola 
Davies. Follow the young adventurer as she explores eggs of all shapes and sizes, where they 
may be hiding and what secrets could be held within. The easy rhymes encourage children to 
join in. With zoologically accurate, bright, and exciting illustrations by Abbie Cameron, this 
book explores the huge variety of animal and insect eggs and is one in a series of rhyming 
picture books which entertain and educate on a wide range of animals.

Nicola Davies is an award-winning author whose many books for children include Perfect 
(longlisted for the CILIP Greenaway Medal 2017), The Pond (chosen in Kirkus Reviews Best 
Books of 2017), and the Shadows & Light series. She graduated in zoology, studied whales 
and bats, and then worked for the BBC Natural History Unit. Abbie Cameron is an artist and 
illustrator whose work includes the highly popular Animal Surprises series and their tie-in 
activity books, How To Draw.

Childrens: Picture Books • 36 Pages • 10 x 10 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781912213672 • April • $21.99 (Can $29.99) • Hardcover Picture Book   
Rights: World X United Kingdom & Europe • Graffeg

123, Anteater Stuck Up a Tree
Illustrations by Max Jackson

A charming counting book that uses fun animals to introduce children to the numbers 
one through 10

1 silly anteater has got himself stuck up a tree. 2 curious crocodiles have come to see. 3 
friendly moose are forming a plan. Even the ants are lending a hand. On every page of this 
cute counting book, children are encouraged to spot and count all the animals that turn up 
to help the anteater down from the tree. There are new arrivals on every page and plenty for 
children to spot as scenes get busier and more and more animals turn up to join in the fun.

Max Jackson is a graphic designer. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 6.75 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781780555317 • April • $16.99 (Can $22.99)  
 Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara
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Something Fishy
Polly Dunbar

“A wry look at new-sibling anxiety and jealousy through the eyes of a fish-loving feline. 
Funny and very effective for families with a new arrival. Dunbar’s cat protagonist is an 
expressive delight.” —Bookseller

A very funny story of jealousy and love between a cat and a new family member 

Like all cats, this cat absolutely loves fish. But what do you do when your owners start 
acting strangely? They don’t seem to understand the importance of fish any more. They 
are too busy buying tiny clothes, gathering colorful toys, and redecorating in pastel colors. 
And one owner in particular seems to be getting a lot . . . bigger. Something Fishy is a very 
funny family story from the award-winning Polly Dunbar. The adorable cat’s journey from 
jealousy and anxiety to love and acceptance will appeal to any child with a new brother or 
sister on the way!

Polly Dunbar is is the author of Tilly and Friends, which is now a CBeebies animation, and 
the multi-award-winning Penguin. She has also worked with author David Almond on the 
critically acclaimed The Boy Who Climbed into the Moon.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9.75 x 11.25 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781509837991 • June • $16.99  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

The Great Kiwi 123 Book
Donovan Bixley

A lively and hilarious New Zealand-centric counting book

Here is a counting book like you’ve never seen, featuring Donovan Bixley’s most popular 
characters from his uniquely Kiwi Wheels on the Bus and Old MacDonald’s Farm. Look out 
for the milkshake-making cow, the All Black lambs, the cute pink ski-bunny, and the colossal 
squid and many more of Donovan’s vibrant, amusing illustrations. Fun for the kids—and 
fun for the adults!

Donovan Bixley is an illustrator and designer. He has illustrated more than 100 stories, 
including the bestselling children’s book Old Macdonald’s Farm and The Wheels on the 
Bus. He has also written and illustrated half a dozen books of his own, including Much Ado 
About Shakespeare and The Great Kiwi ABC Book.

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 11 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781988516233 • Replaces: 9781988516073 • June  
$16.99 (Can $22.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Upstart Press Also available:

9781927262917
$10.99 (Can $14.99)

Board Book



#Goldilocks
Jeanne Willis
Illustrations by Tony Ross

Goldilocks must face the repercussions when her vlogging goes too far, in this hilarious 
cautionary tale for a new generation of internet-users

Everyone loves Goldilocks’ hilarious online videos, but in her quest to get more likes, more 
laughs and more hits, she tries something a little more daring: stealing porridge #pipinghot, 
breaking chairs #fun, and using someone else’s bed #sleep. What will Daddy Bear do when 
he sees that online? A hilarious cautionary tale for a new generation of internet-users from 
the prize-winning partnership of Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross.

Jeanne Willis is the author of Never Too Little to Love. She and Tony Ross are the author- 
illustrator team of numerous books, including Chicken Clicking, Daft Bat, Dr Xargle’s Book 
of Earthlets, I Hate School, Prince Charmless, and Tadpole’s Promise.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10.75 x 9.25 • Four-color Interior • Ages 2 & Up  
9781783447176 • May • $16.99 • Hardcover Picture Book   
Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

The Great Dog Bottom Swap
Peter Bently
Illustrations by Mei Matsuoka

Sit back and enjoy this rollicking canine caper. It’s barking mad!

The day has arrived for the Dogs’ Summer Ball. It’s so high class in fact, that each dog must 
remove their bottom before they are allowed inside the hall. But in the middle of all the 
frivolity something unexpected happens and the dogs have to make a hasty exit . . . with or 
without the correct bottom!

Peter Bently is the author of Muddypaws Goes to School, Underpants Thunderpants, and 
King Jack and the Dragon, which was named an ALA Notable Book of the Year. Mei Mat-
suoka is the author of Footprints in the Snow and The Three Little Pigs. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 11 x 10.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 5 • Grades Up to K • 9781783447619 • Replaces: 9781842709887   
August • $9.99 • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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Also available:

9781783441617
$9.99 

Paperback Picture Book
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Boom! Bang! Royal Meringue!
Sally Doran
Illustrations by Rachael Saunders

Princess Hannah has just received the ultimate birthday present, but will she be able to 
share it with her friends?

Polite and perfect Princess Hannah has been so well behaved that the King and Queen have 
decided to get her a very special birthday present: The Marvellous Magical Pudding Ma-
chine! How can she possibly be expected to share such a wonderful thing with her friends? 
Discover the fanciful and vivid picture book that gives hope that even those with the sweetest 
tooth might learn to share.

Sally Doran is a debut children’s book author. Rachael Saunders is a children’s book illustrator.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10 x 10.5 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781783444151 • May • $16.99  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

Maybe the Moon
Frances Ives

A tale of how change, although sometimes daunting, can be a positive and uplifting 
experience if you embrace your environment, and the people around you

Maybe the Moon tells the story of Eric, a little boy who loves his life in his forest home with 
his animal friends for company. When he moves to the city, he sets about searching for hap-
piness in a strange new environment. Eric’s journey shows him that whatever the differences 
between people and places, we are all united and are never alone when we share the same 
moon. Frances Ives’ beautiful illustrations bring to life this charming story that features a 
rhyming refrain to enchant both children and parents alike.

Frances Ives was the winner of the 2016 LOM Art Prize with her debut picture book Maybe 
the Moon.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 11 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 2–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781910552841 • May • $9.99 (Can $12.99)  
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara



Hello to You, Moon
Sally Morgan
Illustrations by Sonny Day and Biddy Maroney

“Animals the world over greet the moon as it appears, exploring the subtle shades of 
night and darkness in a beautiful collage of colors, patterns, and textures that arise 
when the sun goes down.” —Foreword Reviews

Vibrant, colorful illustrations make this a one to 10 counting book that will completely 
captivate children as they learn how to count 

Not all creatures are night animals, but all creatures respond to the moon. In Hello to You, 
Moon beautiful counting verse and luminous artwork bring to life the mystery and wonder 
of moonlight’s effect on us all.

Sally Morgan is an Indigenous writer and artist who belongs to the Palkyu people of the 
eastern Pilbara in Western Australia. She is the author of Me and My Dad, My Place, and 
Sam’s Bush Journey. Sonny & Biddy are illustrators who have done work for Rolling Stone 
Australia and for Mondo, including two solo exhibitions in Mondo’s Austin, Texas gallery.

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 9.5 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760503079 • Replaces: 9781760125462 • June  
$11.99 (Can $15.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Little Hare Books

Kangaroo and Crocodile
My Big Book of Australian Animals

Bronwyn Bancroft

“A visually stunning experience for young armchair travelers and their elders.” —Kirkus 
Reviews

“Vivid . . . dazzle[s] the eye.” —Wall Street Journal

An incredibly beautiful book of Australian animals and landscapes

From eagles to echidnas, from geckoes to crocodiles, animal icons of Australia are gorgeous-
ly integrated into glorious patterned landscapes. The end of the book features an information 
page listing all the animals young readers will have encountered.

Bronwyn Bancroft is an Aboriginal artist and designer whose artwork has been collected 
and shown by galleries around the world. She is the illustrator of An Australian 1, 2, 3 of 
Animals; An Australian ABC of Animals; Malu Kangaroo; Patterns of Australia; Possum and 
Wattle; and Sun Mother Wakes the World.

Childrens: Picture Books • 48 Pages • 10.25 x 12.25 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781921714986 • Replaces: 9781921714252 • June  
$12.99 (Can $16.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Little Hare Books
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Bush Bash!
Sally Morgan
Illustrations by Ambelin Kwaymullina

Where is dingo dashing off to? Come and join the Bush Bash to find out—there are 
animals to count, things to find, and a surprise on the last page.

Dingo is headed somewhere looking excited, and the other animals want to know where he 
is going. Dingo won’t say, so the others follow along in hot pursuit—two nosy numbats, 
three flying frogs, four burrowing bilbies, and more. The animals are all in for a surprise 
when Dingo’s final destination is revealed on the last page. As well as being a counting book, 
this is a seek-and-find story, with one aboriginal artifact plus one non-native animal on each 
colorful spread.

Sally Morgan is the author of Me and My Dad, My Place, and Sam’s Bush Journey. Ambelin 
Kwaymullina is the author of The Interrogation of Ashala Wolf. They previously collaborat-
ed on Curly and the Fent.

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 9.5 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781921894145 • Replaces: 9781921714771 • May  
$11.99 (Can $15.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Little Hare Books

Where Is Galah?
Sally Morgan

Sally Morgan brings the Australian landscape alive in this colorful exploration of  
animals and animal sounds

Dingo is on the prowl. He can see Emu, Swan, and Turtle. He can hear Crocodile, Frog, and 
Kookaburra. But where is Galah? Sally Morgan brings the Australian landscape alive in this 
colorful exploration of animals and animal sounds. Children will have fun with the search-
and-find element. Galah is hiding on every page!

Sally Morgan is the author of Me and My Dad, My Place, and Sam’s Bush Journey.

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 9.5 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760125196 • Replaces: 9781921894466 • July 
$11.99 (Can $15.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Little Hare Books

The Eagle Inside
Jack Manning Bancorft
Illustrations by Bronwyn Bancroft

A timeless fable about difference, belonging and courage that will inspire children to 
have faith in their inner strength

The smallest bird at school, Jimmy feels certain he will never fit in. But Eagle reminds him 
that being small isn’t necessarily a weakness, and that being different can also be a strength. 
This book is loosely based on the author’s university experience of feeling he would never 
fit in, yet being mentored by a teacher who encouraged him to focus on his inner strength, 
rather than race or class.

This book is a landmark collaboration between two powerhouses of the Indigenous commu-
nity of Sydney—artist, activist and illustrator Bronwyn Bancroft and her son Jack Manning 
Bancroft, who is CEO of Australian Indigenous Mentoring Experience (AIME) and has been 
listed among Sydney’s Top 100 Most Influential People.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.75 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760125271 • Replaces: 9781742974699 • July 
$11.99 (Can $15.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Little Hare Books



Bush Tracks
Ros Moriarty
Illustrations by Balarinji

Follow the tracks and find the Australian animal in this lyrical story for the very young

What can you see? Follow the clues that landscape, seasons, weather, the stars, the moon and 
the sun give to navigate bush tracks and find the Australian animal. A lyrical, fun story about 
tracking animals in the bush featuring vibrant illustrations by Balarinji, Australia’s leading 
Indigenous design studio. 

Ros Moriarty is creative and managing director of Australia’s leading Indigenous design 
studio, Balarinji. She also co-founded the not-for-profit Nangala Project, which includes Indi 
Kindi early literacy education, and has won many awards for business and citizenship. Her 
other children’s books include Kangaroos Hop and Ten Scared Fish.

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8.5 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781760297824 • May • $10.99 (Can $14.99)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan  
Allen & Unwin

What’s That There?
Ros Moriarty
Illustrations by Balarinji

A lyrical story for the very young about birds featuring Indigenous artwork

What’s that there? That’s the rushing river’s curly bend, cried the sea eagle perched on a 
knotted branch, swaying. There, look! What’s that there? That’s the cliff face sharp with 
sun-scorched stones, glinting, shrilled the hawk, gliding on summer winds. There, look! An 
exhilarating celebration of the Australian landscape as seen from the sky featuring.

Ros Moriarty is creative and managing director of Australia’s leading Indigenous design 
studio, Balarinji. She also co-founded the not-for-profit Nangala Project, which includes Indi 
Kindi early literacy education, and has won many awards for business and citizenship. Her 
other children’s books include Kangaroos Hop and Ten Scared Fish.

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8.5 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781760297817 • May • $10.99 (Can $14.99)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan  
Allen & Unwin
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9781742378350 
$11.99 (Can $13.99)  

Paperback Picture Book

Also available:

9781743315927
$17.99 (Can $21.99)

Hardcover Picture Book

That’s Not a Daffodil!
Elizabeth Honey

A playful story that children will enjoy again and again about an inventive boy, a kindly 
gardener, a growing friendship, and the promise of a bulb

 When Tom’s neighbor Mr. Yilmaz gives him a brown bulb, Tom can’t believe it will flower. 
“That’s not a daffodil!” says Tom. “Well,” says the old gardener. “Let’s plant it and see.” 
Tom plays a game of imagination as the daffodil bulb given to him by his kindly neighbor 
grows first into a green beak, then turns into a rocket, and finally into a trumpet of gold. A 
satisfying tale, playful repetition, and building anticipation will make children request this 
story again and again.

Elizabeth Honey is the author of Don’t Pat the Wombat!, Fiddleback, The Moon in the Man, 
Not a Nibble, and Remote Man.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9.5 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–6 • Grades Pre-K–1 • 9781925266269 • Replaces: 9781742372488  
April • $12.99 (Can $16.99) • Paperback Picture Book  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

Mr Chicken Arriva a Roma
Leigh Hobbs

Mr. Chicken has been to Paris and London, but his taste for travel is insatiable—now 
it’s time to visit Rome, a city of ancient wonders and delicious things to eat

“Welcome to Rome,” says Mr Chicken’s guide, Federica. “Climb aboard my Vespa and hold 
on to your hat.” Mr. Chicken’s childhood dream is about to begin. Another triumph from 
the Australian Children’s Laureate, featuring his signature combination of hilarious images 
and understated text.

Leigh Hobbs is the author of the Mr. Badger series and the Old Tom Series, which includes 
Old Tom’s Big Book of Beauty and Old Tom Goes to Mars. He is also the author of Mr 
Chicken Goes to Paris and Mr Chicken Lands on London.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 4–8 • Grades K–3 • 9781760528560 • Replaces: 9781925266771 
March • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Paperback Picture Book  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin



Solomon and Mortimer
Catherine Rayner

“Short, sweet, and tailor-made for story time.” —Publishers Weekly starred review of 
Solomon the Crocodile

Two bored crocodiles get up to trouble in this charming follow-up to Solomon the Crocodile

Solomon Crocodile and his friend Mortimer are bored. They want to find some fun, but what 
can they do? Tree-climbing is tricky, chasing lizards doesn’t end well, and flying turns out to 
be a lot harder than it looks. Then they spot the biggest hippo in the river. Imagine the splash 
he’d make if two naughty crocodiles were to surprise him! Sure to delight fans of the original 
Solomon Crocodile, which has sold over 100,000 copies worldwide, Solomon and Mortimer 
is a warm, funny, and charming tale which young children will ask for again and again.

Catherine Rayner was awarded the Kate Greenaway Medal for Harris Finds His Feet. She  
is also the author of Abigail, Augustus and His Smile, and Solomon the Crocodile.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 10.75 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781509830459 • April • $9.99 • Paperback Picture Book  
Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

There’s a Spider in this Book!
Claire Freedman
Illustrations by Mike Byrne

There’s a spider in this book. Are you brave enough to take a look? 

Eric the spider can’t understand why people scream and run away from him. He only wants 
to say hello. But Fluffy the cat wants to eat Eric, so he’s hiding. It’s up to the reader to find 
Eric on every spread and maybe finally catch a glimpse of him with the surprise lift the flap 
ending . . . A funny and engaging story brought to life with hilarious and colorful illustrations.

Claire Freedman is the internationally bestselling author of over 100 books for children, 
including Dinosaurs Love Underpants and Snuggle Up, Sleepy Ones. Mike Byrne illustrated 
the Jack’s Mega Machines series and Sproutzilla v. Christmas.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10.75 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781509830787 • August • $9.99 • Paperback Picture Book  
Rights: US • Pan Macmillan
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When Grandad Was a Penguin
Morag Hood

“Wonderfully understated humor, thought-provoking illustrations, and a spot-on theme 
about the enriching nature of embracing differences combine to create a story that is much 
more than the sum of its parts.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review, on Carrot and Pea

“Novel and funny.” —School Library Journal on I Am Bat

A hilarious and touching swapping places story

Last time I went to see Grandad, he seemed a little different. What do you do when your 
Grandad starts acting VERY much like a penguin? Find out in this brilliantly funny and 
heartwarming story. Children will love the witty, sweet and brilliantly surreal depiction 
of everyday settings and situations in this fish-out-of-water story with a difference. When 
Grandad was a Penguin is perfect for sharing with children (and grandads) young and old. 

Morag Hood’s previous books include Carrot and Pea, I Am Bat, and Sophie Johnson, 
Unicorn Expert. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 2–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781509850976 • April • $9.99 
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

The Wildest Cowboy
Garth Jennings
Illustrations by Sara Ogilvie

Saddle up for a funny and uplifting adventure story in which fun wins out over fear

Way out in the West there’s a town they call Fear And only the roughest and toughest live 
here . . . When cheerful salesman Bingo B. Brown rolls his wagon full of Wild West goodies 
into town, he’s met with a stony silence. This is clearly no place for novelty bow ties and 
elastic lassos. Not even Bingo’s dancing dog can raise a smile! But this town is not just joy-
less, it’s dangerous. And as Bingo soon discovers, the people of the town are not just scary, 
they’re also scared. It isn’t long before Bingo and his dog discover why, as they come face 
to face with the Wildest Cowboy in the West!  Featuring a dramatic train chase, rattlesnake 
socks and a dancing dog.

Garth Jennings has directed videos for Blur, Radiohead, Beck, Fatboy Slim and Vampire 
Weekend. He is the director of  two feature films, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy 
and Son of Rambow, for which he also wrote the screenplay. He also directed the Golden 
Globe-nominated Sing, and is the author of The Deadly 7. Sara Ogilvie illustrated Dogs 
Don’t Do Ballet, which was shortlisted for the Roald Dahl Funny Prize. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 11 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781447231479 • June • $9.99 
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan



The First Egg Hunt
Charlotte Guillain and Adam Guillain
Illustrations by Pippa Curnick

An Easter EGGS-travaganza about the first ever (accidental!) egg hunt

Poor Easter Chick works so hard to make Easter eggs for everyone, but the Easter Bunny 
always gets all the credit. It’s time for Chick to hatch a cunning plan . . . which accidentally 
turns into the first ever Easter egg hunt! It’s three cheers for chick in this deliciously choco-
latey tale. This rhyming picture book is choc full of Easter fun and has a brilliant message 
about teamwork that is great for reading all year round. Pippa Curnick’s bright illustrations 
are packed with humor and bring this Easter story to life.

Adam Guillain and Charlotte Guillain are the coauthors of the George’s Amazing Adven-
tures series, which includes Spaghetti with the Yeti and Doughnuts for a Dragon. Pippa 
Curnick is the illustrator of Kangaroo Kisses.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9.75 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781405286282 • March • $9.99 • Paperback Picture Book  
Rights: US • Egmont UK

Molly’s Magic Wardrobe: The Mermaid Mission
#2

Adam Guillain and Charlotte Guillain
Illustrations by Garry Parsons

It’s up to Molly to save the day in this fun, rhyming story

Join Molly on her second magical rhyming adventure as she visits the enchanted dressing-up 
wardrobe in her Granny’s house. There are so many costumes to choose from in her magic 
dressing-up wardrobe. Today she’s going to be . . . a mermaid!With a whizz and a pop and a 
shower of stars, Molly dives below the sea and soon finds herself on a mission: she must race 
to save the mermaids’ shipwreck from some pesky sharks!

Adam Guillain and Charlotte Guillain are the coauthors of the George’s Amazing Adventures 
series, which includes Spaghetti with the Yeti and Doughnuts for a Dragon. Garry Parsons 
is the illustrator of The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet, as well as the Dragonsitter series. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9.75 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781405285377 • July • $9.99 • Paperback Picture Book  
Rights: US • Egmont UK
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9781405285254
$10.99 

Paperback Picture Book
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The Thing
Simon Puttock
Illustrations by Daniel Egneus

“With not one pronoun or gender specific character in sight, we adore the conscious 
ambiguity of this tale.” —Picture Books Blogger

What is the strange Thing which has fallen from the sky, and what will it mean for the 
four strangers who find it?

One day, the Thing falls from the sky and four strangers stumble across it. They work 
together to take care of the Thing. But before long a media circus builds up around the 
creature, and the debate about the Thing spreads far around the world. What is the Thing? 
Who does it belong to? Is it any use for anything at all? This captivating picture book will 
be many things to many people: a story about thoughtfulness, an adventure in friendship, 
and an intriguing and gentle social commentary on the search for meaning in modern life.

Simon Puttock has written more than 40 books for children and won the 2016 Scottish Chil-
dren’s Book Award for Mouse’s First Night at Moonlight School. Daniel Egneus has worked 
with Häagen-Dazs, Marie Claire, and Time Magazine. His books include Little Red Riding 
Hood and Hot Dog Cookbook, winner of the Prix Gourmand for Best Illustrated Cookbook 
in France. He has also illustrated Neil Gaiman’s American Gods collection.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9.75 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781405283717 • June • $9.99 
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US • Egmont UK

How Many Trees?
Barroux

A funny and thoughtful story about the power of little voices

How many trees make a forest? Each animals thinks they know the answer, but they just 
can’t agree. Could a tiny, quiet voice have the answer? Simple yet humorous, this charming 
story is told in Barroux’s inimitable style and features a host of woodland creatures who 
children will love. The story encourages children’s to ask questions about nature and the 
environment and is a great way to open up discussion on a range of topics.

Barroux is the author-illustrator of several children’s picture books including Line of Fire, 
Where’s the Elephant?, and Welcome. His books have received widespread critical acclaim 
and been nominated for several awards including the Kate Greenaway Medal.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9.75 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 1–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781405280556 • April • $9.99  
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US • Egmont UK



Bendy Wendy and the Fire Truck
Pat Chapman
Illustrations by Richard Hoit

A delightful rhyming story for children about warehouse vehicles, fire safety, and work-
ing together

It’s night-time in the warehouse, but Pallet Jack can’t sleep. Something is wrong. He discov-
ers a fire and sets out to wake the others. Together, the forklifts get everybody out safely, and 
Bendy Wendy even manages to call the fire brigade!

Pat Chapman is the author of more than a dozen books, including The Best Dad in the 
World (winner of a 2017 Storyline Award) and The Tallest Truck Gets Stuck. Richard Hoit 
has enjoyed a long career as an illustrator of children’s books, including the Buzzy Bee series.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 11 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781988516288 • May • $9.99 (Can $12.99)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Upstart Press

Dolphin Boy
Michael Morpurgo
Illustrations by Michael Foreman

A spellbinding tale from Michael Morpurgo, perfectly complemented by Michael  
Foreman’s illustrations, now with a new 15th anniversary edition cover

Discover this spellbinding story from former Children’s Laureate and author of War Horse 
Michael Morpurgo, and illustrated by multi-award-winning Michael Foreman. Jim lives in 
a Cornish fishing village—but since the fish disappeared, no one goes fishing any more. One 
day, Jim spots a dolphin beached on the sand, and soon the whole village is working together 
to return the dolphin to the water. The dolphin stays in the harbor, playing with Jim and the 
swimmers, but then the dolphin disappears. Will Jim ever see him again?

Michael Morpurgo has written more than 120 books. His most well-known work, War 
Horse, was adapted into a multi-Oscar nominated film. Michael Foreman has won the Kate 
Greenaway Medal two times and has been the UK nominee for the Hans Christian Andersen 
Award twice.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages  • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 5 • 9781783447503 • Replaces: 9781842704486 • May • $9.99   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK
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9781927262405
$9.99 (Can $12.99)
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A Fairyland Treasury
Shirley Barber

Eleven illustrated short stories and verses on the wonders of 
fairyland, illustrated in gorgeous detail

A delightful collection of children’s short stories, written and illustrat-
ed by Shirley Barber, and featuring an exquisite 3D images embedded 
in the front cover. The engaging stories will delight young readers and 
the exquisitely detailed illustrations will fascinate and enchant. This is 
a book young readers will return to time and time again.

Shirley Barber is an acclaimed children’s author and illustrator, re-
nowned for the exquisite detail in all of her work. Her books have 
been published in more than seven languages.

Childrens: Picture Books • 48 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75  
25 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4  
9781925386967 • March • $18.99 (Can $24.99)  
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books

Also available:

9781925386516
$14.99  (Can $24.99)

Trade Paper

9781925386189
$14.99 (Can $19.99)

Trade Paper

9780994263476
$18.99 (Can $24.99)

Hardcover Picture Book



A Wonderland Treasury
Shirley Barber

A beautifully-illustrated collection of tales from a fantastic land of magic and wonder

A delightful collection of children’s short stories, written and illustrated by Shirley Barber, 
and featuring an exquisite 3D images embedded in the front cover. The engaging stories will 
delight young readers and the exquisitely detailed illustrations will fascinate and enchant. 
This is a book young readers will return to time and time again.

Shirley Barber is an acclaimed children’s author and illustrator, renowned for the exquisite 
detail in all of her work. Her books have been published in more than seven languages.

Childrens: Picture Books • 48 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 • 25 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9781925386950 • March   
$18.99 (Can $24.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books

The Magic Unicorns
Shirley Barber

An exquisite fantasy tale for unicorn lovers

An old mirror hidden away in a gift shop provides the gateway to a magical world on the 
other side: an idyllic world in which unicorns reside, along with gentle human folk. The book 
also features an exquisite 3-D image embedded in the front cover. This engaging story will 
delight young readers and the illustrations will fascinate and enchant.

Shirley Barber is an acclaimed children’s author and illustrator, renowned for the exquisite 
detail in all of her work. Her books have been published in more than seven languages and 
total sales to date are well in excess of 1,000,000 copies. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 7–9 • Grades 1–4 • 9781925386684 • April • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books
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A Visit to Fairyland
Shirley Barber

A charming picture book filled with stunning fantasy art

Are there fairies at the bottom of the garden? Laura thinks so—she has seen a little green 
door at the base of the willow tree, and thinks fairies might live on the other side. So she and 
her brother Daniel wait by the door, and sure enough, some fairies come out to greet them. 
Then they take them through to the other side, and so being Laura and Daniel’s adventures 
in Fairyland. Exquisitely detailed illustrations and an engaging story will delight children for 
hours on end. 

Shirley Barber is an acclaimed children’s author and illustrator, renowned for the exquisite 
detail in all of her work. Her books have been published in more than 7 languages and total 
sales to date are well in excess of 1,000,000 copies.

Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9780994263483 • May • $18.99 (Can $24.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books

Fairy Book
Shirley Barber

A magical fairy book filled with gorgeous illustrations and enchanting verses

Fairies, elves, mermaids, and waterbabies inhabit the magical world created by Shirley  
Barber in her enchanting fairy book. Most of these charming verses were penned by Shirley 
herself, while some classic poems are also included. All are accompanied by the beautiful, 
playful, and animated illustrations that are a hallmark of Shirley’s inimitable style. Shirley 
Barber’s Fairy Book is a visual delight that introduces children to the charm and beauty of 
poetry.

Shirley Barber is acclaimed children’s author and illustrator, renowned for her exquisite 
detail in her illustrations and her original and entertaining texts.

Childrens: Picture Books • 28 Pages • 8.5 x 11.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9781925386875 • June • $18.99 (Can $24.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books



When the Moon Came Down
Feridun Oral

“Oral’s gorgeously details watercolors will make readers want to linger in this cold yet 
heartening world.” —Booklist

A magical bedtime story about friendship that eases nighttime fears

Little Bunny just can’t sleep. He’s hungry, but too scared of the dark to go looking for food. 
Then he sees a bright light nearby—what can it be? Can it really be the moon, come down 
from the sky to see him? A surprising friendship is celebrated with delicate and charming 
pictures by a prizewinning illustrator.

Feridun Oral was born in Kirikkale, Turkey and graduated from Marmara University. He 
has participated in many national and international exhibitions, biennials, and competitions, 
and his works have been published widely. In addition to book illustrations, he also creates 
paintings, sculptures, textiles, and ceramics. His books with minedition include The Message 
of the Birds, A Red Apple, A Whisper In the Snow, and A Warm Winter.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 9.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9789888341764 • May • $17.99 (Can $23.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • minedition

My Little Chick
Geraldine Elschner
Illustrations by Eve Tharlet

A charming combination of story and pictures weaves together important information 
about eggs, chicks, and what it’s like to be a parent

Lena liked to sit in her mother’s garden and watch the chickens. But something is missing in 
this happy group of hens...a sweet little chick! How fortunate that plump little Alma had just 
laid an egg. But to Lena’s surprise, Alma does not seem interested in hatching it. Lena makes 
a snap decision and attempts to surprise everyone by hatching the chick herself. However, 
hatching an egg is more difficult than Lena thinks, and the journey from egg to chick is a long 
one. This is a sweet book about the challenges and joys of being a parent.

Geraldine Elschner is the author of many picture books, including The Cat and the Bird, 
Funny Machines for George the Sheep, and Where is the Frog? Originally from France, she 
studied Germanic and Romance languages, and has translated scores of books, including The 
Nativity, The Three Kings, and Martin Luther, published by minedition. 

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9789888341740 • April • $17.99 (Can $23.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • minedition
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Lavender
Melody C. Peugh
Illustrations by Liddie Ull

A lovely tribute to friendship and to children whose stuffed animals are as real 
as they can be

Lavender the elephant drops into a child’s bedroom to play. When he learns that 
they need to stay tidy for Mommy’s afternoon tea party, Lavender suggests a lei-
surely stroll in the garden. But quiet activities soon escalate into a joyful mud-pie 
mess! Uh-oh, here comes Mommy! Clean from their baths—the child in the tub and 
the elephant in the washing machine—the two friends enjoy cookies at tea time. 
Their pachyderm play-date ends perfectly, the child dreaming about more adven-
tures with Lavender, who was a stuffed-animal all along. Adorably narrated by the 
child, Peugh’s playful story begs to be read aloud. Its lovely lilt evokes the poems of 
A.A. Milne, while Ull’s expressive watercolor and pen-and-ink drawings are remi-
niscent of Ernest Shephard’s classic Winnie-the-Pooh illustrations.

Melody C. Peugh (pronounced Pew) landed a job with Hallmark Cards at age 15, 
where she solidified her love for rhyme and writing. She went on to work as a typist 
at Sears Roebuck and as a legal secretary. She’s been a Girl Scout leader and a 4H 
leader, and she has taught children’s Bible classes in Colorado, Texas, and Kansas 
for the past 30 years. This is her first picture book. Liddie Ull has an MFA in Illus-
tration from Syracuse University, and is fluent in traditional and digital media. She 
has illustrated for magazines and greeting card companies. She lives on a sanctuary 
farm in upstate New York which currently houses 21 pigs, a 27 year-old donkey, 
two horses, four goats, two ducks, one guinea hen, and a little rooster. All of these 
animals inspire her adorable watercolor paintings. This is her first picture book.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 10.25 x 10.25 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9781947277229 • August • $17.95 (Can $17.95)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Flashlight Press

More and More and More
Ian Mutch

A vibrant, accessible picture book focusing on environmental awareness  
and sustainability

Henry Harper loves collecting. One day, while out finding treasures, he discovers 
Kate. She loves to collect, too! Together Henry and Kate amass an amazing amount of 
stuff before discovering that the most valuable thing they’ve ever found is each other.

Ian Mutch is an Australian artist exploring beauty through nature, narrative, and 
details. He creates work on a variety of scales using acrylics, aerosol, and inks. He 
designs and co-publishes Kingbrown Magazine and has been an industry speaker at 
Agideas Melbourne, the Design Institute of Australia, and Semi Permanent.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 9 x 9.25 • 32 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9781925591545  
April • $17.95 (Can $23.95) • Hardcover Picture Book  
Rights: World • Fremantle Press
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The Last Viking Returns
Second edition

Norman Jorgensen
Illustrations by James Foley

Josh must conquer his fears and summon some inner Viking strength to 
be the best big brother he can be

Josh is as brave as a Viking warrior. And not much can scare a Viking. Not 
even bullies. But the two littlest Vikings are so fearless they think they’re 
invincible. When Pop takes the family to Viking World, the two littlest Vi-
kings go berserk. Josh is in for one rocky ride as he discovers just how far 
he’ll go to keep them safe.

Norman Jorgensen was born in Broome, Western Australia and has worked 
in the book trade for the past 25 years. In 2003 Norman’s book, In Flanders 
Fields, won Australia’s most prestigious award for children’s books, the Chil-
dren’s Book Council of Australia Book of the Year Award. James Foley is a 
former cartoonist for Australia’s Quokka newspaper. He is a member of the 
Australian Cartoonists’ Association, the Society of Children’s Book Writers 
and Illustrators, and the Australian Society of Authors.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 11.75 x 9.25   
32 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K  
9781925163162 • Replaces: 9781925161151 • July • $12.95 (Can $16.95)  
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: World • Fremantle Press

The Last Viking
Second edition

Norman Jorgensen
Illustrations by James Foley

A young boy uses his wild imagination to find the strength to face 
social anxieties

A victorious story about a boy with a wild imagination, this humorous and 
pertinent narrative not only addresses the serious issue of bullying, but also 
highlights a moving relationship between grandfather and grandson. Josh is 
a nervous kid, and he is especially nervous about the kids who bother him 
at school and in the skate park. With his helmet and sword, and joined by 
his trusty Scottish terrier Wolverine, Josh finds new strength when the an-
cient Viking gods unite with him to thwart the neighborhood bullies.

Norman Jorgensen was born in Broome, Western Australia and has worked 
in the book trade for the past 25 years. In 2003 Norman’s book, In Flanders 
Fields, won Australia’s most prestigious award for children’s books, the Chil-
dren’s Book Council of Australia Book of the Year Award. James Foley is a 
former cartoonist for Australia’s Quokka newspaper. He is a member of the 
Australian Cartoonists’ Association, the Society of Children’s Book Writers 
and Illustrators, and the Australian Society of Authors.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Folklore • 32 Pages • 11.75 x 9.25   
24 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K  
9781925163155 • July • $12.95 • Paperback Picture Book  
Rights: Australia & New Zealand • Fremantle Press
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Pandamonia
Second edition

Chris Owen
Illustrations by Chris Nixon

A beautifully illustrated rhyming picture book about a day at the zoo with one  
cranky panda

Join in the fantastic fun as one grumpy panda sets off a frenzy of wild partying. 
There’s grunting and growling and prancing and prowling, skipping and scowling 
and squealing and yowling, squeaking and squawking, snarling and snorting, hys-
terical howling and chaotic cavorting—all because of one grumpy panda.

Chris Owen worked as a radio journalist and newsreader before teaching primary 
school. Aside from writing, Chris cites walking, snorkeling, and eating homemade 
apple pie and custard, as his principal passions in life. Chris Nixon is an illustrator, 
designer, and creative director based in Perth, Australia. From children’s books to 
animation, commercial illustration to large scale public art, Nixon threads a distinct 
style across all scales and sizes to extend his creativity.

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 11.25 x 9.5  
32 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K   
9781925815153 • Replaces: 9781925163339 • June • $12.95 (Can $16.95) 
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: World • Fremantle Press

We All Sleep
Third edition

Ezekiel Kwaymullina
Illustrations by Sally Morgan

A beautiful and encouraging read-aloud, illustrated by internationally  
renowned artist Sally Morgan

Acclaimed mother-and-son-team Sally Morgan and Ezekiel Kwaymullina take 
readers on a journey through a day, celebrating the interconnectedness of people 
and animals in lyrical language and sumptuous colour.

Ezekiel Kwaymullina is from the Palyku people of the Pilbara region of Western  
Australia. He is the author of several picture books, including We All Sleep, Dreamers, 
and My Country, all illustrated by Sally Morgan. Sally Morgan has published books 
for both adults and children, including her acclaimed autobiography, My Place.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 24 Pages   
6 x 6 • 12 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior   
9781925591538 • Replaces: 9781925163186 • February • $9.95 (Can $12.95)  
Board Book • Rights: World • Fremantle Press



I Love Me
Second edition

Sally Morgan and Ambelin Kwaymullina

A beautiful and encouraging read-aloud, illustrated by internationally  
renowned artist Sally Morgan

Acclaimed creators Sally Morgan and Ambelin Kwaymullina celebrate individuality 
and joyous self-esteem, in bouncy, rhythmic prose and riotous color.

Sally Morgan was born in Perth, in 1951. She has published books for both adults 
and children, including her acclaimed autobiography, My Place. She has also estab-
lished a national reputation as an artist and has works in many private and public 
collections. Ambelin Kwaymullina is an Aboriginal writer and illustrator who comes 
from the Palyku people of the Pilbara region of Western Australia. She is the author 
and illustrator of a number of award-winning picture books as well as a YA dystopi-
an series. Ambelin is a prolific commentator on diversity in children’s literature and 
a law academic at the University of Western Australia.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 24 Pages • 9.25 x 9.25  
12 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K  
9781925163506 • Replaces: 9781925163490 • August • $12.95 (Can $16.95)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: World • Fremantle Press

I Love Me
Third edition

Sally Morgan and Ambelin Kwaymullina

A beautiful and encouraging read-aloud, illustrated by internationally  
renowned artist Sally Morgan

Acclaimed creators Sally Morgan and Ambelin Kwaymullina celebrate individuality 
and joyous self-esteem, in bouncy, rhythmic prose and riotous color.

Sally Morgan was born in Perth, in 1951. She has published books for both adults 
and children, including her acclaimed autobiography, My Place. She has also estab-
lished a national reputation as an artist and has works in many private and public 
collections. Ambelin Kwaymullina is an Aboriginal writer and illustrator who comes 
from the Palyku people of the Pilbara region of Western Australia. She is the author 
and illustrator of a number of award-winning picture books as well as a YA dystopi-
an series. Ambelin is a prolific commentator on diversity in children’s literature and 
a law academic at the University of Western Australia.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 24 Pages • 6 x 6   
12 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K   
9781925591637 • Replaces: 9781925163506 • February • $9.95 (Can $12.95)   
Board Book • Rights: World • Fremantle Press
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Colour Me
Second edition

Ezekiel Kwaymullina
Illustrations by Moira Court

Celebrating vibrant individuality—of colors and of people

Using the rainbow as a metaphor for our diversity and uniqueness, Indigenous author  
Ezekiel Kwaymullina joins forces with award-winning illustrator Moira Court in 
this gorgeous new picture book. Luminous screen prints and evocative prose cele-
brate every individual color as well as the power of their combination.

Ezekiel Kwaymullina is from the Palyku people of the Pilbara region of Western  
Australia. He is the author of several picture books, including We All Sleep, 
Dreamers, and My Country, all illustrated by Sally Morgan. Moira Court grew 
up in England and later emigrated to Australia. She has been a practicing painter 
for several years and, as well as illustrating books, she exhibits pieces in art shows 
and local galleries.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 10 x 10.25 
32 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781925164664 • Replaces: 9781925164657 • August • $12.95 (Can $16.95) 
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: World • Fremantle Press

Odd Animal ABC’s
June Smalls
Illustrations by Claire Sedovic

An outside-the-box tool for alphabet learning, featuring strange but real  
animals and handfuls of humor

A is for Alligator, B is for Bear, and so on, right? Not in this book. The odd ani-
mals are taking over! It’s time to meet Aye-Aye, Fossa, Numbat, Xenops and more 
curious, yet real animals that are ready for their spotlight. Laugh along as they 
introduce the letters of the alphabet in their own odd way!

June Smalls is a member of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators 
and a lover of literature. Residing in Northern Virginia, she splits her time between 
visiting zoos with her family and writing at home with her own odd assortment of 
animals. Claire Sedovic is an illustrator and graphic designer living in Des Moines, 
Iowa. Odd Animal ABC’s is her first children’s book.

Childrens: Fiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 11 x 9   
32 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K  
9781936669738 • April • $17.99 (Can $23.99) • Hardcover Picture Book 
Rights: World • blue manatee press



Kachoo ABC
Tina Scotford’s
Illustrations by Frans Groenewald

In the Land of Kachoo, little ones will embark on a uniquely African adventure 
and learn important concepts along the way

Set in the Land of Kachoo, little ones are introduced to all the familiar Kachoo 
animals in amusing attire, performing interesting actions. Follow the animals from 
1–20 and A–Z: from our sharp-toothed friends the crocodiles, the fierce lions 
proudly parading, and the flamingos preparing for flight to the moles digging with-
out light, the gigantic elephants trumpeting, and the bats busy bustling. Filled with 
colorful animations and clever puns, this is a book for both children and parents 
to enjoy.

Tina Scotford’s Kachoo books are her first published works and are inspired by her travels 
to exotic bush destinations including the Serengeti, Lake Tarangire, and the Ngorongoro 
Crater in Tanzania; Chobe and the Okavango Delta in Botswana; and South Africa’s  
Kruger National Park, Hluhluwe, and Klaserie game reserves. Frans Groenewald 
studied at the University of Stellenbosch, and since his entry into the art world in 
2002, his imaginative paintings have garnered widespread exposure in printed me-
dia and on television.

Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 10 x 8.75 • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9781431408955 • January • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Paperback Picture Book   
Rights: US, Canada, Australia & New Zealand • Jacana Media

Kachoo 123
Tina Scotford’s
Illustrations by Frans Groenewald

In the Land of Kachoo, little ones will embark on a uniquely African adventure 
and learn important concepts along the way

Set in the Land of Kachoo, little ones are introduced to all the familiar Kachoo ani-
mals in amusing attire, performing interesting actions. Follow the animals from 1–20 
and A–Z: from our sharp-toothed friends the crocodiles, the fierce lions proudly 
parading, and the flamingos preparing for flight to the moles digging without light, 
the gigantic elephants trumpeting, and the bats busy bustling. Filled with colorful 
animations and clever puns, this is a book for both children and parents to enjoy.

Tina Scotford’s Kachoo books are her first published works and are inspired by her travels 
to exotic bush destinations including the Serengeti, Lake Tarangire, and the Ngorongoro 
Crater in Tanzania; Chobe and the Okavango Delta in Botswana; and South Africa’s  
Kruger National Park, Hluhluwe, and Klaserie game reserves. Frans Groenewald 
studied at the University of Stellenbosch, and since his entry into the art world in 
2002, his imaginative paintings have garnered widespread exposure in printed me-
dia and on television.

Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 10 x 8.75 • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9781431421084 • January • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Paperback Picture Book   
Rights: US, Canada, Australia & New Zealand • Jacana Media
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FINGER PUPPET BOOKS

Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Carrie Hennon

It’s time for a magical nighttime journey with this adorable finger puppet board 
book, perfect for encouraging interactive play

Little learners will love wiggling the cuddly star puppet while enjoying the classic 
rhyme, “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star.” With cute illustrations throughout, plus plenty 
of opportunities to sing along, this title makes an ideal choice for parents wanting to 
encourage the development of fine motor skills in their little ones.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories 
ever since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside and her favor-
ite authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Since graduating from 
art school 18 years ago, Carrie Hennon has worked as a graphic designer, illustrator, 
and art editor. Now an established author with three picture storybooks under her 
belt, Carrie’s work has been published in many different languages and countries 
around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 14 Pages • 178 x 178 • Ages 3 • 9781787009929 • June  
$8.99 • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Carrie Hennon

It’s time for fun down on the farm with this adorable finger puppet board book, 
perfect for encouraging interactive play

Little learners will love wiggling the cuddly cow puppet while enjoying the classic 
rhyme, “Old MacDonald Had a Farm.” With cute illustrations throughout, plus plen-
ty of opportunities to sing along, this title makes an ideal choice for parents wanting 
to encourage the development of fine motor skills in their little ones.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories 
ever since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside and her favor-
ite authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Since graduating from 
art school 18 years ago, Carrie Hennon has worked as a graphic designer, illustrator, 
and art editor. Now an established author with three picture storybooks under her 
belt, Carrie’s work has been published in many different languages and countries 
around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 14 Pages • 178 x 178 • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K 
9781789580464 • June • $8.99 • Hardcover Picture Book 
Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That



Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Susie Linn
Illustrations by Dan Crisp

A favorite nursery rhyme counting book with cute farm animals that disappear one-by-one

Each time a die-cut card page is turned, a colorful card farm animal disappears, encouraging 
children to learn to count as they read and sing the familiar nursery rhyme with a twist, and 
find out where all the animals go! 

Susie Linn graduated from Leeds University, UK, with a degree in Creative Arts, studying 
art and literature. She began her writing career as an author of children’s nonfiction, later 
spreading her literary wings to write children’s picture books, as well as creative early learn-
ing titles. Dan Crisp lives in West Yorkshire, UK, with his wife Isabel and their children: 
Tom, Matilda, and Caleb. As well as enjoying writing, Dan is a professional illustrator and 
studied illustration in Sheffield and at The North East Wales Institute.

Childrens: Picture Books • 22 Pages • 9.92 x 8.46 • Ages 4 to 5 • 9781787009783   
March • $9.99 • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Some People Do
Frank Lowe
Illustrations by Josh Hara

A simple and fun way to discuss the importance of diversity with children, using rhyming 
and repetition

As a parent, discussing diversity with your child can be difficult, especially if you have your 
own questions. Some People Do boils this topic down to provide the simplest of answers. By 
the time your child finishes reading this book, they will have been introduced to all facets of 
people, without any one being more revered than the other.

Frank Lowe is a 42-year-old, gay, divorced dad, who is best known for his online personality 
@gayathomedad. He has written for major publications and released his first book Raised by 
Unicorns in 2018. His goal is to provide parents with easy tools to explain diversity to their 
children. Josh Hara is a highly distracted, over-caffeinated social media savant from Colum-
bus, Ohio. More commonly known as @yoyoha, his talent for writing humorous tweets and 
drawing cartoons has attracted well over 190,000 followers across platforms. His work has 
been featured in Buzzfeed, Mashable, Paste magazine, and dozens of others.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 30 Pages • 9 x 9 • 30 Color Illustrations  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9781945448300 • June • $18.95 (Can $24.95)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Boutique of Quality Books
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Dazzling Travis
A Story About Being Confident & Original

Hannah Carmona Dias
Illustrations by Brenda Figueroa

An empowering story for gender nonconforming kids or any little one who dares  
to be different

Travis sets no limits to what he enjoys doing. Shopping and football, ballet and dress-up 
make Travis a one of a kind boy! But when some of the kids on the playground begin to 
pick on him, Travis truly dazzles. This empowering story encourages kids of any gender to 
challenge the social norm, revealing their true selves.

Hannah Carmona Dias is the author of Beautiful, Wonderful, Strong Little Me and the found-
er of Collective Art School of Tennessee. She is also a mother, active YouTuber, and actress. 
She lives in Franklin, Tennessee. Brenda Figueroa is a freelance illustrator based in Madrid. 
Her professional background includes a bachelor’s degree in graphic design, an MA in chil-
dren’s book illustration, experience in advertising, and a wide range of illustration projects.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11  
Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9780997608564  
April • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Hardcover Picture Book  
Also available as Paperback Picture Book, ISBN: 9780997608571 • $10.95  
Rights: World • Cardinal Rule Press

Yes, I Can Listen!
Steve Metzger
Illustrations by Susan Szecsi

Beautiful, full-color illustrations and fun, catchy rhymes encourage children to develop 
attentive listening skills

Listening is an essential life skill that helps children achieve success at school, follow safety 
rules and show others that they care about them. In a world filled with distractions, being 
a “good listener” has become more difficult than ever. The playful rhymes of Yes, I Can 
Listen! encourage children to appreciate the rewards of attentive listening. With sweet char-
acters, varied type faces, and vivid colors, this picture book introduces a variety of listening 
scenarios. Each two-page spread let children imagine how they might listen in a number of 
common situations. Yes, I Can Listen! concludes with a page of suggestions for parents who 
wish to explore more activities that encourage and develop their children’s listening skills.

Steve Metzger taught preschool for several years, then worked at Scholastic, where he ran 
school book clubs and created more than 60 children’s books. He lives in New York City. 
Susan Szecsi is a freelance designer and illustrator with traditional fine art training. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.75 x 9.75 • 32 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–6 • Grades Pre-K–1 • 9781641601740 • August 
$16.99 (Can $22.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Parenting Press



WHERE IS ROBIN?

Where Is Robin? Chicago
Robin Barone
Illustrations by Dan Lee

Join Robin in a new city as she teaches kids geography, culture, history, and how to 
develop curiosity

Robin introduces readers to Chicago’s classical architecture on a boat cruise down the 
Chicago River. From there, it’s off to the observation deck of the John Hancock Tower; 
then she’ll swoop down to get a closer look at Wrigley Field, Second City, the Willis 
Tower, and so much more. Before departing from Union Station, go shopping with Robin 
down the Magnificent Mile. Through all of her adventures, Robin connects with local 
people and places to discover their culture, history, and why they are unique.

Robin Barone is an avid traveler who has developed a deep appreciation for all of the 
different cultures around the world. She has  visited nearly 50 countries in five continents. 
Before publishing the Where Is Robin series, she had a successful real estate career and a 
decorated education.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Education Resource • 48 Pages • 8 x 11   
21 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9780990631071  
June • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Diplomat Books
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Where Is Robin? New York City
Robin Barone

Join Robin in a new city as she teaches kids geography, culture, history, and how to 
develop curiosity

Join Robin as she explores the wonders of New York City! From the great clock of Grand 
Central Station to Times Square, Radio City Music Hall, Rockefeller Center, Central 
Park, the MET, the Guggenheim, the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State building, and of 
course the 9/11 memorial and Freedom Tower. In each of the five boroughs, readers will 
discover a city filled with history, architecture, and culture. Throughout all of her adven-
tures, Robin connects with local people and places to discover their culture, history, and 
why they are unique.

Robin Barone is an avid traveler who has developed a deep appreciation for all of the 
different cultures around the world. She has visited nearly 50 countries in five continents. 
Before publishing the Where Is Robin series, she had a successful real estate career and a 
decorated education.

Childrens: Fiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 48 Pages • 8 x 11 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9780990631040 • April • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • Diplomat Books
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The Selfish Giant
Oscar Wilde and Lisbeth Zwerger

Oscar Wilde’s moving parable, illustrated by one of the most acclaimed children’s  
illustrators of our time

The Selfish Giant won’t let the children play in his beautiful garden. But when he tries to 
wall it off from the world, Winter comes to stay, with nothing but snow and wind and hail, 
and Spring will not return. It isn’t until the Giant realizes his selfishness has been keeping life 
from his garden that he comes to believe kindness wins out over selfishness. This enchanting 
story from Oscar Wilde, evocatively illustrated by renowned artist Lisbeth Zwerger, is a 
poignant tale of generosity you’ll want to share with others.

Oscar Wilde was an Irish author, playwright, and poet. His books for children have become be-
loved classics.  Lisbeth Zwerger is one of the most highly regarded illustrators of children’s books 
and a winner of the Hans Christian Andersen Medal (1990). Her numerous books for minedition 
include Andersen’s Fairy Tales, Alice in Wonderland, Dwarf Nose, and Romeo & Juliet.  

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Classics • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11.5 • 45 Color Illustrations, 
Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9789888341733 • April   
$17.99 (Can $23.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • minedition

The Blue Pebble
Anne-Gaëlle Balpe
Illustrations by Eve Tharlet

Sometimes even a small kindness can make all the difference

Under a daisy Oli finds a pebble. Everyone he shows it to tells him to throw it away. But Oli 
just knows he’ll find a use for it one day. At last he meets a very sad girl and finds he was 
right all along. His pebble is special after all.

Anne-Gaëlle Balpe lives and works in Paris. Writing novels is her passion and the books 
which fascinated her as a child are still her companions. She wishes to bring such fasci-
nation she experienced to children through her own stories. Eve Tharlet studied art in  
Strasbourg, and is the illustrator of A Promise is a Promise, Mr. Hollyberry’s Christmas Gift, Mr.  
Hollyberry’s Christmas Gift, Sweet Dreams Bruno, Will You Still Love Me, If . . . ?, Here 
She Is!, and Too Big, Too Small from minedition.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9789888341757 • May • $17.99 (Can $23.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • minedition



The Wild Wombat
Reissue

Udo Weigelt

A delightful book about a curious wombat and the unnecessary consequences of rumors

The zoo is getting a wild wombat all the way from Australia. In no time the most outrageous 
rumors are spreading about this unknown creature. More and more terrifying characteristics 
are attributed to him, so that it’s no wonder  all the animals hide on his arrival at the zoo. A 
memorable tale that teaches kids not to believe every bit of gossip they’re told, Weigelt’s The 
Wild Wombat is a witty, enigmatic story. The strong, colorful illustrations build the antici-
pation wonderfully and allow the fantasy to grow to monster-like dimensions!

Udo Weigelt is the author of many children’s picture books featuring animal protagonists. 
He has also written several titles about characters gleaned from legend.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Fiction • 44 Pages • 10.5 x 10.5 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9789888341795 • Replaces: 9780735815124 • May  
$19.99 (Can $26.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: World • minedition

Elena’s Shells
Rose Robbins

A sweet and simple tale of compassion and sharing

Elena loves her impressive collection of wonderful seashells, so when a sneaky shell escapes, 
Elena uses all her efforts to get it back. Only then does she discover that the shell is home to 
a hermit crab. Will she find it within herself to help the hermit crab, or is keeping her shells 
her one and only priority?

Rose Robbins is a children’s book author and illustrator currently residing in Nottingham, 
United Kingdom. She has been making books since the age of six when she received a stapler 
for her birthday. In addition to books, Rose makes ceramics, puppets, and felt and soft toys. 
She can be found either stuck in a story, or thinking about a new story—anything to get out 
of doing the dishes or the laundry.

Childrens: Picture Books • 36 Pages • 10 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9781760360573 • April • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Starfish Bay Publishing
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Footprints in the Clouds
Zhiwei Xing

A magic-filled story that illustrates the power of imagination

Footprints in the Clouds is a delightful tale about a boy named Tom and his magical red 
socks. Tom’s adventures in faraway lands are brought to life with an imaginative story and 
stunning, colorful illustrations.

Zhiwei Xing graduated from the Xiamen University of Technology with a degree in anima-
tion. He came to love illustrating, especially children’s picture books, during his exchange 
program to the Ming Chuan University in Taiwan. Having grown up playing in the forest 
and catching fish in the river each summer, he still appreciates everything related to nature.

Childrens: Picture Books • 40 Pages • 8.5 x 10.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9781760360559 • August • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Starfish Bay Publishing

Fantail’s Quilt
Gay Hay
Illustrations by Margaret Tolland

A beautifully illustrated story of a mother bird protecting her young

Mother Fantail dreams of raising a happy family, and carefully prepares her nest, while Rat sniffs 
around for dinner. What will happen when their paths cross? A beautifully illustrated story about 
a mother bird who works hard to prepare her nest and guard her chicks against predators.

Gay Hay is a New Zealand environmental enthusiast. Over the many years of her primary 
school teaching she has helped children plant and nurture thousands of native trees. She has 
been involved in many environmental initiatives on the Kapiti Coast and is currently leading 
the lizard investigation as part of the Kapiti Biodiversity Project. Margaret Tolland has 20 
years’ experience in visual arts education and gallery work.

Childrens: Picture Books • 36 Pages • 10.25 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9781760360719 • August • $16.95 (Can $22.95)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Starfish Bay Publishing



I Need a Plan!
Federica Muià

An amusing story that teaches problem-solving through experimentation

A little lizard is the only one who can’t enjoy playing outside in the sunshine, because he is 
prone to sunburn. To tackle his dilemma, he comes up with a plan, selects materials, pre-
pares, then performs a series of experiments—showing that with perseverance and determi-
nation, any problem can be solved.

Federica Muià is an illustrator from the small village of Ivrea in Northern Italy. She studied 
archaeology and anthropology at the University of Turin. She moved to Cambridge in 2014 
to follow her dream of becoming an illustrator and and she completed her MA in Children’s 
Book Illustration in 2017. Travelling, drawing, and animals are her passions, which she 
combines in her stories. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.25 x 8.25 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9781760360597 • March • $15.95 (Can $20.95)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Starfish Bay Publishing

Bizz Buzz Boss
Natalie McKinnon
Illustrations by Margaret Tolland

An anti-bullying message of tolerance and teamwork woven into a kid-friendly  
explanation of insects’ role in nature

Little Spider lives a peaceful life in a peaceful corner of the garden. Every day, she is soothed 
by the gentle sounds of the other creatures around her. But every day, Bossy Bee arrives to 
shatter the peace and quiet. Bossy Bee has no time for anyone else. She thinks she is the most 
important and busiest creature in the garden. But then the others play a trick on her, and she 
comes to see that the other garden creatures also have useful jobs.

Natalie McKinnon is an early childhood educator with more than 20 years’ teaching ex-
perience in Australia. Natalie also presents environmental workshops for preschool and 
elementary audiences. Her workshops encourage children to understand where real food 
comes from and to develop an understanding of the relationship between their health and 
the environment. Margaret Tolland has 20 years’ experience in visual arts education and 
gallery work.

Childrens: Picture Books • 36 Pages • 10.25 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9781760360566 • March • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Starfish Bay Publishing
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The Salmon of Knowledge
Celina Buckley

Quirky collage and an unexpected twist feature in this retelling of a traditional Irish 
fairy tale 

A creatively illustrated retelling of a traditional Irish legend about an enchanted salmon that 
will impart all the knowledge in the world to the first person who eats it. Finnegas, a wise, 
elderly poet, spends his days fishing for the Salmon of Knowledge. He meets Fionn, a young 
boy who hopes to become a brave warrior, but who must first find a poet to instruct him. 
Follow the story of a young boy who sets out to become a warrior but, in an unexpected 
twist, acquires much more than he had ever expected to gain.

Celina Buckley grew up on a farm in the middle of the countryside in County Cork, Ireland. 
She earned her Bachelor of Education from Mary Immaculate College, Limerick, in 2011. 
She worked as a primary school teacher before pursuing her life-long passion for drawing 
and children’s literature by embarking upon the Masters in Children’s Books Illustration at 
the Cambridge School of Art. Celina loves using collage and playing with color and pattern 
when creating her artwork, and she is always looking forward to the exciting projects the 
future may bring.

Childrens: Picture Books • 36 Pages • 10.25 x 10.25 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9781760360702 • April • $15.95 (Can $20.95)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Starfish Bay Publishing

Selkie
Josephine Birch

A wordless picture book that illustrates the power of friendship even when communication 
is not possible through language

In a small village by the sea the fishermen are full of tales and myths of monsters, pirates 
and mermaids, but there is one myth that may be true. On a fine, clear morning the men set 
sail. Reeling in the nets the youngest of the crew is dragged into the water. Rescued from the 
depths of the sea by a playful seal, a transformation occurs and a tender friendship is formed. 
Selkie is a wordless picture book telling the tale of love and friendship across boundaries.

Josephine Birch grew up in the South West of England, in a tiny terraced house with a garden. 
She always knew she wanted to work as an artist and with animals, so she studied at the Cam-
bridge School of Art for Illustration and on the “Drawing Year” scholarship at The Royal 
Drawing School, London. Her Master of Arts in Children’s Book Illustration was obtained 
from the Cambridge School of Art. Through her studies, Josephine discovered that she could 
combine her love of art and animals by illustrating stories inspired by the natural world.

Childrens: Picture Books • 40 Pages • 7.75 x 11 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9781760360542 • March • $16.95 (Can $22.95)  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Starfish Bay Publishing



La laine des moutons
Les grandes chansons des tout-petits

Interpreted by Carmen Campagne
Illustrations by Marie-Ève Tremblay

Introducing nostalgic French folk music to children for hours of singalong fun and 
language-learning practice

Imaginative, funny illustrations offer an original interpretation of this classic children’s 
French folk song, recorded by one of Canada’s best-known children’s performers and avail-
able on most music streaming platforms.

Carmen Campagne (1959-2018) was an educator and singer-songwriter, nicknamed “The Day-
care Diva” in the height of her career in French-speaking Canada. She sold more than a million 
records and videos and was a four-time winner of a Félix Award. In 2014, she was appointed 
to the Order of Canada. Marie-Éve Tremblay, a graduate in graphic design from the University 
of Montreal, has illustrated articles for several popular Canadian magazines. She has also col-
laborated with authors on a dozen children’s books, including Questions and Answers About…

Childrens: Picture Books/Music • 32 Pages • 6.25 x 8.75 • 12 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9782924774175 • May   
$7.95 (Can $9.95) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • The Secret Mountain

Le crapaud et son solo de banjo
Les grandes chansons des tout-petits

Interpreted by Carmen Campagne
Illustrations by Marie-Ève Tremblay

Introducing nostalgic French folk music to children for hours of singalong fun and 
language-learning practice

Imaginative, funny illustrations offer an original interpretation of this classic children’s 
French folk song about a frog in love with a toad, recorded by one of Canada’s best-known 
children’s performers and available on most music streaming platforms.

Carmen Campagne (1959-2018) was an educator and singer-songwriter, nicknamed “The Day-
care Diva” in the height of her career in French-speaking Canada. She sold more than a million 
records and videos and was a four-time winner of a Félix Award. In 2014, she was appointed 
to the Order of Canada. Marie-Éve Tremblay, a graduate in graphic design from the University 
of Montreal, has illustrated articles for several popular Canadian magazines. She has also col-
laborated with authors on a dozen children’s books, including Questions and Answers About...

Childrens: Picture Books/Music • 32 Pages • 6.25 x 8.75 • 12 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9782924774199 • May   
$7.95 (Can $9.95) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • The Secret Mountain
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Le roi, la reine et le petit prince
Les grandes chansons des tout-petits

Interpreted by Carmen Campagne
Illustrations by Marie-Ève Tremblay

Introducing nostalgic French folk music to children for hours of singalong fun and 
language-learning practice

Imaginative, funny illustrations offer an original interpretation of this classic children’s 
French folk song evoking the days of the week, recorded by one of Canada’s best-known 
children’s performers and available on most music streaming platforms.

Carmen Campagne (1959-2018) was an educator and singer-songwriter, nicknamed “The 
Daycare Diva” in the height of her career in French-speaking Canada. She sold more than a 
million records and videos and was a four-time winner of a Félix Award. In 2014, she was 
appointed to the Order of Canada. Marie-Éve Tremblay, a graduate in graphic design from 
the University of Montreal, has illustrated articles for several popular Canadian magazines. 
She has also collaborated with authors on a dozen children’s books, including Questions and 
Answers About...

Childrens: Picture Books/Music • 32 Pages • 6.25 x 8.75 • 11 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9782924774182 • May  
$7.95 (Can $9.95) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • The Secret Mountain

Le colibri chante et danse
Chansons et comptines latino-américaines

Performed by Grupo Cántaro
Illustrations by Marie-Ève Tremblay

An imaginative way of presenting Latin America and teaching Spanish and French  
to children, through stunning illustrations and exceptional music

This musical picture book is the French/Spanish version of The Hummingbird Sings and 
Dances, an extraordinary collection featuring 19 traditional nursery rhymes and lullabies in 
Spanish originating from Latin America that have withstood the test of time. Warm, colorful 
illustrations with earth-toned backgrounds provide the setting for this endearing repertoire 
of family-friendly songs from 16 different countries. Solid musicianship and lively vocal 
performances transport the young listener into a playful world of singing frogs and dancing 
skeletons! A map of Latin America and complete lyrics in Spanish with French translations 
appear at the end of the book, which also includes a CD and a code for digital download.

Grupo Cántaro is a Mexican music-vocal ensemble founded in 1979 that is dedicated to 
composing, arranging, and performing songs for children. They have released seven albums, 
the most recent one being Fábulas de Mi Granja (Fables from My Farm). Mariana Ruiz 
Johnson studied fine arts and illustration in Argentina. She has published several books for 
children as an author and illustrator. In 2013, she received the Picture Book Compostela 
Prize for the Spanish publication of Mama and in 2015, she won the international Silent 
Book Contest at the prestigious Bologna Children’s Book Fair with her book, Sleep Tight.

Childrens: Picture Books/Music • 64 Pages • 8.25 x 8 • 19 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • 9782924774168 • April • $16.95 (Can $22.95) •  
Hardcover Picture Book with CD • Rights: US & Canada • The Secret Mountain



Nous sommes faits l’un pour l’autre
Jiu Er
Read by Pascale Bussières

The French-language version of We Were Made for Each Other, a heartwarming collec-
tion of adorable moments in the life of Little Sun

This charming, original audio picture book features a collection of short illustrated texts 
evoking the simple pleasures that fill a day in the life of Little Sun, a fearless, adorable pig 
with a big heart. She’s always on the lookout for challenges, big and small, and never seems 
to get discouraged as she embarks on all kinds of adventures with playmates Little Mouse 
and Miss Rabbit. A funny and endearing tale of friendship that will delight and enchant the 
whole family.

Author and illustrator Jiu Er became a well-known sculptor in China before she began cre-
ating children’s books, having her work selected for the World of Women’s Art Exhibition 
in Beijing, the Dongyang International Woodcarving Festival, and the 60th anniversary in 
commemoration of Mao Zedong’s Speech during the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art. 
Her first picture book, My Sister’s Big Pumpkin, made the “Top 50 Books for the Public” list 
in China; and in 2016, she became the first Chinese illustrator to appear on the prestigious 
IBBY Honor List. Pascale Bussières first garnered critical attention at the age of 13 for her 
role in the 1984 film Sonatine, but it’s the 1993 TV series Blanche that would give her star 
status in French-speaking Canada. Over the years, she has worked with several respected 
directors including Patricia Rozema, Denis Villeneuve, and Guy Maddin. In 2004, she was 
awarded a Prix Jutra and Genie Award for her dramatic impersonation of Quebec singing 
star Alys Robi in Ma vie en cinemascope. More recently, she has appeared in the films Love 
Project, Ville-Marie, and Demons.

Childrens: Picture Books • 112 Pages • 6 x 7 • 55 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–1 • 9782924774212 • May • $17.95 (Can $22.95)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • The Secret Mountain
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Tam Ti Delam
Initiation du jeune public au patrimoine de la chanson québécoise

Félix Leclerc and Gilles Vigneault

An excellent way for children to learn French and appreciate the music of the most 
influential French artists in North America

This musical picture book invites children to discover the magical, musical world imagined 
by some of the most influential songwriters in French-speaking Canada over the past century: 
Félix Leclerc, Gilles Vigneault, Claude Léveillée, Lionel Daunais, Alan Mills, Joseph Beaulie, 
and La Bolduc. This festive collection of clever, joyful songs by several well-known per-
formers stands out as living proof of the French culture that is so vibrant today in the heart 
of the North American continent. In addition to the ten recordings on the CD (or as digital 
downloads) and fanciful illustrations that accompany the lyrics in the book, songwriter bi-
ographies and an activity guide for teachers are also included.

Singer-songwriter and poet of international fame, Felix Leclerc (1914-1988) is considered 
the father of Quebec song. He has seen his work crowned by numerous awards including 
the Charles Cros Academy Award, the Prix Calixa-Lavallée, and the Prix Denise-Pelletier. 
The Prix Félix (Quebec equivalent to the Grammys), given to Quebec singers, is named in his 
honor. As a member of the Canadian Author / Songwriters Hall of Fame, Gilles Vigneault 
is hailed as one of Canada’s most influential music figures of the 20th century, especially 
as a champion Québécois folksinger. He has received numerous distinctions including the 
“Grand prix du disque et de l’Académie Charles-Cros” in France and the “Médaille Ver-
meil” offered by the City of Paris. Marie Lafrance is one of Québec’s best-known illustrators, 
thanks to her participation in several children’s books, including Le grand voyage, La fée 
des bonbons, and La Diablesse and the Baby, for which she was a finalist of the Governor 
General’s Literary Award.

Childrens: Picture Books/Music • 44 Pages • 8.25 x 11.25 • 10 Color Illustrations,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9782924774274 • March • $16.95 (Can $22.95)   
Hardcover Picture Book with CD • Rights: US & Canada • The Secret Mountain
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I CAN READ FRENCH

Use the magic of a story to introduce young children to a foreign language in a natural and relaxed way. These stories each 
introduce little linguists to core vocabulary and key phrases through engaging stories. Present tense, carefully illustrated 
texts are perfect for young readers, while a picture dictionary, parent notes and pronunciation guides are also included.

Childrens: Education Resource/Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 7 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5   
Grades Pre-K–K • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • b small publishing

Georges le Poisson Rouge /  
George the Goldfish

9781911509516 • Replaces: 9780764158742 • July

Bon Anniversaire! /  
Happy Birthday!

9781911509547 • Replaces: 9780812065817 • June

Je Veux Ma Banane! /  
I Want My Banana!

9781911509561 • Replaces: 9780812065794 • June

Je Suis Trop Gros /  
I’m Too Big

9781911509578 • Replaces: 9780812064544 • July

Le Facteur Spatial /  
Space Postman

9781911509592 • Replaces: 9781902915173 • July



I CAN READ SPANISH

Use the magic of a story to introduce young children to a foreign language in a natural and relaxed way. 

These stories each introduce little linguists to core vocabulary and key phrases through engaging stories.

Childrens: Education Resource/Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 7 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5   
Grades Pre-K–K • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • b small publishing
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Cachorrito Encuentra un Amigo /  
Puppy Finds a Friend

9781911509691 • Replaces: 9780764152832 • July

Jorge el Pez Dorado /  
George the Goldfish

9781911509622 • Replaces: 9780764158735 • July

¡Feliz Cumpleaños! /  
Happy Birthday!

9781911509653 • June

Apúrate, Molly /  
Hurry Up, Molly

9781911509660 • Replaces: 9780764152863 • July

¡Queiro Mi Plátano! /  
I Want My Banana

9781911509677 • Replaces: 9780812065800 • June

Soy Demasiado Grande /  
I’m Too Big

9781911509684 • July
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THE WIGGLES

The Wiggles Emma!: Giant Sticker and Activity Pad
The Wiggles

Wiggly fans will be happily occupied with this large format sticker and activity  
pad featuring Yellow Wiggle, Emma. Includes over 150 stickers and 48 pages of age- 
appropriate activities.

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They formed in 
Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation of Wiggles fans 
singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy (Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Activity/Childrens: Novelty • 48 Pages • 14.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781760683672 • July • $8.99 (Can $11.99)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile

The Wiggles: My First Library
Includes 6 Wiggly Books

The Wiggles

Delight young Wiggle fans with a collection of six Wiggly storybooks in a handy slipcase! 
Features six original wiggly adventures that extend The Wiggles content children already 
know and love. Titles include Emma’s New Show, A Wiggly Dance, Emma’s Christmas 
Surprise, Everybody Dance!, Where Is Lachy, and Wiggle Town Concert Time.

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They formed in 
Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation of Wiggles fans 
singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy (Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Picture Books • 144 Pages • 8.75 x 9 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760685195 • July • $16.99 (Can $22.99)  
Boxed Set • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile

The Wiggles Emma!: Colouring and Activity Pack
The Wiggles

Hours of Wiggly fun for young Emma Wiggle fans with this all-in-one activity pack. Pack 
includes a 24-page coloring book, 16-page activity pad and crayons, secured in a polybag. 

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They formed in 
Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation of Wiggles fans 
singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy (Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Activity/Childrens: Novelty • 40 Pages • 8.25 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760683801 • July • $5.99 (Can $7.99) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile



THE WIGGLES

The Wiggles: Giant Sticker and Activity Pad
The Wiggles

Wiggly fans will be happily occupied with this large format sticker and activity 
pad featuring their Wiggly heroes. Includes over 150 stickers and 48 pages of age- 
appropriate activities.

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They formed in 
Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation of Wiggles fans 
singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy (Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Activity/Childrens: Novelty • 48 Pages • 14.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760683665 • July • $8.99 (Can $11.99)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile
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The Wiggles: Colouring and Activity Pack
Five Mile

Hours of Wiggly fun for young fans with this all-in-one activity pack. Pack includes a 24-
page coloring book, 16-page activity pad and crayons, secured in a polybag.

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They formed in 
Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation of Wiggles fans 
singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy (Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Activity/Childrens: Novelty • 40 Pages • 8.25 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760681524 • May • $5.99 (Can $7.99)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile

The Wiggles: Singalong Slipcase
Includes 4 Wiggly Lift-the-Flap Song Books

The Wiggles

This slipcase includes four fantastic lift-the-flap song board books and a bonus CD to 
sing along to! Slipcase includes the following Wiggly song books: Do The Propeller, Em-
ma’s Yellow Bow, Toot Toot, Chugga Chugga, Big Red Car, and I’ve Got My Glasses 
On. Reading and singing along to favorite Wiggles songs as well as encouraging fine mo-
tor skill development with the lift-the-flap functionality is the perfect combination for 
pre-schoolers.

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They formed in 
Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation of Wiggles fans 
singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy (Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Board Books/Childrens: Fiction • 40 Pages • 8 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  • 1 discs000:08:36• 9781760685171 • May  
$27.99 (Can $37.99) • Board Book and CD • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile
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THE WIGGLESTHE WIGGLES

The Wiggles: Baa Baa Black Sheep
Nursery Rhyme Sound Book!

The Wiggles

Join The Wiggles as they sing the classic nursery rhyme “Baa Baa Black Sheep.” Press 
the sound module and follow along with the lyrics. The sound module is an original 
recording of The Wiggles and lasts the duration of the book.

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They formed 
in Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation of Wiggles 
fans singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy (Purple) and 
Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Board Books/Childrens: Novelty • 10 Pages • 7 x 7 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760685423 • May • $10.99 (Can $14.99) 
Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile

Also available:

9781760681241
$11.99 (Can $15.99)

Board Book

9781760681258
$11.99 (Can $15.99)

Board Book

The Wiggles: Five Little Monkeys
Nursery Rhyme Sound Book!

The Wiggles

Join The Wiggles as they sing the classic nursery rhyme “Five Little Monkeys.” Press the 
sound module and follow along with the lyrics. The sound module is the original recording 
of The Wiggles, and lasts the duration of the book.

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They formed in 
Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation of Wiggles fans 
singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy (Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Board Books/Childrens: Novelty • 10 Pages • 7 x 7 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760685430 • May • $10.99 (Can $14.99) 
Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile



The Wiggles: Wiggle Town! Sticker Panorama
The Wiggles

Color in and decorate these two fun Wiggle Town scenes with over 100 stickers and 
50 puffy stickers! Join all your favorite wiggly friends in these two fun Wiggle Town 
panoramas! Use your favorite pencils and over 150 stickers to bring the scenes to life! 
This book folds out to create two Wiggle Town scenes (one on either side).

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They 
formed in Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation 
of Wiggles fans singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy 
(Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Activity • 144 Pages • 8.5 x 10.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760682354 • May • $6.99 (Can $9.99)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile
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THE WIGGLES

The Wiggles Emma!: My First Library
Includes 6 Emma Storybooks

The Wiggles

Delight young Emma Wiggle fans with six Emma hardcover storybooks in a handy 
slipcase! Each story features the yellow Wiggle in and adventure that extends the Wig-
gly world that young fans and their families know and love. Titles include Dial E For 
Emma!, Emma’s New Glasses, Emma and the Mystery Shoes, Cinderemma, Emma’s 
Ballet Class and All About Emma.

The Wiggles are the world’s most popular children’s entertainment group. They 
formed in Sydney, Australia in 1991. It’s an exciting new era with a new generation 
of Wiggles fans singing and dancing with Anthony (Blue), Emma (Yellow), Lachy 
(Purple) and Simon (Red)!

Childrens: Picture Books • 144 Pages • 8.75 x 9 • 60 Color Photos   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760685164 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99) 
Boxed Set • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile
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BIGTHYMERHYME
Martin Bailey

BigThymeRhyme is a brand new series from writer and illustrator Martin Bailey. Martin’s clever single wordrhymes and 
humorous illustrations describing each story are a winning combination guaranteed to make all readers smile. 

Martin Bailey has written and/or illustrated over 100 children’s titles for a diverse range of publishers including  
Scholastic and Pearson. 

Crow

9780995109308 • April

Bear

9780995109360 • April



BIGTHYMERHYME
Martin Bailey

BigThymeRhyme is a brand new series from writer and illustrator Martin Bailey. Martin’s clever single wordrhymes 
and humorous illustrations describing each story are a winning combination guaranteed to make all readers smile. 

Martin Bailey has written and/or illustrated over 100 children’s titles for a diverse range of publishers including  
Scholastic and Pearson. 

Childrens: Board Books • 12 Pages • 5.75 x 5.75 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • $9.99 (Can $12.99)   
Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Black Chook Books

Frog
9780473403348 • April

Goat
9780473403331 • August

Lark
9780995109322 • August
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Duck
9780995109315 • August
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BIGTHYMERHYME
Martin Bailey

BigThymeRhyme is a brand new series from writer and illustrator Martin Bailey. Martin’s clever single wordrhymes and 
humorous illustrations describing each story are a winning combination guaranteed to make all readers smile. 

Martin Bailey has written and/or illustrated over 100 children’s titles for a diverse range of publishers including  
Scholastic and Pearson. 

Childrens: Board Books • 12 Pages • 5.75 x 5.75 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • $9.99 (Can $12.99)   
Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Black Chook Books

Pig
9780995109339 • April

Rat
9780473403362 • August

Snake
9780995109346 • August

Mink
9780473403355 • April



Seek and Count
Yusuke Yonezu

A counting book with a delightful surprise under every flap

A counting book full of numbers, words, and beautiful objects to discover. In this clever 
lift-the-flap book, each page appears to have only one object on it. But lift the flaps and look 
again to discover what is really going on. Each page reveals brilliantly colorful surprises. 
An egg cracks open to reveal one baby chick. A tulip is hiding two butterflies, and a blanket 
reveals three kittens. This counting book is full of peek-a-boo surprises!

Yusuke Yonezu is an author and illustrator who was born in Tokyo. More than two million 
of his books have been sold worldwide in numerous languages. His books include the Guess 
What? series, 5 Little Apples, Bottoms Up!, Triangles, We Love Each Other, Who is Smil-
ing?, and Why Cry?—all published by minedition.

Childrens: Board Books/Childrens: Fiction • 20 Pages • 6.75 x 6.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9789888341399 • March • $11.99 (Can $15.99) • Board Book 
Rights: World • minedition

Mom Loves Little Jumbo
Hello, I am Jumbo

Yasushi Muraki

A celebration of the deep, unconditional love between mother and child

Little Jumbo’s mama is not only the greatest, but the biggest elephant ever! Naturally, she is 
not really the biggest in the world but from his perspective, she is a giant. She is brave and 
protects him; she plays with him, finds the tastiest fruit and cuddles him when it is time to 
sleep. And best of all—Mama loves him just like he loves Mama.

Yasushi Muraki was born in 1968 in Hokkaido, Japan. He studied at the Art College of 
Osaka and now works as an art instructor and illustrator. He enjoyed drawing as a child so 
much that he was also sent to art school. And as if that were not enough, he spent hours after 
school drawing.

Childrens: Board Books/Childrens: Fiction • 22 Pages • 6.75 x 6.75   
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9789888341788   
May • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Board Book • Rights: World • minedition

Cows!
John Hutton
Illustrations by Doug Cenko

A fun, instructive, and pediatrician-vetted book for developing early literacy

Support your toddler’s developing literacy with Cows!, a book uniquely designed to help 
families establish reading habits from an early age. Play and learn with cows of all colors, 
shapes, and sizes. Questions within the book provide a built-in tool for grown-ups to use 
while reading, encouraging little ones to expand on the story. This type of interactive reading, 
known as “dialogic reading,” is key to developing early literacy skills.

Dr. John S. Hutton is a pediatrician and clinical researcher at the Cincinnati Children’s Hos-
pital Reading and Literacy Discovery Center and owner of blue manatee children’s book-
store. Doug Cenko is an illustrator living in Chicago. He has worked at an animation studio, 
a live special effects company, and design agencies, but illustration is what he truly loves.

Childrens: Board Books/Childrens: Education Resource • 14 Pages • 5.5 x 5.5   
14 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9781936669721 • April • $7.99 (Can $10.99) • Board Book   
Rights: World • blue manatee press
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FLIP, FLAP AND FIND

Too Many Unicorns, Fairies & Mermaids
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Carrie Hennon

Let’s search and find! What can you see?

There are unicorns hiding on every page of this search and find book. Just flip the 
flaps to find them playing in a forest, swimming with mermaids, dancing with fairies, 
prancing with princesses, and even shopping in a toy store. The fun rhyming words 
and the search and find activity encourages word and picture association, which helps 
young children develop language and early reading skills. Can you find them all?

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories ever 
since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside. Since graduating 
from art school 18 years ago, Carrie Hennon has worked as a graphic designer, illustra-
tor, and art editor. Now an established author with three picture storybooks under her 
belt, Carrie’s work has been published in many different languages around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 10 Pages • 201 x 259 • Ages 5–10 • Grades K–4 
9781787009912 • May • $8.99 • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Too Many Dinosaurs, Pirates & Monsters
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Carrie Hennon

Let’s search and find! What can you see?

There are monsters hiding on every page of this search and find book. Just flip the 
flaps to find them taking over a city, sailing a pirate ship, running with zombies, roar-
ing with dinosaurs and even visiting an alien planet! The fun rhyming words and the 
search and find activity encourages word and picture association, which helps young 
children develop language and early reading skills. Can you find them all?

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories ever 
since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside. Since graduating 
from art school 18 years ago, Carrie Hennon has worked as a graphic designer, illustra-
tor, and art editor. Now an established author with three picture storybooks under her 
belt, Carrie’s work has been published in many different languages around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 10 Pages • 201 x 259 • Ages 5–10 • Grades K–4 
9781787009905 • May • $8.99 • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That
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POP OUT & PLAY

Shopping List
Robyn Gale
Illustrations by Barry Green

Build confidence and creativity with this press-out-and-play book

It’s time for a trip to the grocery store, and there’s lots to put in the shopping cart! Us-
ing the themed pop-out play pieces, perfect for little hands to hold, children can buy 
the items on the shopping list and then put them back in the right places. With easily 
recognizable grocery items from the different food groups such as fruit, vegetables, 
dairy, and meat, children will love getting into character and acting out real life roles. 
Once play is over, the pieces double up as a jigsaw puzzle, as children call upon skills 
of problem solving and logic to decide where the play pieces belong.

Robyn Gale is a primary school teacher whose favorite subjects are math and history. 
Even now, she still takes literary inspiration from her former creative lesson ideas. 
Her approach is simple. If content is engaging and visually stimulating, its educational 
worth and ability to inspire increases! Barry Green has illustrated children’s books 
for more than 30 years and has been published in more than 60 countries around the 
world. UK-based Barry is best-known for his 101 How to Draw series, which has sold 
over 3,000,000 copies worldwide.

Childrens: Activity • 10 Pages • 7 x 7 • Ages 3 & Up • Grades Pre-K & Up 
9781787009899 • May • $7.99 • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Builder’s Tool Kit
Robyn Gale
Illustrations by Barry Green

Build confidence and creativity with this press-out-and-play book

It’s a busy day on the construction site and the builders need all the help they can get! 
Using the themed pop-out play pieces, perfect for little hands to hold, children can 
help the workers with their jobs and then put the tools back in the right places. With 
easily recognizable objects such as a hammer and nails, saw, electric drill, and screw-
driver, children will love getting into character and acting out real life roles. Once play 
is over, the pieces double up as a jigsaw puzzle, as children call upon skills of problem 
solving and logic to decide where the play pieces belong.

Robyn Gale is a primary school teacher whose favorite subjects are math and history. 
Even now, she still takes literary inspiration from her former creative lesson ideas. 
Her approach is simple. If content is engaging and visually stimulating, its educational 
worth and ability to inspire increases! Barry Green has illustrated children’s books 
for more than 30 years and has been published in more than 60 countries around the 
world. UK-based Barry is best-known for his 101 How to Draw series, which has sold 
over 3,000,000 copies worldwide.

Childrens: Activity • 10 Pages • 7 x 7 • Ages 3 & Up • Grades Pre-K & Up  
9781787009882 • May • $7.99 • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That
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STORYMAKER

Unicorns LOVE Rainbow Underpants!
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Carrie Hennon

Match, muddle, and make a story with this interactive board book

What do unicorns love? Do they eat lollipops and wear a frog on their head? Do they 
race on roller skates and dance in a tutu? Choose from 15 push-out play pieces to cre-
ate a funny story. Children can slot their chosen play piece into each picture to decide 
what happens next. Unicorns LOVE Rainbow Underpants! encourages imaginative 
play as the reader matches and sorts the play pieces to build and create their own 
story, again and again. 

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories ever 
since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside. Since graduating 
from art school 18 years ago, Carrie Hennon has worked as a graphic designer, illustra-
tor, and art editor. Now an established author with three picture storybooks under her 
belt, Carrie’s work has been published in many different languages around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 10 Pages • 7 x 7 • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781787009875  
April • $7.99 • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Dinosaurs LOVE Stinky Socks!
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Carrie Hennon

Match, muddle, and make a story with this interactive board book

What do dinosaurs love? Do they eat stinky socks and sleep in a space rocket? Do 
they play soccer, do dinosaurs eat lollipops in the swamp? Choose from 15 push-out 
play pieces to create a funny story. Children can slot their chosen play piece into 
each picture to decide what happens next. Dinosaurs LOVE Stinky Socks! encourages 
imaginative play as the reader matches and sorts the play pieces to build and create 
their own story, again and again. 

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories ever 
since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside. Since graduating 
from art school 18 years ago, Carrie Hennon has worked as a graphic designer, illustra-
tor, and art editor. Now an established author with three picture storybooks under her 
belt, Carrie’s work has been published in many different languages around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 10 Pages • 7 x 7 • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781787009868  
April • $7.99 • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That
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PUSH AND PLAY

Unicorn Dance!
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Lindsey Sagar

Welcome to the magical Unicorn Island, an enchanting kingdom 
where adventure awaits

Push and play your way through the story in this fun, interactive board 
book. Push out the unicorn play piece on the front cover and follow the 
path through the eight pop-up scenes where you’ll discover lots of magical 
unicorns along the way. Push and Play is an innovative board book that 
allows children to interact with the characters and to use their imagination 
to explore the story and pictures on each page.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating 
stories ever since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk country-
side with her two very spotty dalmatians, and her favorite authors are Terry 
Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Lindsey Sagar knew she wanted to 
be a designer from an early age. Her favorite playthings were pencils and 
paints, and her first gallery was the fridge door. Her love for art and design 
led her to graduate with a first class honors degree in Graphic Design. Lind-
sey has now embarked on a big adventure and packed her books, pens, and 
laptop to travel and create art around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 16 Pages  • Ages 3–6 • Grades Pre-K–1  
9781789580709 • July • $7.99 (Can $10.99) • Board Book   
Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Dinosaur Stomp!
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Lindsey Sagar

Discover a prehistoric dinosaur world and meet some roar-some dino 
friends along the way

Push and play your way through the story in this fun, interactive board 
book. Push out the dinosaur play piece on the front cover and follow the 
dinosaur footprints through the eight pop-up scenes where you’ll discover 
lots of big and small dinosaurs. Push and Play is an innovative board book 
that allows children to interact with the characters and to use their imagi-
nation to explore the story and pictures on each page.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating 
stories ever since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk country-
side with her two very spotty dalmatians, and her favorite authors are Terry 
Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Lindsey Sagar knew she wanted to 
be a designer from an early age. Her favorite playthings were pencils and 
paints, and her first gallery was the fridge door. Her love for art and design 
led her to graduate with a first class honors degree in Graphic Design. Lind-
sey has now embarked on a big adventure and packed her books, pens, and 
laptop to travel and create art around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 16 Pages  • Ages 3–6 • Grades Pre-K–1  
9781789580679 • July • $7.99 (Can $10.99) • Board Book   
Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That
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SQUISHY SQUASHY BOOKS
Jenny Copper

Illustrations by Carrie Hennon

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories ever since she could 
read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside with her two very spotty dalmatians, and her favorite 

authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Since graduating from art school 18 years 
ago, Carrie Hennon has worked as a graphic designer, illustrator, and art editor.

Squishy Squashy Panda
Meet Panda and her friends in this adorable rhyming storybook that is full of squishy 
squashy fun

Squish and squash the panda as you read the rhyming story and discover all the things that 
Panda loves to do. Perfect for interactive play, for shared reading or for reading alone, these 
delightful, touchable books are full of fun!

Childrens: Activity • 12 Pages  • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781789581478 
June • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Squishy Squashy Puppy
Meet Puppy and his friends in this adorable rhyming storybook that is full of squishy 
squashy fun

Squish and squash the puppy as you read the rhyming story and discover all the things that 
Puppy loves to do. Perfect for interactive play, for shared reading or for reading alone, these 
delightful, touchable books are full of fun!

Childrens: Activity • 12 Pages  • Ages 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781789581485  
August • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Squishy Squashy Whale
Meet Whale and her friends in this adorable rhyming storybook that is full of squishy 
squashy fun

Squish and squash the whale as you read the rhyming story and discover all the things that 
Whale loves to do. Perfect for interactive play, for shared reading or for reading alone, these 
delightful, touchable books are full of fun!

Childrens: Activity • 12 Pages  • Ages 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781789581492  
August • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Squishy Squashy Lion
Meet Lion and his friends in this adorable rhyming storybook that is full of squishy 
squashy fun

Squish and squash the lion as you read the rhyming story and discover all the things that Lion 
loves to do. Perfect for interactive play, for shared reading or for reading alone, these delight-
ful, touchable books are full of fun!

Childrens: Activity • 12 Pages  • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781789581461 
June • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That



Out-of-this-World Space
Martin Mobberley
Illustrations by Stephen Sweet

Become a space scientist and explore the out-of-this-world science behind our Solar 
System and beyond

How far away are the stars? Where did the Sun come from? Why does the Moon appear to 
change shape? Get into science and discover the answers to these questions and many more 
with the light-speed facts inside. Plus, carry out awesome space science experiments and dis-
cover everything you need to make your own amazing model of the moon!

Martin Mobberley is a British amateur astronomer, author, and former electronics engineer. 
He has written major astronomy books and hundreds of articles, and he was president of 
the British Astronomical Association (BAA) from 1997 to 1999. He was awarded the BAA’s 
prestigious Goodacre Medal in 2000. Stephen Sweet graduated with a degree in technical 
illustration from the Falmouth College of Arts. Stephen specializes in digital illustration and 
has created artwork for books on topics ranging from space science and anatomy to natural 
history and cartoon illustration.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages  • Ages 7–12 • Grades 2–6 • 9781787009837   
May • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Kit • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Wheels and Steel - Machines
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Rachael McLean

Magical pictures you can color again and again

Create colorful machine and vehicle pictures with Magic Water Coloring. Simply paint with 
water, leave to dry, then paint your pictures again! This book includes lots of Magic Water 
Coloring pictures to paint with water, fun facts, and more pictures to color with pencils or 
crayons. You can use the blank pages at the back to create more pictures too.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories ever since 
she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside with her two very spotty dal-
matians, and her favorite authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Rachael 
McLean is an illustrator living in a lovely coastal town in Australia. Her designs can be found 
worldwide on pretty products, wall art, greetings cards, and books. Rachael’s playful and fun 
illustrations are inspired by bright colors and all things whimsical.

Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages  • Ages 3–7 • Grades Pre-K–2 • 9781789581447   
July • $12.99 (Can $16.99) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Roars and Claws - Animals
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Rachael McLean

Magical pictures you can color again and again

Create colorful animal pictures with Magic Water Coloring. Simply paint with water, leave 
to dry, then paint your pictures again! This book includes lots of Magic Water Coloring pic-
tures to paint with water, fun facts, and more pictures to color with pencils or crayons. You 
can use the blank pages at the back to create more pictures too.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories ever since 
she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside with her two very spotty dal-
matians, and her favorite authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Rachael 
McLean is an illustrator living in a lovely coastal town in Australia. Her designs can be found 
worldwide on pretty products, wall art, greetings cards, and books. Rachael’s playful and fun 
illustrations are inspired by bright colors and all things whimsical.

Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages  • Ages 3–7 • Grades Pre-K–2 • 9781789581454   
July • $12.99 (Can $16.99) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That
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BABY EXPLORER

Bugs
Carol Lawrence
Illustrations by Francesco Zito

See, explore, and find out more!

What are bugs? Are all bugs insects? What role do they play in our world? 
Baby Explorer encourages little ones to explore the world around them, 
through their five senses of seeing, touching, hearing, smelling, or tasting.

Carol Lawrence has worked in children’s writing and publishing for more than  
20 years. She lives in Chicago. Francesco Zito lives in Rome, Italy, where 
he enjoys perusing bookstores in search of new children’s books to collect.

Childrens: Board Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 24 Pages • 7 x 7   
Four-color Interior • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K   
9780807505229 • May • $6.99 (Can $9.99) • Board Book   
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Rocks
Carol Lawrence
Illustrations by Francesco Zito

See, explore, and find out more!

What are rocks? How are rocks formed? Why do some of them glitter? Baby 
Explorer encourages little ones to explore the world around them, through 
their five senses of seeing, touching, hearing, smelling, or tasting.

Carol Lawrence has worked in children’s writing and publishing for more than  
20 years. She lives in Chicago. Francesco Zito lives in Rome, Italy, where 
he enjoys perusing bookstores in search of new children’s books to collect.

Childrens: Board Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 24 Pages • 7 x 7   
Four-color Interior • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K   
9780807505236 • May • $6.99 (Can $9.99) • Board Book   
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company



Let’s Watch the Trucks!
Rachel Benge

Which truck goes wee-oooo?

When a brother and sister go on a walk to find the yellow truck, they come across 
many different colors and styles of trucks, all with different sounds—but where is the 
yellow truck? Young readers will learn to identify colors, trucks, and sounds in this 
delightful and engaging story.

Rachel Benge loves being creative, but loves it most when the things she creates 
help tell stories. She is a graduate of the Children’s Book Illustration MA at the 
Cambridge School of Art. She lives near London with her husband and daughter. 

Childrens: Board Books • 16 Pages • 6.5 x 6.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9780807544662 • March  
$6.99 (Can $9.99) • Board Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Let’s Feed the Ducks!
Rachel Benge

Which animal goes quack?

When a brother and sister go on a walk to feed the ducks, they come across many 
different animals with different sounds—but where are the quacking ducks? Young 
readers will learn to identify and connect different animals and sounds in this de-
lightful and engaging story.

Rachel Benge loves being creative, but loves it most when the things she creates 
help tell stories. She is a graduate of the Children’s Book Illustration MA at the 
Cambridge School of Art. She lives near London with her husband and daughter. 

Childrens: Board Books • 16 Pages • 6.5 x 6.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9780807544655 • March • $6.99 (Can $9.99)   
Board Book • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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THE THINGS I LOVE ABOUT SERIES

The Things I Love About Me
Trace Moroney

A lovely board book about being and loving your own unique self

Your great big smile, your kindness toward others—there are so many things to love 
about being you. This special junior edition of The Things I Love About Me—with its 
simple, meaningful words and beautiful illustrations—is part of a series that is perfect 
for introducing little ones to positive thinking about everyday situations.

Trace Moroney is an internationally acclaimed author, illustrator and designer. More 
than 10 million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and are translated into 
over 22 languages in 29 countries. 

Childrens: Board Books • 10 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760409319 • Replaces: 9781608875276  
May • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile

The Things I Love About Pets
Trace Moroney

A sweet look at what makes having a pet so wonderful

Going on adventures together, having someone to take care of—there are so many 
things to love about pets. This special junior editions of The Things I Love About 
Pets—with its simple, meaningful words and beautiful illustrations—is part of a series 
that is perfect for introducing little ones to positive thinking about everyday situa-
tions.

Trace Moroney is an internationally acclaimed author, illustrator and designer. More 
than 10 million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and are translated into 
over 22 languages in 29 countries. 

Childrens: Board Books • 10 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760681272 • May • $8.99 (Can $11.99) 
Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile



The Things I Love About Friends
Trace Moroney

A touching board book about what makes friendship so wonderful

Sleepovers, sharing feelings, being excited when good things happen to one another—there 
are so many things to love about friends. This special junior edition of The Things I Love 
About Friends—with its simple, meaningful words and beautiful illustrations—is part of a 
series that is perfect for introducing little ones to positive thinking about everyday situations.

Trace Moroney is an internationally acclaimed author, illustrator and designer. More than 
10 million copies of her books have been sold worldwide and are translated into over 22 
languages in 29 countries. 

Childrens: Board Books • 10 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781760681265 • Replaces: 9781608875047   
May • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Five Mile

Kissed by the Moon
Alison Lester

A gorgeous board book that watches a baby experience a single day

May you, my baby, sleep softly at night, and when dawn lights the world, may you wake up 
to birdsong. Part poem, part lullaby, this gentle story celebrates a baby’s wonder at our beau-
tiful world. From Australia’s favorite picture-book creator, Alison Lester, comes a timeless 
book to share and to treasure. 

Alison Lester is a children’s book author. She has won numerous prestigious awards, includ-
ing the Children’s Book Council of Australia (CBCA) Picture Book of the Year Award for 
Are We There Yet? Alison Lester became Australia’s first Children’s Book Laureate in 2012, 
and in 2016, was awarded the Dromkeen Medal for her outstanding achievement in the 
creation of Australian children’s and young adult literature.

Childrens: Board Books • 32 Pages • 8.25 x 6.5 • Four-color Interior  
9780143789758 • June • $10.99 (Can $14.99) • Board Book   
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia
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Follow Me
Illustrations by Lucie Sheridan

A finger-play activity book featuring puzzles that can be completed using just one finger

Follow, point, press! Children are invited to interact with the bright, bold artwork to com-
plete simple activities using their fingers. Follow the wiggly dog to pat him on the head, help 
the butterflies get to the flowers and lots more. Features tactile embossing on every page. 
These activities are perfect for encouraging the development of fine motor skills.

Lucie Sheridan is an illustrator and screen printer.

Childrens: Board Books • 14 Pages • 7 x 7 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 5 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 9781910552803 • March • $12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Find Me
Illustrations by Lucie Sheridan

Features simple lift-the-flap activities that can be completed by little hands

Find Me invites young children to interact with bright, bold artwork to find cute creatures 
hiding in playful scenes. The final page reveals the animal friends that have been found along 
the way going wild at a party. TICK TOCK, TICK TOCK, who’s crept inside the cuckoo 
clock? Who’s playing hide and seek? TAP, TAP, TAP on every shell and take a peek. Rhym-
ing text and sound inspired words encourage kids to interact with each scene and lift the 
large flaps to find which creature is hiding underneath.

Lucie Sheridan is an illustrator and screen printer.

Childrens: Board Books • 14 Pages • 7 x 7 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 5 • Grades Up to K • 9781910552810 • March • $12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Board Book • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara



A PRESENT FOR MY ...

A gift from a child to their relative or friend, this board book tells the magical story of the journey they took while 
getting her a present. It is written from the child’s point of view and each scenario tells of the gift they might have 
got them—but thought better. In the end they decide to get the recipient a pair of gorgeous socks that are bound 

to keep them happy. The adult and the child get to read together, and it’s a gift that keeps on giving. 

Childrens: Novelty/Childrens: Board Books • 12 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • May • $24.99 (Can $33.99) • Board Book  • Pooter Gifts
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A Present for My Aunt
9781909857056

A Present for My Dad
9781909857025

A Present for My Dad
9781909857025

A Present for My Grandpa
9781909857001

A Present for My Teacher
9781909857063

A Present for My Uncle
9781909857049
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YOU’RE GOING TO BE ...

When a baby is born it changes many people’s lives. This range of gift board books announces and marks this occasion, 
with a tongue-in-cheek look at the things they’ll now be expected to do. Neatly tucked in the back of the book is a pair 

of socks for the recipient, and a tiny matching pair for the new person about to enter their lives. 

Childrens: Novelty/Childrens: Board Books • 12 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • April • $24.99 (Can $33.99) • Board Book  • Pooter Gifts

You’re Going to Be an Aunt
9781909857155

You’re Going to Be a Brother
9781909857162

You’re Going to Be a Dad
9781909857124

You’re Going to Be a Godfather
9781909857186



YOU’RE GOING TO BE ...

When a baby is born it changes many people’s lives. This range of gift board books announces and marks this occasion, 
with a tongue-in-cheek look at the things they’ll now be expected to do. Neatly tucked in the back of the book is a pair 

of socks for the recipient, and a tiny matching pair for the new person about to enter their lives.  

Childrens: Novelty/Childrens: Board Books • 12 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • April • $24.99 (Can $33.99) • Board Book  • Pooter Gifts
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You’re Going to Be a Godmother
9781909857193

You’re Going to Be a Grandfather
9781909857100

You’re Going to Be a Grandmother
9781909857117

You’re Going to Be a Sister
12 Color Photos, 12 Color Illustrations • 9781909857179

You’re Going to Be an Uncle
9781909857148
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WENDY STRAW’S SONGBOOKS

Action Rhymes Musical Songbook
Includes such favorites as “I’m a Little Teapot” and “Itsy Bitsy Spider”

A collection of action rhymes including illustrated actions accompanying each line, 
which support the development of fine motor skills as well as literacy and social inter-
action. Beautifully illustrated by Wendy Straw with an accompanying audio recording.

Wendy Straw has illustrated more than 25 children’s books. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 16 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  • 1 discs01:00:00• 9781925386929 • June 
$14.99 (Can $19.99) • Trade Paper and CD • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books

Counting Rhymes Musical Songbook
A fun learn-to-count book that comes with a CD so children can sing along

This delightful book makes learning to count lots of fun. It includes several counting 
rhymes and an accompanying song CD, so that children can sing as they learn to 
count. The beautiful illustrations include lots of details that children can count up: 10 
bears, five ducks, two giraffes and more.

Wendy Straw is the illustrator of more than 25 children’s books.

Childrens: Picture Books • 16 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  • 1 discs01:00:00• 9781925386943 • June 
$14.99 (Can $19.99) • Trade Paper and CD • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books
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WENDY STRAW’S SONGBOOKS

Lullaby Rhymes Musical Songbook
Wendy Straw

A board book and CD combo with such favorite lullabies as “Twinkle, Twinkle 
Little Star” and “Hush, Little Baby”

This charming collection of lullaby rhymes is accompanied by a CD recording per-
formed by musician Sally Hardy and her group. This beautiful book transports parent 
and child to a gentle and whimsical world, and provides a delightful way for parents 
to engage with their very young children. Perfect for night time reading and singing.

Wendy Straw is the illustrator of more than 25 children’s books. 

Childrens: Board Books • 26 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K • 1 disc • 001:00:00 • 9781925386059 • May   
$14.99 (Can $19.99) • Trade Paper and CD • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books

Nursery Rhymes Musical Songbook
Wendy Straw

A collection of classic children’s rhymes featuring fun illustrations and a CD

A classical collection of nursery rhymes, together with six song recordings and one 
reading, on CD. Each rhyme is accompanied by the beautiful artwork of Wendy Straw.

Wendy Straw has illustrated more than 25 children’s books. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 16 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior   
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  • 1 discs001:00:00• 9781925386912 • June  
$14.99 (Can $19.99) • Trade Paper and CD • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books
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Doctor Who: Twelve Angels Weeping
Twelve Stories of the Villains from Doctor Who
Unabridged

Dave Rudden

Twelve extraordinary Doctor Who stories, each featuring a monstrous villain from the 
Doctor Who world

On every planet that has existed or will exist, there is a winter. Many of the peoples of 
Old Earth celebrated a winter festival. A time to huddle together against the cold; a time to 
celebrate being half-way out of the dark. But shadows are everywhere, and there are some 
corners of the universe which have bred the most terrible things, lurking in the cold between 
the stars. Here are 12 stories featuring Doctor Who villains, one for each of the Twelve Days 
of Christmas, to remind you that to come out of the darkness we need to go into it in the 
first place. We are not alone. We are not safe. And, whatever you do: don’t blink. Narrators 
are author Dave Rudden, Nicholas Briggs (voice of the Cyberman and Daleks), and Pippa 
Bennett-Warner (Saibra on Doctor Who). 

Dave Rudden is the author of the award-winning Knights of the Borrowed Dark trilogy.

Childrens: Fiction • 5 x 5 • Ages 9–11 • Grades 4–6  • 1 disc • 008:00:00 
9781405939416 • March • $24.99 • CD • Rights: US • BBC Books

Sing-along Christmas Collection
Ladybird

Have fun singing along with these favorite Christmas songs and carols! CD included.

This illustrated compilation includes both classic Christmas carols and fun Christmas songs. 
The chunky board book format is perfect for little ones, together with an audio CD so they 
can join in with every song. Includes Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, Jingle Bells, Away in 
a Manger, and seven more!

Childrens: Seasonal • 26 Pages • 7 x 7 • Ages Up to 5 • Grades Up to K • 9780241344699 
August • $12.99 • Board Book and CD • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

Bedtime Stories and Lullabies CD
Unabridged

A relaxing bedtime CD filled with calming stories and songs

Take a trip into Wonderland with Alice, sing along with the twinkling stars, and take a 
snooze with Sleeping Beauty in Bedtime Stories and Lullabies, a CD of popular stories, lul-
labies, and rhymes. With a running time of approximately 60 minutes, it’s perfect listening 
for little ones who are ready for bed! Stories, lullabies, and rhymes include Sleeping Beauty; 
Alice in Wonderland; The Nightingale; Tom Thumb; The Emperor’s New Clothes; The Frog 
Prince; Thumbelina; The Goose Girl; Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star; Wee Willie Winkie; Star 
Light, Star Bright; All the Pretty Horses; All through the Night; Hush Little Baby; Bye, Bye 
Bunting; Diddle, Diddle Dumpling; Rock-a-Bye Baby; and Frere Jacques.

Derek Griffiths is a multi-talented actor, voiceover artist, musician, and comedian with 
an impressive career on radio, stage, and screen. Katy Ashowrth is best known as a host 
on CBeebies. 

Childrens: Fiction • 5.5 x 5 • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  • 1 disc • 001:00:00 
9781509882533 • April • $10.99 • CD • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan



MY FIRST DISCOVERIES

Detailed and instructive illustrations together with clear and simple texts teach children learn about the physical, natural 
and human world around them. Overlays on transparent pages reveal hidden surprises and facilitate understanding.

Boats
Second edition

Find out about canoes, yachts, motor boats, speed boats, tug boats, and submersibles, as well 
as huge container ships, cruise ships, aircraft carriers, and oil tankers. Learn how to make a 
boat and how to tie different sailor’s knots.

Christian Broutin is the the illustrator of In the Jungle, Town, Trees, and Volcanoes in the My 
First Discoveries series.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 36 Pages • 6.5 x 7 • Four-color Interior  Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K  
9781851034710 • Replaces: 9781851031672 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Spiral (Concealed Wire-O) • Rights: US & Canada • Moonlight Publishing

Music
Second edition

Discover music in all its variety, from the wind singing in the trees to a complete classical or-
chestra! Get to know the different families of musical instruments—string, brass, woodwind, 
percussion, and keyboard. Discover how they each produce sound. Watch an orchestra and 
conductor at work. Lift up the lid of a grand piano and look inside. Learn about traditional 
instruments from around the world, and make your own instrument at home!

Donald Grant is the author and illustrator of many titles in the My First Discoveries series.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 36 Pages • 6.5 x 7 • Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781851034741 • Replaces: 9781851031849 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Spiral (Concealed Wire-O) • Rights: US & Canada • Moonlight Publishing

Crocodiles
Second edition

Find out all about these ancient reptiles that have existed since the time of the dinosaurs. 
Learn what makes them such effective hunters, and how they swim and communicate with 
each other. Watch them hunt, fight, reproduce, and look after their young. Discover how they 
have been worshiped, persecuted, and finally protected by humans. Learn to identify cayman, 
alligators gavials, saltwater crocodiles, and other reptiles.

Sylvaine Peyrols is the author and illustrator of many titles in the My First Discoveries series. 

Childrens: Nonfiction • 34 Pages • 6.5 x 7 • Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781851034727 • Replaces: 9781851033171 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Spiral (Concealed Wire-O) • Rights: US & Canada • Moonlight Publishing

Elephants
Second edition

The grandmother leads and protects her herd, the elephant calf is born and takes its first steps. 
Watch elephants young and old trumpet, feed, splash, and play. Learn to distinguish between 
African and Asian elephants. Find out about the many ways in which elephants use their 
trunks. Discover why people still hunt African elephants and what is being done to stop them.

James Prunier is the illustrator of Dinosaurs, Trees, and Trains.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 36 Pages • 6.5 x 7 • Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781851034734 • Replaces: 9781851031467 • May • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Spiral (Concealed Wire-O) • Rights: US & Canada • Moonlight Publishing
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TOUCH, FEEL, EXPLORE!

Red & Blue
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Alena Razumova

Discover a tactile world of early learning in this first colors book

Children will love to touch, feel, and explore the pictures in this tactile novelty book. 
Raised and indented pictures throughout make a fun and interactive experience for 
little learners discovering their first colors.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories 
ever since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside and her favor-
ite authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Alena Razumova has 
been a designer and illustrator since 2005, creating in different styles for companies 
around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 10 Pages • 7.25 x 7.25 • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K 
9781787009851 • April • $7.99 • Hardcover Picture Book  
Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

One & Two
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Alena Razumova

Discover a tactile world of early learning in this first counting book

Children will love to touch, feel, and explore the pictures in this tactile novelty book. 
Raised and indented pictures throughout make a fun and interactive experience for 
little learners discovering their first numbers.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories 
ever since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside and her favor-
ite authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Alena Razumova has 
been a designer and illustrator since 2005, creating in different styles for companies 
around the world.

Childrens: Activity • 10 Pages • 7.25 x 7.25 • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K 
9781787009844 • April • $7.99 • Hardcover Picture Book  
Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That



9789888341207 
$12.99 (Can $15.99)  

Board Book

Also available:

9789888341504
$12.99 (Can $17.99)

Board Book

Play With Me
Agnese Baruzzi

Ingeniously designed die-cut pages will surprise and delight curious youngsters

Two fingers are the only missing ingredients in this clever interactive book for young chil-
dren. Who could resist putting their fingers into the two die-cut holes to make the active 
scenes come alive? Make the skier ski! Make the basketball player shoot! Make the swimmer 
swim! Just stick your fingers through the holes, and the characters on each page will come 
to life.

Agnese Baruzzi  has illustrated dozens of children’s books, including Big Size Surprise; 
Look, Look Again “a page-turner for the toddler set,” and Opposite Surprise, all pub-
lished with minedition.

Childrens: Activity/Childrens: Fiction • 24 Pages • 6.5 x 6.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9789888341719 • March • $9.99 (Can $12.99)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: World • minedition

The True Colors of a Princess Coloring Book
Companion to What Does a Princess Really Look Like?

Mark Loewen
Illustrations by Ed Pokoj

An empowering story and fun coloring book for young girls, focused on building  
inner character

These coloring pages encourage kids to think beyond the stereotype of a princess and find 
strength and courage inside themselves. They will color along as Chloe tells the story of how 
she created her own princess and in the process discovered that princesses are more than just 
glitter. She discovered that a princess can also be smart, kind, brave, assertive, and deter-
mined. Young artists will also meet Chloe’s dads who help her learn that nobody, not even 
princesses, need to be perfect.

Mark Loewen is a psychotherapist and a dad, whose passion for equality drives everything 
he does, whether he is in the role of husband, father, therapist, or friend. Mark is the found-
er of LaunchPad Counseling, a private practice in Richmond. He also started Brave Like A 
Girl, an organization that helps girls overcome challenges by tapping into their courage and 
strength. Ed Pokoj is an illustrator and animator who aims to make everyday life more fun 
and exciting by creating whimsical and colorful illustrations.

Childrens: Activity/Childrens: Parenting  & Family Care • 40 Pages • 8 x 10   
40 B/W Illustrations • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9781945448362 • March   
$8.95 (Can $11.95) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: World • Boutique of Quality Books
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Also available:

9781945448171
$17.95 (Can $23.95)

Hardcover Picture Book
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MAGIC WATER COLOURING

Scales and Tails - Dinosaurs
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Rachael McLean

Create colorful (and reusable!) dinosaur pictures with smART Magic Coloring

This book includes 16 smART Magic Coloring pictures to paint with water, fun facts, 
and 18 different pictures to color with pencils or crayons. Little ones can use the blank 
pages at the back to create more pictures too.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories 
ever since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside and her fa-
vorite authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Rachael McLean is 
an illustrator living in a lovely coastal town in Australia. Her designs can be found 
worldwide on pretty products, wall art, greetings cards, and books.

Childrens: Activity/Animals • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 6.5 • Ages 3–7 • Grades Pre-K–2 
9781787009615 • February • $12.99 • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Manes and Tails - Horses and Unicorns
Jenny Copper
Illustrations by Rachael McLean

Create colorful (and reusable!) horse and unicorn pictures with smART  
Magic Coloring

This book includes 16 smART Magic Coloring pictures to paint with water, fun facts, 
and 18 different pictures to color with pencils or crayons. Little ones can use the blank 
pages at the back to create more pictures too.

Jenny Copper is a children’s book editor and author who has been creating stories 
ever since she could read and write. She lives in the Suffolk countryside and her fa-
vorite authors are Terry Pratchett, Roald Dahl, and Jane Austen. Rachael McLean is 
an illustrator living in a lovely coastal town in Australia. Her designs can be found 
worldwide on pretty products, wall art, greetings cards, and books.

Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 6.5 • Ages 3–7 • Grades Pre-K–2 
9781787009592 • February • $12.99 • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That



9781911509141 
$9.99 (Can $12.99)  

Saddle-Stitched

Also available:

9781911509134
$9.99 (Can $12.99)

Saddle-Stitched

Rebel Women
Catherine Bruzzone
Illustrations by Hennie Haworth

Identify with game-changing, rebel women through detailed, cut-out historical costumes

Clothes tell stories of power, of oppression, of celebration, and of tragedy—discover the 
lives of 16 strong women through the clothing of their time: Hatshepsut, Hydna of Scione, 
Aurelia Cotta, Boudicca, Murasaki Shikibu, Joan of Arc, Elizabeth I, Catherine the Great,  
Buffalo Calf Road Woman, Emmeline Pankhurst, Marie Curie, Coco Chanel, Marilyn Monroe,  
Althea Gibson, Wangari Maathai, and Valentina Tereshkova. Press out the paper dolls at the 
back of the book, cut out the costumes, and start dressing up!

Catherine Bruzzone is the author of My Book of Bike Activities, the Lucy Cat series, and 
many other series. Hennie Haworth is an illustrator whose work has appeared in the Guard-
ian and for clients such as Louis Vuitton and Converse.

Childrens: Activity • 24 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4  
9781911509226 • March • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • b small publishing

Mohamed Salah
The Ultimate Fan Book

Adrian Besley

Follow the career of record-breaking Egyptian soccer player Mohamed Salah

Mohamed Salah: The Ultimate Fan Book takes you into the Egyptian soccer superstar’s 
world like no other book. Follow Salah on an amazing journey from growing up in a suburb 
of Cairo to Basel, Chelsea, Fiorentina, AS Roma, and Liverpool, where he has become a 
superstar of the premier League. It is not just at club level where Salah has thrived, he has 
been a mainstay of Egypt’s national team and led them to the finals of the FIFA World Cup 
for the first time in 28 years, 12 months after reaching the final of the Africa Cup of Na-
tions. Written in a lively, buzzing style and filled with fun features, fantastic photographs, 
and enlightening quotes, this book celebrates his greatest moments and most famous goals, 
including the goals which have made him one of the world’s most watchable superstars.

Adrian Besley is the author of Zlatan Ibrahimovic: The Ultimate Fan Book. 

Childrens: Nonfiction • 64 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4  
9781787392106 • March • $15.99 • Cloth • Rights: US • Carlton Publishing Group
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Where’s the Llama?
A Search-and-Find Adventure

Egmont UK

A fun new search-and-find adventure featuring llamas and their cacti friends

Alpaca your bags and join some cheeky globe-trotting llamas and their cacti buddies on this 
hilarious search-and-find adventure, full of jam-packed scenes, fun artwork, exotic locations, 
quirky characters and llama puns galore! The llamas live in paradise, but this herd has itchy 
hooves. These curious llamas want to trot off to see the world, playing hide and seek at each 
and every stopover. Follow Kendrick Llama, No Probllama, and their other llama friends as 
they journey to the Bahamas, strut their stuff at a fashion show, kick up their hooves at a 
hipster festival, plus many other hilarious scenarios. Look out for the six cheeky llamas and 
their six cacti friends in each busy scene throughout the book. Be warned though, they’re very 
good at hiding! The answers can be found at the back of the book, plus there are 10 bonus 
items to spot on each spread, for endless search-and-find fun.

Childrens: Activity • 40 Pages • 8 x 12.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781405293792 • March • $11.99 • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US • Egmont UK

The Ultimate Unicorn Joke Book
Egmont UK

Get ready to giggle glitter and laugh yourself silly in this hilarious new joke book all 
about . . . . . . UNICORNS!

Which unicorn has a cold? The achoo-nicorn.  Why was the unicorn arrested? She was the 
mane suspect.  Which unicorn smells? The poo-nicorn.  Full of jokes, puns and one-liners 
about unicorns, mermaids, fairies and much, much more. This book is hot-to-trot and you’ll 
laugh yourself hoarse—the perfect gift for unicorn-crazy kids. With a sparkly foiled cover 
and purple inside printing for an extra special magical touch.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 96 Pages • 5 x 8 • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2   
9781405294331 • April • $8.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Egmont UK

Narwhals Sticker and Activity Book
Egmont UK

Dive into a magical underwater world and find out all about the real life unicorns of the sea!

Learn all about these real life magical creatures in this jam-packed activity and sticker book. 
With over 100 stickers, jokes, stories, activities, color-in scenes and amazing facts to dazzle 
your friends. Crack the secret codes, help the mermaids get ready for a party, learn how to 
draw your very own narwhal and much, much more!

Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781405294348 • April • $9.99  
Trade Paper • Rights: US • Egmont UK



The Van Gogh Activity Book
Illustrations by Grace Helmer

Discover the master of Post-Impressionism’s methods through fun, arty activities

The Van Gogh Activity Book is an entertaining and accessible introduction to one of the 
most famous artists in history. Readers will discover the key features and themes that define 
Van Gogh as an artist as well as mastering mark making, experimenting with complementary 
colors, practicing perspective, and much more with 14 fun, arty exercises. With an illustrated 
fold-out timeline featuring seven of Van Gogh’s most famous works, The Van Gogh Activity 
Book is a useful reference tool as well as an engaging activity book.

Grace Helmer is part of the illustration studio collective Day Job. Some of her clients in-
clude: Apple, Google, HarvardX, Washington Post,Vogue US, Marie Claire France, Octopus 
Books, and the Independent.

Childrens: Activity • 64 Pages • 12 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 8 & Up • Grades 3 & Up • 9781910552858 • March • $16.95 (Can $22.99)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara

Let the Dice Decide
Roll the Dice to Create Picture and Word Mash-Ups

Sophie Foster

Let the dice decide the fate of your drawings, doodles and stories in this fun fill-in book

Readers can roll the dice to create their own creatures, mash up incredible monsters, ran-
domize names, assemble their own superheroes, plot their own adventure stories, predict 
the future and much, much more. There are hundreds of outcomes and the possibilities are 
almost endless. Cut-out dice are included at the back of the book.  

Sophie Foster is an illustrator whose clients have included English Heritage and the British 
Postal Museum.  

Childrens: Activity • 64 Pages • 9 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9781780555324 • May • $12.99 (Can $16.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • Michael O’Mara
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The Little Book of Trees
Caz Buckingham and Andrea Pinnington

Explore the natural world through trees, the ecosystems they create, and the plants and 
animals with which they interact

This is an exciting new look at the fascinating world of many common trees. The book is 
arranged alphabetically and includes lively species descriptions as well as information about 
all the animals and plants associated with the trees. Arresting and immersive spreads also 
help to transport you into the magical world of the forest. This series builds into a first nature 
library that will be treasured by children for years to come.

Caz Buckingham trained as an illustrator and graphic designer. She worked for more than 
20 years for large corporate publishers before setting up Fine Feather Press with her business 
partner, Andrea Pinnington. Andrea Pinnington is the author of numerous children’s activity 
books, including Animals, My Body, and The Princess Creativity Book. Caz and Andrea take 
all the photographs for their books. 

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Activity • 144 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • 750 Color Photos,  
Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 • 9781908489388 • July  
$13.99 (Can $18.99) • Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Fine Feather Press

Amazing Space
Go on a Journey to the Edge of the Universe

Raman Prinja
Illustrations by John Hersey

Travel beyond earth and to the end of the universe in this fact-filled exploration of space

This stunning book takes you on a beautifully illustrated journey into space, from the Earth’s 
surface to the edge of the universe. Once you have completed your journey to the outer lim-
its of the universe, make your return trip with fascinating infographics explaining facts and 
statistics about the universe in a simple and beautiful way.

Raman Prinja is Professor of Astrophysics at University College London. His previous books 
include 50 Things You Should Know About Space. He and John Hersey previously collabo-
rated on To the Edge of the Universe.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 10 x 12 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9781783123933 • June • $19.99  
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US • Carlton Publishing Group



My First Picture Atlas
Discover the World

Catherine Bruzzone
Illustrations by Stu McLellan

An inviting, fully-illustrated first atlas for schools and homes

This simple atlas introduces the seven regions of the world using key geographical skills that 
every child should learn. From how to read beautifully illustrated maps to discovering what 
links each region and makes them different, the information collected here provides a basis 
from which all children can learn to explore their world.

Catherine Bruzzone has more than 20 years experience teaching languages to children and 
developing innovative language-learning programs. She is the author of the Children’s Clas-
sics series, My Book of Bike Activities, and the Lucy Cat series. Stu McLellan has worked 
with Bruzzone on titles including My English Sticker Atlas, My First 1000 French Words, 
and My First 1000 Spanish Words.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 32 Pages • 7.5 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 6–8 • Grades 2 to 3 • 9781911509387 • May • $9.99 (Can $12.95)  
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • b small publishing

The Little Inventors Handbook
A Guide to Becoming an Ingenious Inventor

Dominic Wilcox

A step by step guide to thinking up fantastical, funny, or perfectly practical inventions 
with no limits! 

This book encourages budding inventors to think big and have fun with their imaginations! 
Be inspired by drawings of a scarf helicopter, a family scooter, and a pollution-repelling jack-
et! Check out toothbrush maracas, square peas, and nose scratchers! What will YOU invent? 
With this step by step guide, Chief Inventor Dominic Wilcox will talk Little Inventors through 
the process of coming up with new ideas, including problem solving, ways to make objects 
better, and thinking about the ways people use things. They’ll complete activities and learn 
some cool facts about the history of inventions, science, tech, art and design along the way.

Dominic Wilcox is an artist, designer, and inventor. His notable works include GPS shoes that 
guide the wearer to their desired destination, and miniature sculptures balanced on the mov-
ing hands of watches. He has received commissions from organizations such as Paul Smith, 
Selfridges, the V&A museum, and BMW Mini, and he is the author of Variations on Normal. 

Childrens: Nonfiction • 152 Pages • 7.75 x 7.75 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 • 9780008306151 • May • $16.95 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK
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Collins Children’s World Map
Second edition

Collins UK

A colorfully illustrated young person’s map of the world, in rolled sheet map format

This highly illustrated pictorial map is designed to take children on a journey of discovery 
around the countries of the world. The mapping is clear, colorful and highly informative and 
shows countries and capital cities. Stunning illustrations are used to depict themes such as na-
tional emblems, customs, food, birds, animals, buildings and sports to help younger readers 
gain an understanding of peoples around the world.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 1 Pages • 35.5 x 23.5 • Four-color Interior 
Ages 6–9 • Grades 1–4 • 9780008319793 • Replaces: 9780007352739 
July • $9.99 • Sheet map, rolled • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Collins School Atlas
Fifth edition

Collins Maps

A multi-topic atlas of the world providing incredible amounts of information for young 
students

An atlas that is also much more, this colorful book brings together masses of historical, 
geographical and environmental information about the planet we live on and organizes it in 
an engaging way for 7-11 year-olds. It tells a story in maps, diagrams, charts, words, and 
photographs, each of which presents information to compare and examine. Each section has 
some great questions for discussion, activity suggestions and pointers to sources of further 
information. Suggested activities on each spread encourage users to explorer further.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Education Resource • 104 Pages • 9 x 12.25 
Ages 11–14 • Grades 7–10 • 9780008319465 • Replaces: 9780008146764 
May • $13.95 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • HarperCollins UK

Collins Primary Atlas
Sixth edition

Collins Maps

An introduction to mapping of the world, along with information on map reading skills

Providing an introduction to mapping of all major regions of the world, this reference in-
cludes information on map reading skills, the meaning of scale and measuring distances. The 
reference maps are informative, politically colored, and easy to read with national capitals 
and major cities easily identifiable. The maps are supported with national flags and basic na-
tional statistics. Continental maps are linked to the regional mapping and are supported by 
a selection of aerial and terrestrial photographs. Continental relief maps show layer coloring 
and major physical features are highlighted. The index uses a simple grid reference system, 
and a selection of web addresses is included to help with further study.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 68 Pages • 9 x 12.25 • Four-color Interior • Ages 7–11 • Grades 2–4  
9780008319458 • Replaces: 9780008146757 • May • $13.95 • Trade Paper 
Rights: US • HarperCollins UK



The Genius of Bugs
Simon Pollard

A beautifully photographed guide for aspiring biologists or any kid fascinated by bugs

The Genius of Bugs is a new, fresh take on the world of bugs, inspired by the block- 
buster science exhibition Bug Lab, brought to Wellington this summer by Te Papa and Weta 
Workshop. Illustrated with up-close, dramatic bug photography throughout, The Genius of 
Bugs is filled with bug tales, facts, and figures that showcase bug ingenuity and reveal as-
tounding bug behavior. Featuring New Zealand and international examples, children will be 
entranced by these inspiring bugs and remarkable recent discoveries about their genius. Meet 
a roll call of some of the world’s most incredible bugs—from the sneaky portia spider to the 
killer brain-surgeon jewel wasp, to New Zealand’s king of the creepies, the weta.

Simon Pollard is a successful children’s book author, spider expert, and natural history writ-
er. Currently Adjunct Professor of Science Communication at the University of Canterbury, 
Simon is the author of the award-winning I Am a Spider and I Am an Insect. He is a fre-
quent contributor to Natural History (US), and has written for BBC Wildlife (UK), New 
Zealand Geographic, and Nature Australia magazines. Simon has worked as an adviser and 
script writer for many natural history documentaries, including The Hunt (BBC, 2015) and 
Planet Earth (BBC, 2006). His book Dear Alison (Penguin, 2009) won the 2010 Children’s 
Choice Award for nonfiction at the New Zealand Post Children’s Book Awards and the 2010  
LIANZA Elsie Locke Award, Nonfiction Book of the Year.

Science/Animals • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior • 9780994136213 • August  
$24.99 (Can $33.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & Asia • Te Papa Press

The Genius of Bugs
Activity Book

Illustrations by Kieran Rynhart

Dive deeper into the world of bugs with these hands-on games, puzzles, and other activities

Packed with awesome, bug-filled activities to entertain and inform curious minds, The  
Genius of Bugs Activity Book celebrates the insanely interesting world of bugs. A companion 
to The Genius of Bugs fact book, this activity book presents some of the same incredible 
characters—the sneaky portia spider, the killer brain-surgeon jewel wasp, New Zealand’s 
king of the creepies, the weta, and more—doing what they do best. Spot the cunning orchid 
mantis; decipher the fireflies’ secret code; discover the bombardier beetle’s secret weapon; 
and many more creepy-crawly puzzles and bugtastic brain teasers! The Genius of Bugs Ac-
tivity Book is inspired by the blockbuster science exhibition Bug Lab, brought to Wellington 
this summer by Te Papa and Weta Workshop.

Kieran Rynhart is an New Zealand illustrator.

Animals/Crafts  & Hobbies • 24 Pages • 8.5 x 10.75 • 20 Color Illustrations,  
Two-color Interior • 9780994136206 • August • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US, Canada & Asia • Te Papa Press
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LIFT-THE-FLAP HISTORY

Dangerous Dinosaurs
Joshua George

Travel back in time to the period of the dinosaurs in this fact-packed lift-the-flap book

How big was a Brachiosaurs? Could dinosaurs fly? Why did dinosaurs become ex-
tinct? Find the answers to all these questions and more. Each humorous scene is 
packed with facts and interactive flaps that bring history to life. Don’t just read about 
the dinosaurs—meet them!

Joshua George has been writing since 1987 when (aged 5) he wrote an incredible 
tale about a crime-solving duck. Both Joshua and the duck still live in rural Suffolk, 
and they remain good friends. Ed Myer creates his bright, colorful illustrations by 
hand-drawing the scenes and characters and then coloring them digitally. His style is 
very popular in children’s books, and he has been published in many countries. 

Childrens: Nonfiction • 10 Pages • 7.71 x 10 • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781787009820 • March • $9.99 • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Famous Explorers
Joshua George
Illustrations by Ed Myer

Travel back in time and meet famous explorers in this fact-packed lift-the-flap book

Who was Leif Erikson? What did Christopher Columbus do? When was the Moon 
landing? Find the answers to all these questions and more. Each humorous scene is 
packed with facts and interactive flaps that let you bring history to life. Don’t just read 
about the explorers—meet them!

Joshua George has been writing since 1987 when (aged 5) he wrote an incredible 
tale about a crime-solving duck. Both Joshua and the duck still live in rural Suffolk, 
and they remain good friends. Ed Myer creates his bright, colorful illustrations by 
hand-drawing the scenes and characters and then coloring them digitally. His style is 
very popular in children’s books, and he has been published in many countries. 

Childrens: Nonfiction • 10 Pages • 196 x 254 • Ages 5 to 11 • Grades K–5 
9781787009967 • August • $9.99 • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That



9781556524578 
$18.95 (Can $20.95)  

Trade Paper

Also available:

9781556523601
$18.99 (Can $22.99)

Trade Paper

Deadly Dangerous Dinosaurs
Rupert Matthews
Illustrations by John Butler

Become a dinosaur scientist and discover amazing facts about the prehistoric past

Which dinosaur was the fastest? How big was Tyrannosaurus rex? What sounds did dino-
saurs make? Discover the answers to these questions and many more with the light-speed 
facts inside. Plus, discover everything you need to make your own amazing model of a tita-
nosaur skeleton! A perfect title for inquisitive children age 7 and up.

Rupert Matthews has been writing books for more than 20 years and has had more than 150 
titles published in 30 different languages. He writes for both adults and children and specializes 
in history, the paranormal, and dinosaurs. John Butler has illustrated more than 40 books for 
children, including Little Chick, Little Bunny, A Mama for Owen, and While You Were Sleep-
ing. He has worked for Sesame Street and Time magazine and resides in the United Kingdom.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 216 x 280 • Ages 7–12 • Grades 1–6 • 9781787009950  
August • $14.99 • Boxed Set • Rights: US & Canada • Imagine That

Ancient Romans and Their Neighbors
An Activity Guide

Simonetta Carr

Ancient Romans and Their Neighbors will teach children to recognize these enduring marks 
and to appreciate the rich culture of ancient Rome. But the Romans didn’t do it all alone. 
They learned a lot from their neighbors—fascinating cultures that are more relevant than 
many imagine. The Etruscans, inhabitants of modern-day Tuscany, created a unique and 
highly refined culture, pioneering many elements of architecture, art and fashion that have 
been attributed to the Romans. The Celts, who have long captured popular imagination with 
stories of druids and magic, were a resourceful population that left an important mark in 
much of Europe. The Carthaginians are normally remembered because of Hannibal’s dar-
ing crossing of the Alps on elephants, but there is much more to their history and culture. 
Well-researched and based on the latest findings, this unique comparison of ancient civiliza-
tions is also full of activities that will give children a taste of daily life in ancient times.

Simonetta Carr is the author of Michelangelo for Kids, Cleopatra and Ancient Egypt for Kids 
and the award-winning Christian Biographies for Young Readers series.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: History • 208 Pages • 11 x 8.5 • 70 B/W Photos,  
50 B/W Illustrations, 4 Diagrams, Two-color Interior • Ages 9 & Up • Grades 4 & Up  
9780914091714 • August • $18.99 (Can $25.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World • Chicago Review Press
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FOR KIDS SERIES

Nikola Tesla for Kids
His Life, Ideas, and Inventions, with 21 Activities

Amy M. O’Quinn

Discover the life and work of Tesla, holder of more than 300 patents, speaker of 
eight languages, and inventor of FM radios, remote controls, robots, and more

Nikola Tesla was a physicist, scientist, electrical engineer, and world-renowned in-
ventor whose accomplishments faded into oblivion after his death in 1943. Tesla 
was undeniably eccentric and compulsive; some considered him to be somewhat of a 
“mad” scientist. But in reality, he was a visionary. Many of his ideas and inventions 
that were deemed impossible during his lifetime have since become reality. He was the 
first to successfully use rotating magnetic fields to create an AC (alternating current) 
electrical power supply system and induction motor. He is now acknowledged to have 
invented the radio ahead of Marconi. Among other things, he developed the Tesla 
coil, an oscillator, generators, fluorescent tubes, neon lights, and a small remote-con-
trolled boat. He helped design the world’s first hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls. 
Nikola Tesla for Kids is the story of Nikola Tesla’s life and ideas, complete with a 
time line, 21 hands-on activities, and additional resources to better understand his 
many accomplishments.

Amy M. O’Quinn is a former teacher and the author of Marie Curie for Kids, as well 
as a freelance writer who has contributed to many educational publications, including 
Jack and Jill, Learning Through History, Guideposts for Kids, Highlights for Chil-
dren, The Old Schoolhouse Magazine, Homeschooling Today, and others. 

Childrens: Nonfiction/Biography • 144 Pages • 11 x 8.5 • 50 B/W Photos,  
50 B/W Illustrations, 2 Maps, Two-color Interior • Ages 9 & Up • Grades 4 & Up  
9780912777214 • July • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Trade Paper  
Rights: World • Chicago Review Press

The Apollo Missions for Kids
The People and Engineering Behind the Race to the Moon, with 21 Activities

Jerome Pohlen

Exploring one of the boldest engineering and scientific endeavors ever undertaken 
by humankind

In 1961 President Kennedy issued a challenge to land a person on the moon and 
return safely to Earth before the end of the 1960s, a bold proclamation at the time, 
given that only one US astronaut had been to space, for just 15 minutes. The race to 
the moon was part of the larger Cold War between the United States and the Soviet 
Union, a race where the Russians appeared far ahead of the Americans. Apollo was a 
complicated, dangerous and expensive adventure involving 400,000 people across the 
nation. Before it was over, NASA had made 11 Apollo flights, six of which landed on 
the moon, and eight astronauts had lost their lives. But it was also fun, and the crews 
never missed a chance to enjoy the trip or pull off a prank 240,000 miles from home. 
The Apollo Missions for Kids tells the story from the perspective of those who lived 
it—the astronauts and their families, the controllers and engineers, the technicians 
and politicians who made the impossible possible.

Jerome Pohlen is a former elementary school science teacher, an engineer, an ed-
itor, and the author of Albert Einstein and Relativity for Kids as well as a dozen 
award-winning science kits, including Famous Experiments, Microscopic World and 
Wild Weather.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Science • 160 Pages • 11 x 8.5 • 50 Color Photos,  
20 Color Illustrations, Four-color Interior • Ages 9 & Up • Grades 4 & Up  
9780912777177 • June • $18.99 (Can $25.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World • Chicago Review Press



Inventors, Makers, Barrier Breakers
Pendred Noyce

New in paperback, these are the fascinating histories of America’s most  
forward-thinking inventors and entrepreneurs

What does it take to change the world? This book provides inspiring, in-depth stories 
of more than 25 diverse American inventors and entrepreneurs from Colonial times 
to the present. Richly illustrated with photographs in color and black-and-white, 
Inventors, Makers, Barrier Breakers focuses on the process of invention, its joys and 
frustrations, social progress, and the obstacles each inventor had to overcome.

Pendred Noyce is a doctor, science education advocate, and author of 12 books of 
fiction and nonfiction for young people. Three of her books have won Outstanding 
Science Trade Book awards from the National Science Teachers Association and 
Children’s Book Council.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Biography • 320 Pages • 8.25 x 9 • 280 Color Photos, 
40 B/W Photos, Four-color Interior • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 6 & Up  
9781943431434 • May  $18.95 (Can $24.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World • Tumblehome, Inc.

Geology Is a Piece of Cake
Katie Coppens

A fun, unique take on the basics of geology

Geology made yummy! With scrumptious-looking photos, easy recipes, and cakes de-
picting accurate science, this book provides a fun and memorable approach to thinking 
about rock formation, tectonic plate movement, weathering, fossils and more.

Katie Coppens teaches middle school language arts and science. She is the author 
of Creative Writing in Science from the NSTA Press. As an environmental educa-
tor, Katie taught at the Hog Island Audubon Camp in Maine, and she spent a year 
teaching high school biology and English in Tanzania. She speaks widely on inte-
grating science and literacy in the classroom.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 40 Pages • 8.5 x 11   
85 Color Photos • 9781943431465 • May • $13.95 (Can $18.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World • Tumblehome, Inc.
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Waiting for Joey
An Antarctic Penguin Journal

Jean Pennycook

Inviting young animal lovers to share the adventure of a scientist as she  
observes Antarctic penguins over ten breeding seasons

How do Adélie penguins live and adapt to the changing climatic conditions of Ant-
arctica? The author relates 10 years of observation, tracing the story of one penguin 
she calls Joey. Children will relate to both the penguins and the author’s sense of 
adventure as she becomes an expert penguin scientist. Richly illustrated with photos 
taken on-site at the research station in Antarctica.

Jean Pennycook is the Penguin Science Education and Outreach Specialist on a  
National Science Foundation project to study Adelie penguins in Antarctica. She 
has taught chemistry at the high school and college levels, and she spends many 
months in Antarctica each year.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Science • 64 Pages • 11 x 9 • 25 Color Photos  
Ages 8–12 • Grades 3–6 • 9781943431458 • March • $12.95 (Can $16.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: World • Tumblehome, Inc.

I Just Keep Wondering
121 Questions and Answers about Science and Other Stuff

Larry Scheckel

Curious kids will be entertained by the answers to these fascinating and wacky  
science questions

Here you’ll find entertaining and expansive answers to 121 questions you didn’t 
even know you had, such as: Why can’t you tickle yourself? Why are cooking di-
rections different at high altitude? Why does the full moon look really big on the 
horizon but smaller when it’s high in the sky? Where does the light go when you 
turn off the switch? The answers may surprise you, and they’ll leave young readers 
eager for more.

Larry Scheckel is the author of I Always Wondered About That, I Wondered About 
That, Too and Ask a Science Teacher. He taught physics and aerospace science 
for 38 years and received the Presidential Award from the State of Wisconsin six 
times. Scheckel has written 900 weekly columns for the Tomah Journal, many of 
them subsequently published in The Science Teacher and The Physics Teacher. He 
speaks frequently at science teacher conventions, summer workshops, and has been 
a Science Olympiad coach, robotics mentor, and museum presenter

Science/Childrens: Education Resource • 240 Pages • 5.75 x 8.5  
Ages 12 & Up • Grades 6 & Up • 9781943431441 • May • $18.95 (Can $24.95)  
Cloth • Rights: World • Tumblehome, Inc.



The Sound of Silence
Growing Up Hearing with Deaf Parents

Myron Uhlberg

An insightful memoir about growing up between the hearing and deaf worlds

Myron Uhlberg was born the hearing son of deaf parents at a time when American 
Sign Language was not well established and deaf people were often dismissed as be-
ing unintelligent. In this young reader adaptation of his acclaimed memoir, Hands 
of My Father, Uhlberg recalls the daily difficulties and hidden joys of growing up 
as the intermediary between his parents’ silent world and the world of the hearing.

Myron Uhlberg is the award-wining and critically acclaimed author of several chil-
dren’s books, including Dad, Jackie, and Me; A Storm Called Katrina; and The 
Sound of All Things.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 256 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • Ages 9–12 • Grades 3–6  
9780807531464 •May • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Cloth   
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

She Takes a Stand
16 Fearless Activists Who Have Changed the World

Michael Elsohn Ross

Portraits of brave women from the late 1800s through today—role models who 
are passionate about important issues

A source of inspiration for young women with strong social convictions, She Takes 
a Stand highlights 16 extraordinary women who have fought for human rights, 
civil rights, workers’ rights, reproductive/sexual rights, and world peace. Among 
these are many who have been imprisoned, threatened, or suffered financial hard-
ships for pursuing their missions to change the world for the better. Included are 
historic heroes such as anti-lynching crusader Ida B. Wells and suffragist Alice Paul, 
along with contemporary figures such as girls-education activist Malala Yousafzai; 
Sampat Pal Devi, who fights violence against Indian women; and SPARK executive 
director Dana Edell, who works to end the sexualization of women and girls in the 
media. Taking a multicultural, multinational perspective, She Takes a Stand spot-
lights brave women around the world with an emphasis on childhood details, mo-
tivations, and life turning points—in many cases gleaned from the author’s original 
interviews—and includes related sidebars, a bibliography, source notes, and a list 
of organizations young women can explore to get involved in changing their world.

Michael Elsohn Ross is an award-winning author of more than 40 books for children,  
including A World of Her Own, Salvador Dali and the Surrealists, Sandbox Scien-
tist, and Snug as a Bug. 

Childrens: Nonfiction/Biography • 208 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 19 B/W Photos   
Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up • 9781641600453 • March • $12.99 (Can $17.99)   
Trade Paper • Rights: World • Chicago Review Press
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WOMEN OF ACTIONWOMEN OF ACTION

Women of Action is a lively, accessible biography series that introduces readers ages  
12 through adult to women and girls of courage and conviction throughout the ages.

Also available:

9781613747100
$19.95 (Can $23.95)

Cloth

Women Heroes of World War II
32 Stories of Espionage, Sabotage, Resistance, and Rescue
Second edition

Kathryn J. Atwood

Six brand new stories of resistance organized by women from around the world during 
World War II

In this expanded edition, readers will encounter six new profiles of amazing women, as well as 
a new section on the Soviet Union. Noor Inayat Khan was the first female radio operator sent 
into occupied France and transferred crucial messages to the Resistance. Johtje Vos, a Dutch 
housewife, hid Jews in her home and repeatedly outsmarted the Gestapo. Law student Hannie 
Schaft became involved in the most dangerous resistance work—sabotage, weapons transfer-
ence, and assassinations. In these pages, young readers will meet these and many other similarly 
courageous women and girls who risked their lives to help defeat the Nazis. An overview of 
World War II and summaries of each country’s involvement provide a framework for better 
understanding each woman’s unique circumstances, and resources for further learning follow 
each profile.

Kathryn J. Atwood is the author of Women Heroes of World War I, Women Heroes of World 
War II—Pacific Theater,and Courageous Women of the Vietnam War as well as the editor of 
Code Name Pauline: Memoirs of a World War II Special Agent. Muriel Phillips Engelman, 
author of the memoir, Mission Accomplished: Stop the Clock, was commissioned a 2nd Lieu-
tenant in the Army Nurse Corps during World War II and was later promoted to 1st Lieutenant.  
Engelman continues to speak to students and organizations about her wartime experiences.

Childrens: Nonfiction/History • 352 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 50 B/W Photos  
Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up • 9781641600064 • August • $21.99 (Can $29.99)  
Cloth • Rights: World • Chicago Review Press

Women Heroes of the US Army
Remarkable Soldiers from the American Revolution to Today

Ann McCallum Staats

The story of women serving in the United States military begins before the founding  
of the country

Though early laws prohibited women from becoming soldiers, they still found ways to serve, 
even disguising themselves as men in order to participate in active battle. Women Heroes of 
the US Army chronicles the critical role women have played in strengthening the US Army 
from the birth of the nation to today. These smart, brave, and determined women led the 
way for their sisters to enter, grow and prosper in the forces defending the United States. 
Through the profiles highlighting the achievements of these trailblazers throughout history, 
young women today can envision an equitable future.  

Ann McCallum Staats holds a BA in Education from University of Victoria, BC, and an 
MA in Education from the University of Maryland. She is the author of six children’s books 
including The Secret Life of Math, which won ForeWord’s Gold Book of the Year, and the 
Eat Your Homework series. She is currently an ESOL high school teacher and a member of 
SCBWI as well as the Children’s Book Guild of Washington, DC.  

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: History • 240 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 40 B/W Photos 
Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up • 9780914091240 • July • $19.99 (Can $26.99) 
Cloth • Rights: World • Chicago Review Press



Jokes from the Back Seat
Humor for Kids!

JoBo

Fun jokes, puzzlers, and riddles for laughing out loud

Look inside for knock-knock jokes, tongue-twisters, and one-liners to read aloud 
to your family, especially from the back seat. Also included are cartoons and fun 
activities that will bring smiles and laughter to kids of all ages. This hilarious and 
wholesome book is a blast of a gift for any child.

JoBo loves to joke and quip. He lives in Pennsylvania and loves his family, especially 
his grandchildren. He hopes this book will entertain the kids in your life.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Humor • 128 Pages • 4.5 x 7 • Ages 7–12 • Grades 2–6  
9781947597143 • March • $4.99 (Can $6.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World • Walnut Street Books

Children’s Creative Craft Projects
Margaret Etherington

A fun, instructional guide to help kids get inventive using a variety of  
artistic media

This book contains exciting craft projects for children to make and own—or to 
give as presents. The projects also provide a fun way for children and adults to be 
creative together. There are brilliant ideas to decorate your space and store your 
stuff using stamping, stenciling, printing, stitching, painting, cutting, sticking,  
decoupage, and collage.

Margaret Etherington taught art, craft, and design in schools for nearly two decades 
before becoming a senior university lecturer. Her PhD focused on art education. 
In 2007, she started her company, Leaf & Tree Tapestry, to sell her needlepoint  
designs as kits on Etsy. She lives in rural Worcestershire, England.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 128 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 3 & Up • Grades Up to 3 • 9786059192583 • March • $21.95 (Can $29.95)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & Australia • Tuva Publishing
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BAKER STREET READERS

Baker Street Classics are retellings of literary classics in 64 pages, with illustrations.  
These books make classic stories available to intelligent young readers as a bridge  

to the full texts and to language students wanting access to other cultures.

Childrens: Classics • 64 Pages • 5.25 x 8 • 30 Color Illustrations • Ages 9–11 • Grades 4–6 
$11.99 (Can $15.99) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Baker Street Press

Persuasion
9781912464142 • May

Sense and Sensibility
9781912464128 • May

Les Misérables
9781912464166 • August

All Quiet on the Western Front
9781912464173 • August

Macbeth
9781912464159 • May

Dracula
9781912464135 • August



The Story of Doctor Dolittle
Hugh Lofting

A beautiful edition of an enduring classic, with original illustrations by the author

The Story of Doctor Dolittle is one of the most delightfully imaginative stories in children’s 
literature, featuring the well-loved and eccentric doctor who learns to talk to animals. Un-
like most doctors, Doctor Dolittle doesn’t treat humans; he treats animals. His house in 
Puddleby-on-the-Marsh is full of an eclectic mix of creatures, from Polynesia the parrot to 
Gub-Gub the pig. And in that house something amazing happens—the doctor learns how 
to communicate with his animals! Doctor Dolittle’s soon learns that the monkeys in Africa 
have become inflicted with a terrible disease, so with a team of trusty creatures by his side 
the kind-hearted doctor sets off on an action-packed adventure to save them. This beautiful 
paperback edition is illustrated with original line drawings from Hugh Lofting himself.

Hugh Lofting was a civil engineer who in World War I. Wanting to shield his children from 
the horrors of combat, he wrote to them instead about a kindly doctor who could talk to 
animals. After the war he settled with his family in Connecticut and it was from there that 
he published his Doctor Dolittle books. The Story of Doctor Dolittle was published in 1920, 
followed by 12 more in the series. 

Childrens: Classics • 272 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 29 Line Drawings   
Ages 9 & Up • Grades 4 & Up • 9781509885718 • June • $8.99 • Trade Paper   
Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

Tashi
Anna Fienberg and Barbara Fienberg
Illustrations by Kim Gamble

The first book in the bestselling Tashi series 

“Well, it was like this. Come and I’ll tell you about the time I tricked the last dragon of all.” 
So says the daring hero, Tashi, in his first book of adventures. Tashi comes from a place very 
far away. He escaped from a war lord and flew to this country on a swan. He’s as brave as 
he’s clever, and he tells the best stories. Tashi books are ideal for young readers, or for read-
ing aloud, and they’re loved all over the world.

Anna Fienberg is the author of more than 20 children’s books, including the Tashi series, the 
Minton series, and The Hottest Boy Who Ever Lived. Barbara Fienberg is the coauthor of 
the Tashi series. Kim Gamble is the illustrator of Come the Terrible Tiger, Dear Fred, and 
The Hottest Boy Who Ever Lived.

Childrens: Fiction • 64 Pages • 5 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3  
9781760528126 • Replaces: 9781863738064 • March • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin
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TIME TO READ

The Kid and the Chameleon Sleepover  
(The Kid and the Chameleon: Time to Read, Level 3)

Sheri Mabry
Illustrations by Joanie Stone

Tessy and Newton try to have a sleepover—but what is a chameleon-friendly 
sleepover? 

Tessy is so excited to have a sleepover with Newton, full of midnight snacks and bed-
time stories and pillow fights. But Newton just wants to sleep! Can the friends find a 
way for both of them to have fun?

Sheri Mabry is an author and literary agent. She has written books for adults and 
children, and her work has appeared in numerous magazines. She is the founder of 
North Shore Academy of the Arts, a non-profit organization that offers arts program-
ming to the community. She lives in Wisconsin. Joanie Stone is inspired by nature, all 
things vintage, and the real-life characters she sees around her everyday. She hopes her 
illustrations will inspire kids to pick up a pencil and create their own worlds through 
stories and art. 

Childrens: Fiction • 48 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9780807541807 • April • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth • Rights: World 
Albert Whitman & Company

The Kid and the Chameleon  
(The Kid and the Chameleon: Time to Read, Level 3)

Sheri Mabry
Illustrations by Joanie Stone

Tessy tries to make a new friend, but is friendship a chameleon thing?

When Tessy meets Newton the chameleon she wants to be friends, but she only wants 
to do kid things, like ride bikes and eat cookies. Newton is far more interested in 
chameleon things, like changing colors and sitting on rocks for a long, long time. Can 
Tessy and Newton find ways to overcome their differences? 

Sheri Mabry is an author and literary agent. She has written books for adults and 
children, and her work has appeared in numerous magazines. She is the founder of 
North Shore Academy of the Arts, a non-profit organization that offers arts program-
ming to the community. She lives in Wisconsin. Joanie Stone is inspired by nature, all 
things vintage, and the real-life characters she sees around her everyday. She hopes her 
illustrations will inspire kids to pick up a pencil and create their own worlds through 
stories and art. 

Childrens: Fiction • 48 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9780807541791 • April • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth • Rights: World  
Albert Whitman & Company
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TIME TO READ

Stop, Fox! (Animal Time: Time to Read, Level 1)
Lori Haskins Houran
Illustrations by Alex Willmore

All the animals are trying to get along together, but Fox talks too much

Fox talks a LOT! All the other animals are tired of hearing him talk. But Sloth doesn’t 
want Fox to stop talking—it helps him sleep! That’s perfect for Fox! Or is it?

Lori Haskins Houran has been writing and editing children’s books since 1992. She 
lives in Massachusetts with her family. Alex Willmore has produced illustrations for 
a number of publishers, creating puzzles, picture books, stationery, and much more. 
He lives in the UK.

Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9780807572092 • August • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth   
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Hide and Peek (Animal Time: Time to Read, Level 1)
Lori Haskins Houran
Illustrations by Alex Willmore

All the animals are trying to get along together, but it’s not easy for Bird

Every time Bird hears a noise, she says eek! and hides her head in the sand. And every 
time, the noise turns out to be one of her friends playing nearby. Can Elephant con-
vince her that there’s nothing to be scared of?

Lori Haskins Houran has been writing and editing children’s books since 1992. She 
lives in Massachusetts with her family. Alex Willmore has produced illustrations for 
a number of publishers, creating puzzles, picture books, stationery, and much more. 
He lives in the UK.

Childrens: Fiction • 32 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9780807572085 • August • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth   
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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TIME TO READ

The Case of the Stolen Drumsticks  
(Detective Paw of the Law: Time to Read, Level 3)

Dosh Archer

Detective Paw is at the scene of the crime with his nose for justice in this rock-
and-roll mystery

Vinnie’s drumsticks were stolen right before the battle of the bands! Can Detective 
Paw and Patrol Officer Prickles find the drumsticks in time for the performance? Solve 
the mystery alongside this delightful duo in this rollicking new series.

Dosh Archer’s madcap humor and love of strong, plot-based stories make her perfect 
for creating books for newly independent readers. She has written multiple books 
for children, including the Urgency Emergency! series and Looking After Little Ellie. 
Dosh lives in England. 

Childrens: Fiction • 48 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–3  
9780807515631 • August • $3.99 (Can $5.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: World 
Albert Whitman & Company

The Case of Piggy’s Bank  
(Detective Paw of the Law: Time to Read, Level 3)

Dosh Archer

Can Detective Paw see through the hijinks in this mysterious heist?

Together, Detective Paw and Patrol Officer Prickles can crack any case. When they’re 
called to Piggy’s Bank, all the money has vanished! Who could have taken it? Solve 
the mystery alongside this delightful duo in this rollicking new series.

Dosh Archer’s madcap humor and love of strong, plot-based stories make her perfect 
for creating books for newly independent readers. She has written multiple books 
for children, including the Urgency Emergency! series and Looking After Little Ellie. 
Dosh lives in England. 

Childrens: Fiction • 48 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9780807515648 • August • $3.99 (Can $5.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: World 
Albert Whitman & Company
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TIME TO READ

Mystery Ranch  
(The Boxcar Children: Time to Read, Level 2)

Gertrude Chandler Warner
Illustrations by Shane Clester

A Boxcar Children classic, now available for young readers

The Aldens head to their aunt’s ranch for the summer and make an amazing discov-
ery! Adapted from Gertrude Chandler Warner’s story of the same name, this new 
version introduces young readers to a Boxcar Children classic.

Gertrude Chandler Warner grew up in Putnam, Connecticut. She wrote The Boxcar 
Children and when readers asked for more adventures, Warner wrote more books—a 
total of 19 in all. After her death, other authors have continued to write stories about 
Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny Alden, and today the Boxcar Children series includes 
more than 100 installments. Largely self-taught, Shane Clester has been a professional 
illustrator since 2005. He began working in comics and storyboards before transition-
ing to children’s books. He lives in Florida with his wife and two children.

Childrens: Picture Books • 48 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9780807554029 • August • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

The Boxcar Children  
(The Boxcar Children: Time to Read, Level 2)

Gertrude Chandler Warner
Illustrations by Shane Clester

An accessible introduction to a beloved brand for emergent readers

Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny are orphans. The only way they can stay together as 
a family is to make it on their own. So when the children find an abandoned boxcar 
in the woods, they decide to call it home—and become the Boxcar Children! Adapted 
from the feature film of the same name, this early reader allows children to step into 
reading with the story that launched the beloved Boxcar Children Mysteries.

Gertrude Chandler Warner grew up in Putnam, Connecticut. She wrote The Boxcar 
Children and when readers asked for more adventures, Warner wrote more books—a 
total of 19 in all. After her death, other authors have continued to write stories about 
Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny Alden, and today the Boxcar Children series includes 
more than 100 installments. Largely self-taught, Shane Clester has been a professional 
illustrator since 2005. He began working in comics and storyboards before transition-
ing to children’s books. He lives in Florida with his wife and two children.

Childrens: Fiction • 48 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9780807508350 • March • $3.99 (Can $5.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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TIME TO READ

The Case of the Missing Painting  
(Detective Paw of the Law: Time to Read, Level 3)

Dosh Archer

Will the clues give Detective Paw a complete picture of the criminal in time to solve 
the case?

Someone has broken into the fancy art gallery and stolen a painting! Can Detective Paw 
and Patrol Officer Prickles discover who took it? Young readers can learn about police 
procedures and detective work as they follow along with Detective Paw and try to solve 
the case themselves!

Dosh Archer’s madcap humor and love of strong, plot-based stories make her perfect for 
creating books for newly independent readers. She has written multiple books for chil-
dren, including the Urgency Emergency! series and Looking After Little Ellie. Dosh lives 
in England.

Childrens: Fiction • 48 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9780807515594 • April • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth • Rights: World 
Albert Whitman & Company

Surprise Island  
(The Boxcar Children: Time to Read, Level 2)

Gertrude Chandler Warner
Illustrations by Shane Clester

The story at the heart of The Boxcar Children’s latest feature film

The Aldens spend the summer on Grandfather’s island! Joe, the island’s friendly handy-
man, helps them with anything they need, but as the children continue to explore their 
summer home, they realize there is more to the island—and to their new friend—than 
meets the eye. Adapted from the feature film of the same name, this early reader allows 
children to step into reading with a Boxcar Children classic.

Gertrude Chandler Warner, born in 1890, created The Boxcar Children, writing the first 
18 stories about the Alden children. Largely self-taught Shane Clester, a professional il-
lustrator since 2005, began working in comics and storyboards before transitioning to 
children’s books.

Childrens: Fiction • 64 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9780807576793 • Replaces: 9780807576755 • March • $3.99 (Can $5.99) • Trade Paper  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

The Yellow House Mystery  
(The Boxcar Children: Time to Read, Level 2)

Gertrude Chandler Warner
Illustrations by Shane Clester

A Boxcar Children classic, now available for younger readers

Years ago, a man disappeared from the yellow house on Surprise Island. Why? The Aldens 
have found a clue to the mystery! Adapted from Gertrude Chandler Warner’s story of the 
same name, this new version introduces young readers to a Boxcar Children classic. 

Gertrude Chandler Warner, born in 1890, created The Boxcar Children, writing the first 18 
stories about the Alden children. Largely self-taught Shane Clester, a professional illustrator 
since 2005, began working in comics and storyboards before transitioning to children’s books.

Childrens: Fiction • 48 Pages • 6 x 9 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9780807593677 • March • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth • Rights: World 
Albert Whitman & Company
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THE BOXCAR CHILDREN MYSTERIES

The Sea Turtle Mystery
#151

Gertrude Chandler Warner

A brand-new mystery in the beloved Boxcar Children series

The Aldens are spending spring break on a beach, but they aren’t just soaking up the 
sun. They’re protecting an endangered species! Their job is to mark sea turtle nests 
so the eggs can be moved to a safe place to hatch, but someone is digging up the eggs 
without permission. Can the Boxcar Children figure out what’s going on and help 
save the sea turtles? 

Gertrude Chandler Warner was born in 1890 in Putnam, Connecticut, where she later 
taught school. She wrote The Boxcar Children because she had often imagined how 
delightful it would be to live in a caboose or freight car. Encouraged by the book’s 
success, she went on to write eighteen more stories about the Alden children.

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5.25 x 7.625 • Ages 7–10 • Grades 1–5  
9780807507537 • April • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth  
Also available as Trade Paper, ISBN: 9780807507469 • $6.99   
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

The Hundred-Year Mystery
#150

Gertrude Chandler Warner

A brand-new mystery in the beloved Boxcar Children series

The Boxcar Children stumble across a 100-year-old time capsule with a mysterious 
journal inside. It contains clues that lead the children around Greenfield and through 
the history books in search of a lost treasure. But questions remain. Who wrote the 
journal? And after 100 years, will there be enough evidence to find the hidden treasure?

Gertrude Chandler Warner was born in 1890 in Putnam, Connecticut, where she later 
taught school. She wrote The Boxcar Children because she had often imagined how 
delightful it would be to live in a caboose or freight car. Encouraged by the book’s 
success, she went on to write 18 more stories about the Alden children.

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5.25 x 7.625 • Ages 7–10 • Grades 1–5  
9780807507483 • March • $12.99 (Can $17.99) • Cloth  
Also available as Trade Paper, ISBN: 9780807507490 • $6.99  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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MISS BUNSEN’S SCHOOL FOR BRILLIANT GIRLS

Light as a Feather
#2

Erica Jane Waters

Welcome to Miss Bunsen’s School for Brilliant Girls, full of extraordinary young 
female inventors, engineers, and scientists

The girls at Miss Bunsen’s are excited at the news that Nova Celeste, the famous as-
tronaut, is offering space camp scholarships to three lucky students. All the winning 
team has to do is invent a flying machine—in just a week! The girls don’t have much 
to work with, but during a sewing class, they stumble across an incredible idea. But 
will it fly? 

Erica Jane Waters lives in Oxfordshire, England with her young family, where she 
writes and illustrates children’s books.

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 
9780807551585 • August • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Cloth  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

If the Hat Fits
#1

Erica-Jane Waters

Welcome to Miss Bunsen’s School for Brilliant Girls, full of extraordinary young 
female inventors, engineers, and scientists

It’s a new school year with the same old problems: the school is going to run out of 
money! A local engineering competition might just keep them funded for another year. 
Can Millie and her friends Pearl and Halinka invent a way out of the mess? With some 
guidance from their eccentric headmistress Miss Bunsen, anything seems possible.

Erica Jane Waters lives in Oxfordshire, England with her young family, where she 
writes and illustrates children’s books. She is the author of The Petticoat Pirates series, 
and Molly’s Jolly Brolly. 

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4  
9780807551578 • August • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Cloth  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company



Freddie Ramos Adds It All Up
#8

Jacqueline Jules
Illustrations by Miguel Benítez

Freddie’s Zapato Power can’t solve all his troubles at school

When Amy, the new girl at school, is being bullied, Freddie Ramos uses his Zapato Power to 
help her. But then she disappears! Super hearing, super speed, and super bounce doesn’t help 
Freddie find her. And his superpowers aren’t helping Freddie with his own school problem 
either—he’s failing math. Can Freddie find a way to help Amy and his math grade? 

Jacqueline Jules is the author of numerous books for children, including Duck for Turkey 
Day. She is also a librarian, teacher, and poet. She won the CYBILS award for best short 
chapter book for the first book in the Zapato Power series. She lives in Virginia. Miguel Bení-
tez is an illustrator who lives with his wife and two cats in the United Kingdom. 

Childrens: Fiction • 96 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9780807595398 
August • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Cloth • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Sasha and Puck and the Cordial Cordial
#2

Daniel Nayeri
Illustrations by Anneliese Mak

Sasha’s father sells magic potions, but the potions don’t work. Can Sasha find a way to 
make the magic happen?

When Basil Gentry asks for a cordial cordial, Sasha thinks he wants it for his spoiled sister 
Sisal. A boarding school headmistress is coming to meet Sisal, but Sisal would rather throw 
a party for her horse. Can Sasha and Puck convince Sisal to be friendly for one whole day?

Daniel Nayeri was born in Iran and spent some years as a refugee before immigrating to 
Oklahoma at age eight with his family. He is the author of several books for young readers, 
including Straw House, Wood House, Brick House, Blow: Four Novellas. He lives with his 
family in New Jersey. Anneliese Mak is an Australian illustrator and animator currently 
living and working in Canada, with a love for animals, scarves, checking the weather, and 
bread. She revels in the challenge of telling stories in a single image. 

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9780807572436 
May • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Cloth • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Sasha and Puck and the Potion of Luck
#1

Daniel Nayeri
Illustrations by Anneliese Mak

Sasha’s father sells magic potions, but the potions don’t work. Can Sasha find a way to 
make the magic happen?

When local chocolate maker Ms. Kozlow comes to the Juicy Gizzard potion shop asking for 
luck, Sasha needs to find out why. Does Ms. Kozlow need luck because she has a match-
making appointment with Granny Yenta this afternoon? Can Sasha and her new friend Puck 
make it Ms. Kozlow’s lucky day? 

Daniel Nayeri was born in Iran and spent some years as a refugee before immigrating to 
Oklahoma at age eight with his family. He is the author of several books for young readers, 
including Straw House, Wood House, Brick House, Blow: Four Novellas. He lives with his 
family in New Jersey. Anneliese Mak is an Australian illustrator and animator currently 
living and working in Canada, with a love for animals, scarves, checking the weather, and 
bread. She revels in the challenge of telling stories in a single image.

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9780807572429 
March • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Cloth • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company
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THE DRAGONSITTER SERIES

The Dragonsitter in the Land of the Dragons
#10

Josh Lacey
Illustrations by Garry Parsons

The 10th entry in the beloved chapter book series told completely in emails

Eddie has traveled with his uncle Morton to Mongolia, in hope of being one of the few to 
watch the Great Dragon Battle Ceremony. But wild dragons are not so nearly friendly as 
pet ones, and the inhospitable mountains are a dangerous place to be stuck with nothing 
but a pile of chocolate bars. Meanwhile, back at home, Eddie’s mother can’t quite believe 
her son has really run off to Mongolia, and now she has been left with the tricky task of 
dragonsitting. Told in emails between Eddie and his mom, The Dragonsitter in the Land of 
the Dragons is an extra action-packed tale of misunderstandings, monsters and Mars bars.

Josh Lacey is the author of many books for children including The Island of Thieves and 
the Dragonsitter series. Garry Parsons is an award-winning illustrator of books for children, 
including The Dinosaur that Pooped Christmas.

Childrens: Fiction • 80 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 60 B/W Illustrations • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 
9781783448005 • July • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

The Dragonsitter’s Surprise
#9

Josh Lacey
Illustrations by Garry Parsons

In the ninth book in the Dragonsitter series, there are two new arrivals in Eddie’s house:  
a new baby, and a dragon egg . . . that’s started to crack

Eddie was given a dragon’s egg by his uncle for his last birthday, and one day he notices a crack 
in the egg. Soon the egg breaks open and out comes a very unusual creature. Just as Eddie and 
Emily are trying to cope with this new arrival, their mother announces that she has a surprise 
of her own. In their ninth adventure Eddie and Emily get the biggest surprise of their lives!

Josh Lacey and Garry Parsons are the creators of the Dragonsitter series. 

Childrens: Fiction • 80 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 70 B/W Illustrations • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 
9781783446230 • May • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK

The Dragonsitter Detective
#8

Josh Lacey
Illustrations by Garry Parsons

In the 8th Dragonsitter book, there’s a dragon-napper on the loose!

Dear Uncle Morton, Are you sitting down? If you’re not, you probably should. Because I 
have some very bad news.  Someone has stolen one of your dragons. Eddie’s mom is getting 
remarried, to Uncle Morton’s Scottish neighbor Gordon. But then Ziggy is stolen. It’s not 
long before Arthur is taken too. Eddie must track the thief down, rescue Uncle Morton’s 
dragons and get to the church on time.

Josh Lacey and Garry Parsons are the creators of the Dragonsitter series. 

Childrens: Fiction • 80 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 70 B/W Illustrations • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 
9781783445295 • March • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Penguin Random House UK



Kit-napped
#5

Donovan Bixley

“[A] fast-moving, hilarious animal adventure. . . . Plenty of jokes balance the action- 
packed story line, while cartoon art graces almost every page. Readers will enjoy delving 
into the many maps, charts, and pun-filled humor.” —School Library Journal on Dogfight

Fifth in the hilarious action-packed adventure series capturing the romance and excite-
ment of the era at the dawn of aviation—and set in a world of cats versus dogs

Put simply, Flying Furballs is pussycats, planes and Paris. Our hero is Claude D’Bonair, a 
young pilot in the cat air corp, keen to prove his worth to the older pilots and live up to the 
memory of his father. Will cats and dogs ever live in harmony again? Will Claude survive 
with his nine lives intact? In Kit-napped Claude and Syd are off to Egypt to rescue C-For, 
who has been kit-napped by the dastardly DOGZ.

Donovan Bixley has illustrated more than 100 stories, including the bestselling children’s book 
Old Macdonald’s Farm and The Wheels on the Bus. He has also written and illustrated half a 
dozen books of his own, including Faithfully Mozart and Much Ado About Shakespeare.

Childrens: Fiction • 112 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • 75 B/W Illustrations • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781988516165 • March • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Trade Pape 
Rights: US & Canada • Upstart Press

100 Hugs
Chris Riddell

A little book of illustrated hugs—from the familiar to the unexpected—to comfort and 
raise a smile

100 Hugs is a gorgeous collection of illustrated hugs from Chris Riddell, Children’s Laureate 
2015-2017. This is the perfect gift for a loved one, or to cheer yourself up on a dark day 
when all you need is a hug. The 100 beautiful and intricate illustrations from the three-times 
winner of the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal includes a hug for every emotion and occasion. 
But one thing is for certain: every hug will touch your heart. In a perfect pocket-sized format, 
100 Hugs is certain to comfort and raise a smile.

Chris Riddell, the 2015-2017 UK Children’s Laureate, has won a number of major prizes, 
including the 2001 and 2004 CILIP Kate Greenaway Medals. Goth Girl and the Ghost of a 
Mouse won the Costa Children’s Book Award 2013. His previous work for Macmillan in-
cludes the Ottoline books, The Emperor of Absurdia, and, with Paul Stewart, Muddle Earth 
and the Scavenger series.

Childrens: Picture Books • 128 Pages • 4.25 x 6.5 • 128 B/W Illustrations   
Ages 9 & Up • Grades 4 & Up • 9781509814312 • Replaces: 9781509814305   
April • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan
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Diary o a Wimpy Wean
Jeff Kinney
Translated by Thomas Clark

Scots writer Thomas Clark has transformed Jeff Kinney’s 
Wimpy Kid into a Wimpy Wean

Richt, afore ye say onythin: this is a JOURNAL, aye? No a dia-
ry. I ken fine whit it says on the front. But when ma Maw went 
doon the shops I SPECIALLY telt her tae get yin that didnae say 
“diary” on it. Well seen, eh. Aw I need noo is for some bampot 
tae spy me cairtin this book aboot and get the wrang end o the 
stick. The ither thing I want tae get oot the road straicht aff the 
bat is that this wis ma MAW’s idea, no mine. But she’s no richt 
in the heid if she thinks I’m aboot tae stairt writin awa aboot ma 
“feelins” or ony o that guff. In this Scots translation, 12 year old 
hero Greg Heffley tells us all about his life in gallus modern easy 
to read Scots. A great book in any language, Diary o a Wimpy 
Wean is packed with laughter, gags, disasters, daydreams, and 
plenty to keep young readers hooked until the very end.

Jeff Kinney is the #1 New York Times best-selling author and 
illustrator of the wildly popular Diary of a Wimpy Kid series. 
In 2009, Jeff was named one of the 20 Artists & Entertainers in 
The TIME 100, the magazine’s list of The World’s Most Influ-
ential people. He lives Plainville, Massachusetts. Thomas Clark 
is a Scots poet, writer, and translator. His most recent book for 
children was a Glaswegian rendition of Alice’s Adventures in 
Wonderland. 

Childrens: Fiction • 226 Pages • 5 x 7.75  
Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 • 9781785302145 • May 
$12.99 (Can $16.99) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • Black & White Publishing

Also available:

9781845025465
$15.99 (Can $21.99)

Cloth

9781845026950
$10.99 (Can $14.99)

Trade Paper

9781845027537
$10.99 (Can $14.99)

Trade Paper

9781785301544
$14.95  (Can $16.99)

Trade Paper

9781845020972
$7.99 (Can $9.99)

Trade Paper

9781845021986
$7.99 (Can $9.99)

Trade Paper

9781845025038
$10.99 (Can $14.99)

Trade Paper

9781785301834
$13.99 (Can $18.99)

Trade Paper



Be a Hero
3 Books in 1

Steve Barlow and Steve Skidmore
Illustrations by Joseph Witchall

You choose what happens in three exciting choose-your-own-adventure stories in one 
action-packed book

You are the hero of the three stories in this book. You decide which way the story goes. In 
Tomb Runner, you are a treasure hunter. Can you find the legendary Lost Tomb of Genghis 
Khan and return alive? In Strike Force, you are a Special Operations agent. The president’s 
daughter has been kidnapped. You must save her—but is there a traitor in your team? In 
Space Rescue, you are a top astronaut. Earth has lost contact with the moon base. Systems 
failure, or alien attack? 

Steve Barlow and Steve Skidmore are the co-authors of the Edge: I Hero interactive series 
of choose your own adventure novels. Joseph Witchall is an illustrator whose works include 
Peter and the Timber Wolf.

Childrens: Fiction • 144 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 9–11 • Grades 4–6 • 9780995488595 
May • $8.99 (Can $11.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Caboodle Books Ltd

My Life and Other Failed Experiments
#6

Tristan Bancks
Illustrations by Gus Gordon

A new book of Tom Weekly’s all disastrous, all preposterous, and definitely all hilarious 
adventures

Have you ever tried to eat a car? Has your guinea pig ever been taken hostage? Does your 
mom always have jobs for you to do around the house? Has your grandmother asked you to 
help her commit a crime? Have you ever been attacked by a tribe of killer possums? Is your 
ice-cream man the angriest ice-cream man in Australia? And could your bum possibly save 
the world? I’m Tom Weekly and this is my life.

Tristan Bancks is the author of a number of books for kids and teens, including the Mac Slater 
Coolhunter series. Gus Gordon has written and illustrated more than 70 books for children.

Childrens: Fiction • 240 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 55 B/W Illustrations • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7  
9780143781615 • April • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia

Barry Loser and the Trouble with Pets
#11

Jim Smith

“Hugely enjoyable, surreal chaos.” —Guardian

In his 11th novel, Barry learns that having a pet isn’t nearly as much fun as anticipated

Barry thinks that getting a pet will be totally keel but it doesn’t take long for him to realize 
you should be careful what you wish for. Join everyone’s favorite Loser on his 11th hilarious 
adventure.

Jim Smith is the author of the Barry Loser series and the Future Ratboy series.

Childrens: Fiction • 240 Pages • 5 x 7.25 • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4  
9781405292481 • August • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Egmont UK
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9781760124717 
$9.99 (Can $12.99)  

Trade Paper

Also available:

9781760124700
$9.99 (Can $12.99)

Trade Paper

The Edge of the World
#3

Steven Lochran

The third adventure of Joss, Hero, and Drake—prentice paladeros, or cowboy-knights, 
who ride dinosaurs!

Joss and his Bladebound brethren have worked hard to earn their paladero training, from 
battling bloodthirsty witches and monsters to hunting down a gang of vicious kidnapping 
pyrates. But when the three friends travel to Hero’s old order, Blade’s Edge Acres, to contin-
ue their training, they are faced with a new challenge: Hero’s mentor, Lord Haven, is dead. 
And it looks like he may have been murdered. As the trio investigate Haven’s death, they 
uncover a sinister plot that threatens all of Thunder Realm. But with dark figures circling 
ever closer, do the three young prentices have any chance of saving the kingdom—let alone 
themselves?

Steven Lochran is the author of the Vanguard Prime series and the Paladero series.

Childrens: Fiction • 352 Pages • 5.25 x 8.25 • 6 B/W Illustrations  
Ages 10–12 • Grades 5–7 • 9781760124724 • May • $12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Hardie Grant Egmont

Song of the Dolphin Boy
Elizabeth Laird

“A lively and inspiring tale of village life and the dangers to wildlife of releasing  
balloons.” —Sunday Times

A powerful story about the importance of ocean conservation and looking after  
your environment

Finn has always been different, and in the tiny fishing village of Stromhead he sticks out like 
a sore thumb. Always told to keep away from the water, he’s felt that something was missing 
until one day he dives in and finds that, swimming with the dolphins, he feels completely 
at home. But his new friends are in danger of being injured by the rubbish that floats out 
into the water—and now a supermarket is going to release thousands of balloons that could 
drift out to sea and cause even more damage. Desperate to help the dolphins, Finn goes to 
the Lighthouse Crew, a group of kids who have always left Finn out. Will they be able to 
set aside their differences to save the dolphins? And what will Finn discover about his past 
along the way? A moving adventure about the impact of plastic pollution on our seas, and 
the campaigning power of friendship.

Elizabeth Laird is the multi-award-winning author of The Garbage King, The Prince Who 
Walked with Lions, and The Fastest Boy in the World. She has been shortlisted for the pres-
tigious CILIP Carnegie Medal six times.

Childrens: Fiction • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 7 & Up • Grades 2 & Up  
9781509828234 • May • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan



Muddle the Magic Puppy Book 4:  Rainforest Hide and 
Seek

Hayley Daze

When Muddle the Puppy comes to play, magic is never far away!

Muddle is a naughty puppy who loves to go on magical adventures with his friends Ruby and 
Harry. He only has to jump into a puddle for the magic to begin. Ruby and Harry are amazed 
when Muddle whisks them away to a huge rainforest. But somebody is causing trouble, and 
for once it’s not Muddle! Things keep going missing and Muddle and the children need to 
find out the reason why!

Hayley Daze is the pen name of Jane Clarke, award-winning writer of the Dinosaur Cove 
series, which has sold more than one million copies worldwide. Hayley has penned more 
than 45 children’s books and is a past winner of the Nottingham Children’s Book Award, 
the Norfolk Library and Information Service Children’s Book Award, and she was highly 
commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Award. 

Childrens: Fiction • 112 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 6–8 • Grades 1 to 2 • 9781787009790 
March • $4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Willow Tree Books

Cuddle the Magic Kitten Book 4: School of Spells
Hayley Daze

When Cuddle the kitten comes to play, magic is never far away!

When Cuddle the cutest kitten appears, Olivia and Grace are in for a big adventure! With a 
sparkle of kitten magic, the girls find themselves in an enchanted school for fairies, unicorns, 
sprites, and more. The littlest unicorn at the school is lonely. Can Cuddle and the girls help 
him to make new friends?

Hayley Daze is the pen name of Jane Clarke, award-winning writer of the Dinosaur Cove 
series, which has sold more than one million copies worldwide. Hayley has penned more 
than 45 children’s books and is a past winner of the Nottingham Children’s Book Award, 
the Norfolk Library and Information Service Children’s Book Award, and she was highly 
commended at the Sheffield Children’s Book Award. 

Childrens: Fiction • 112 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 6–8 • Grades 1–3 • 9781787009806 
March • $4.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Willow Tree Books

Princess Pirates Book 3: Opal The Monstrous Forest
Rose Lacey
Illustrations by Dyana More

Action-packed, swashbuckling adventures set in a magical island world

A battle for the magical world of Lemuria is raging and an evil sorceress called Obsidian is 
on the brink of defeating the five royal families. The buccaneering adventures begin as the 
Princess Pirates use their magical powers to help the people and animals of Lemuria, while 
embracing the values of teamwork, friendship, girl power, courage, and loyalty. Join Opal 
in book 3 as the Princess Pirates battle to release the Purple Isle from a terrible curse. Opal 
can speak with the animals, but she will need courage to keep her friends safe during their 
most dangerous adventure yet. Will they save the day and escape from the monstrous forest?

Rose Lacey is an editor by day and a swashbuckling adventure story writer by night. She has 
a pair of parrots who are almost as clever as Pegleg (a parrot in the Princess Pirates series of 
books) and on holiday she crews a boat with her best friend from school. Hailing from the the 
South West of England, Dyana More has more than 15 years experience creating illustrations 
for a wide range of children’s books and products. 

Childrens: Picture Books • 128 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 7–10 • Grades 2–4 • 9781787007338  
Aril • $4.99 • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Willow Tree Books
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Shortcuts
Amy Bearce

A page-turning series debut in which psychic power and secrets collide

Parker Mills has it all. She’s the two-time winner of the Miss Divine Pecan Pageant, head of 
the eighth grade dance committee, and a secret psychic empath. Since she absorbs any strong 
emotion around her, Parker has committed herself to finding shortcuts to happiness. Whether 
acting as a tutor, a coach, or a matchmaker, Parker knows that when others are happy, she’s 
happy. Granted, all that fixing other people’s drama means her own crush has no idea how 
she feels, but it’s still a win-win as long as her psychic methods remain a secret. At least, 
that was how it always worked before Mia came to town. With her mysterious past and 
dark cloud of depression, Mia’s moods threaten to rain on Parker’s happiness parade. After 
Parker’s usual shortcuts fail—even after bringing gorgeous Josh on the scene—she is forced 
to kick things up a notch, or two. But when Parker’s psychic powers go haywire, dangerous 
secrets begin to unrave …starting with her own.

Amy Bearce writes fantasy and light science fiction for young readers and the young at heart. 
She is a former reading teacher with a Masters in Library Science.

Childrens: Fiction • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.5 • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781944821760 • April • $18.95 (Can $24.95) • Cloth  
Also available as Trade Paper, ISBN: 9781944821777 • $8.95  
Rights: US & Canada • CBAY Books

Gastronauts
James Foley

The third silly, action-packed adventure for science-savvy Sally

Sally Tinker, the world’s foremost inventor under the age of 12, has an extraordinary new 
challenge. The brain-enhancing nanobots she is testing have been accidentally swallowed by 
her baby brother Joe. The only way to stop Joe turning into a superbaby and wreaking super 
havoc is to shrink herself and travel inside Joe’s body on a journey to tackle the problem 
head-on. What could possibly go wrong?

James Foley is a children’s author and illustrator. His books include In The Lion, The Amity 
Kids Adventures, The Last Viking, and The Last Viking Returns. James is an ambassador for 
Books In Homes and Room to Read Australia, and he is the Illustrator Coordinator for SCB-
WI Australia West. His interests include comics, film, psychology, science, history (anything 
nerdy really), as well as yoga and social justice.

Childrens: Graphic Novels/Childrens: Fiction • 120 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 120 B/W Illustrations 
Ages 9–12 • Grades 3–6 • 9781925591682 • October • $9.95 (Can $12.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: World • Fremantle Press

Off the Track
Cristy Burne

A heartwarming story about disconnecting from technology and discovering yourself

Harry’s perfect life was straying way off-track. He looked pleadingly at Mum. Surely she 
could see? Spending an entire weekend tramping around stinking-hot, snake-filled scrub was 
a horrible mistake. But doing it without a phone? That was just brutal. As it turns out, it was 
only the beginning. From the author of To the Lighthouse comes a new adventure for young 
readers about falling in love with the bush, hiking, and being in the wild.

Cristy Burne grew up climbing trees, jumping drains, chasing cows, and inventing stories. She 
has a passion for learning through doing and loves to inspire creativity, daring, and resilience 
in her readers. Cristy is a children’s author and science writer with degrees in biotechnology 
and science communication. She has also worked as a science circus performer, garbage ana-
lyst, Santa’s pixie, and atom-smashing reporter.

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 12 B/W Illustrations  
Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9781925591743 • August • $9.95 (Can $12.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: World • Fremantle Press



The Girls of Firefly Cabin
Cynthia Ellingsen

Discover the summer camp adventure of a lifetime in this charmingly cheerful middle 
grade novel

Lauren, Isla, Jade, and Archer meet the first day of summer camp, and friendship magic is 
made in Firefly Cabin. If only they could immortalize their summer memories by winning 
the contest to be the face of the camp’s website. But it won’t be easy; not with rival cabins,  
distracting crushes, and of course, the girl’s own secrets getting in the way. Can friendship—
and the Fireflies—triumph over all?

Cynthia Ellingsen is the author of three novels for adults: The Lighthouse Keeper, The Whole 
Package, and Marriage Matters. She lives in Kentucky with her husband. The Girls of Firefly 
Cabin is her first novel for younger readers.

Childrens: Fiction • 288 Pages • 5.5 x 8 • Ages 9–12 • Grades 3–6 • 9780807529393 
May • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Cloth • Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

The Rise of Winter
Terra Protectorum #1

Alex Lyttle

Written by Silver Birch, Red Cedar, Rocky Mountain, and Foreword INDIES 
award-winning author, this middle grade fantasy series opener examines environmental 
destruction and coming to terms with identity

Centuries ago, Terra, the world, was nearly destroyed by humans. In the wake of that de-
struction, Terra created the Guardians—a group sworn to protect Her. But humans have 
returned to their plundering ways and Terra needs the Guardians. The Guardians are now 
fractured, their leader murdered years before. They need a new leader—a new Terra Protec-
torum—but when a young girl is chosen, outrage ensues. Questions demand answers. Why 
has Terra selected a girl with no knowledge of the Guardians? Why has she chosen a human 
when it is the humans destroying the earth? And most importantly, why has she chosen the 
girl whose father murdered the last Terra Protectorum?

Alex Lyttle is a pediatrician living in Calgary, Alberta with his wife and four children. His 
first novel, From Ant to Eagle, was based on his experiences as a doctor and won several 
awards. His second novel, The Rise of Winter, steps away from the medical world and enters 
that of fantasy. 

Childrens: Fiction • 320 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • Ages 10 & Up • Grades 5 & Up 
9781771681582 • May • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Trade Paper 
Rights: World • Central Avenue Publishing

The Mysterious Sea
Hope Erica Schultz

Bridging the gap between a chapter book and a middle grade novel, this is a mysterious 
story filled with fascinating inventions and ancient peoples

Prince Donal likes inventing things—the weirder the better. Still, his creations come in handy 
when Donal and his three best friends set out to explore the area around the Waveborn Is-
lands. Many centuries ago, someone built the fantastic machines that allows the Waveborn 
Islands to rise or fall back into the sea. Fortunately, the first uncharted island they find seems 
to be filled with relics of that ancient people. Unfortunately, Donal and the other prince and 
princesses aren’t the first ones to find the island. But if they trigger the island’s booby traps, 
they just might be the last.

Hope Erica Schultz writes science fiction and fantasy stories for kids, teens, and adults. Her 
works include the young adult post-apocalyptic Last Road Home and the YA anthology One 
Thousand Words for War.

Childrens: Fiction • 96 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • 10 B/W Illustrations • Ages 9–12 • Grades 3–6 
9781944821449 • May • $7.95 (Can $10.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: US & Canada • CBAY Books
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THE DNA DETECTIVES

The Smuggler’s Daughter
#2

Mandy Hartley

Second in a series that teaches children about using DNA to solve a mystery, just 
like real forensic scientists

The story is set in a beautiful seaside cove in Cornwall. According to the records it 
was once rife with ship wreckers and smugglers. There are rumors of a secret smug-
gler’s tunnel, but no one has ever found it. Annabelle and Harry are determined they 
are going to find the tunnel! During their search they discover a gold locket in a rock 
pool. Inside the locket is a photo of a girl and a lock of hair. When they show the lock-
et to the lady in the cafe, she remarks, “It must have been left by the smugglers!” And 
so starts their most exciting adventure yet! Join Annabelle and Harry to see if they 
can discover the identity of the girl in the locket. Can they find the smuggler’s tunnel? 
Find out how they use DNA to unlock questions about the past. Children reading this 
book will learn about DNA, cells, and forensic science. They will discover how DNA 
is inherited, how we can use DNA to find out where someone originates from, and to 
establish if they are related.

Dr. Mandy Hartley worked in different laboratories for 15 years, using DNA to study 
diverse subjects. She now runs scientific workshops and performs stories that help 
children with visualization of different scientific concepts.

Childrens: Fiction • 168 Pages • 5 x 7.5 • Ages 8–11 • Grades 3–6  
9781906670597 • August • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Trade Paper  
Rights: US & Canada • St James’s House

To Catch a Thief
#1

Mandy Hartley

The first in the DNA Detectives series, using exciting adventures to teach children 
about DNA, cells, and forensic science

Annabelle and Harry’s pet dog Milly goes missing. The children sadly accept that the 
local pet thief has struck again. They have a list of suspects and evidence left behind by 
the thief. But how can they find out who it is and get Milly back? The children’s mother 
is a scientist working with DNA. The children realize they can use DNA to solve the 
crime. Annabelle and Harry become “DNA Detectives” and, just like real life forensic 
scientists, go on an exciting adventure to try and solve the case. Join them on their 
thrilling journey to collect clues, learn about DNA, see if they can find out the identity 
of the pet thief, and bring their beloved Milly safely back home. This book is supported 
by a series of web links which children can use to find out more about DNA, cells, and 
forensic science. There are also exciting activities for them to try out at home as well as 
online—including extracting DNA in their own interactive laboratory!

Dr. Mandy Hartley worked in different laboratories for 15 years, using DNA to study 
diverse subjects. She now runs scientific workshops and performs stories that help 
children with visualization of different scientific concepts.

Childrens: Fiction • 132 Pages • 5 x 8 • Ages 8–11 • Grades 3–6 • 9781906670504 
April • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • St James’s House



Mucking About
John Chambers

“Ireland—but not as you know it. The funniest book you’ll read this year.”  
—Patricia Forde, author, The List

A fun romp through Early Christian Ireland following a boy who does not want to 
follow the path set out for him

We are in Ireland and it’s an awfully long time ago. Centuries and centuries. The country is 
supposed to have gone Christian, but there’s still magic in the air, druids in the forest, fairy 
music in the distance. Manchán’s mother wants to make a monk of Manchán. Manchán 
most emphatically does not want to be made a monk of. He’d rather sing songs with his 
father, or go fishing with his friend, Pagan-of the-Six-Toes, or go charging through the for-
est with his pet pig, Muck, or go bare-back riding over the bog on the chieftain’s mad ram, 
Balor. Anything fun or adventurous or magical, and absolutely nothing to do with turnips, 
penance, prayers, monks, and chanting. Poor Manchán! The more he mucks about having 
fun, the more his mother is determined to tame him.

John Chambers is the author of Granny Samurai, Granny Samurai and the Brain of Ultimate 
Doomitude, The Monkey King and I, and The Seven Deadly Finns.

Childrens: Fiction • 224 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 65 Color Illustrations, 1 Map   
Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 • 9781912417056 • March • $12.99 (Can $16.99)   
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Little Island Books

Rocking the System
Fearless and Amazing Irish Women Who Made History

Siobhán Parkinson
Illustrations by Bren Luke

“This book will inspire all its readers to play their part in creating a world that is fair, 
harmonious and equal.” —Sabina Higgins, political activist and First Lady of Ireland

A powerful collection of 20 essays celebrating the role of women in Ireland’s  
changing society 

These 20 illustrated essays are on Irish women, historical and contemporary, who have 
defied cultural norms around femininity and achieved great things. The subjects include 
Irish women from Queen Medhbh to Eileen Gray, from Constance Markievicz to Sonia  
O’Sullivan, covering stateswomen, artists, writers, activists, and rebels of all kinds. This 
book is published to celebrate the centenary of women’s suffrage, and Irish women’s remark-
able achievements over the centuries. 

Siobhán Parkinson has been writing for children since the early 1990s and has published 
more than 30 books. She currently works as the publisher at Little Island Books, and she 
was Ireland’s first Children’s Laureate. Bren Luke studied Fine Art at Ballarat University, 
majoring in painting and printmaking. Sabina Higgins is a political activist and the First 
Lady of Ireland. 

Childrens: Nonfiction/History • 196 Pages • 4.75 x 9 • 20 Line Drawings   
Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 • 9781910411964 • March • $19.99 (Can $26.99)   
Cloth • Rights: US, Canada & South America • Little Island Books
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THE FREEDOM FINDERS

Touch the Sun
Emily Conolan

Choose your own destiny and step into the shoes of a Somalian boy escaping 
war-torn Mogadishu in this exciting interactive series

To find freedom, you must leave behind everything you’ve ever known. It is 2011. 
You want nothing more than to be a journalist in Somalia like your aunty. But the 
truth can be dangerous—and when you and your little sister are left alone, you find 
yourself facing life-and-death choices at every turn. Can you escape a terrorist orga-
nization and find a safe place to call home? You’ll be asked to cross a desert on foot, 
hide below deck in a leaky boat, and put your life in the hands of people smugglers. 
At every turn, the choice is yours. How far will you go for freedom?

Emily Conolan is a writer and teacher who is also known for her humanitarian 
work. For her role in establishing a volunteer support network for asylum seekers in  
Tasmania, she has been awarded Tasmanian of the Year, Hobart Citizen of the Year, 
and the Tasmanian Human Rights Award. The stories of courage and resilience she 
has heard in the course of her work with refugees, combined with tales from her own 
family history, inspired her to write the Freedom Finders series.

Childrens: Fiction • 336 Pages • 5 x 8 • Ages 9–13 • Grades 4–8  
9781760294922 • April • $10.99 (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

Break Your Chains
Emily Conolan

Choose your own destiny and step into the shoes of an Irish girl making her way 
from London to Australia in 1825 in this exciting interactive series 

To find freedom, you must leave behind everything you’ve ever known. It is 1825. 
You and Ma have survived on the streets of London ever since the soldiers took Da 
away and you fled Ireland. Now, with Ma gone too, you find yourself facing life-
and-death choices at every turn. Can you carry a secret treasure across the ocean and 
finally be reunited with Da? You’ll be asked to betray your friends, survive storms at 
sea and attacks by bushrangers, and trust thieves. At every turn, the choice is yours. 
How far will you go for freedom?

Emily Conolan is a writer and teacher known for her humanitarian work. For her role 
in establishing a volunteer support network for asylum seekers in Tasmania, she has 
been awarded Tasmanian of the Year, Hobart Citizen of the Year, and the Tasma-
nian Human Rights Award. The stories of courage and resilience she has heard in the 
course of her work with refugees, combined with tales from her own family history, 
inspired her to write the Freedom Finders series.

Childrens: Fiction • 288 Pages • 5 x 8 • Ages 9–13 • Grades 4–8  
9781760294915 • April • $10.99 (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin



9780143783787 
$19.99 (Can $26.99)  

Cloth

Also available:

9780670078462
$19.99 (Can $26.99)

Cloth

9781743312469 
$12.99 (Can $17.99)  

Trade Paper

Also available:

9781760113766
$12.99 (Can $17.99)

Trade Paper

Angel
Zoe Daniel

An engaging and suspenseful addition to the Through My Eyes series about a girl  
surviving Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines in 2013

Angel’s family has seen many typhoons. For generations the violent storms have passed 
across the central Philippines around November, bringing with them drenching rains and 
strong winds. Lately they seem to be stronger, more destructive, but Angel’s family and 
their neighbors know how to batten down—it’s part of their way of life. But when a super 
typhoon comes to Tacloban, will Angel be able to withstand the greatest challenge of all?

Zoe Daniel was for many years based in Bangkok as the the Australian Broadcasting Corpo-
ration’s South East Asia correspondent, and is currently the ABC’s Washington bureau chief. 
She is the author of Storyteller: A Foreign Correspondent’s Memoir.

Childrens: Fiction • 192 Pages • 5 x 8 • Ages 11–14 • Grades 6–9   
9781760113773 • May • $13.99 (Can $18.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

The Ruby Stories
4 Books in One

Penny Matthews

Four vibrant stories follow Ruby as she discovers happiness in a time of great hardship

The year is 1930 and Ruby Quinlan lives in a big house in Adelaide with her parents and 
her fox terrier, Baxter. As she prepares for her 12th birthday party, Ruby has never been 
happier, but the world outside is experiencing harder times. Ruby knows that lots of people 
are losing their jobs, but her own family life seems comfortable and secure . . . until things 
start falling apart. Happy-go-lucky, compassionate, and loving, Ruby is an unforgettable 
Australian Girl.

Penny Matthews is the author of Pudding and Chips (a CBCA Notable Book).

Childrens: Fiction • 496 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 8–12 • Grades 3–7   
9780143788683 • March • $24.99 (Can $33.99) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Penguin Random House Australia
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School for Skylarks
Sam Angus

“An outstanding book, reminiscent of Michael Morpurgo’s War Horse.” ––School 
Library Journal on Soldier Dog

 A stunning historical novel about a girl who discovers that friends can appear in the 
most unexpected of places

It is 1939. When Lyla is evacuated from her home in London to her great-aunt’s enormous 
house in the West Country, she expects to be lonely. She has never been to school nor had 
any friends, and her parents have been at the center of a scandal. But with the house being 
used to accommodate an entire school of evacuated schoolgirls, there’s no time to think 
about her old life. Soon there is a horse in a first-floor bedroom and a ferret in Lyla’s sock 
drawer, hordes of schoolgirls have overrun the house, and Lyla finds out that friends come 
in all shapes and sizes.

Sam Angus is the author of The House on Hummingbird Island, A Horse Called Hero, and 
Soldier Dog.

Childrens: Fiction • 352 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–8  
9781509839599 • June • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

Tender Earth
Sita Brahmachari

“Brahmachari’s touching portrait of family life and self-discovery reveals how even the 
youngest members of society have the capacity to become human rights defenders.”  
—Amnesty International Book Blog

A gorgeous coming-of-age story as the youngest member of a family starts secondary 
school and finds her voice at home and in her London community 

Laila Levenson has always been the baby of the family, but now with her older siblings, Mira 
and Krish, leaving home just as she starts secondary school, everything feels like it’s chang-
ing. Can the reappearance of Nana Josie’s Protest Book and the spirit it releases in Laila, her 
friends, and her local community, help her find her own voice and discover what she truly 
believes in? A powerful chime rings through Laila’s mind, guiding her to walk the footsteps 
of the past on her way to discover her own future.

Sita Brahmachari’s debut novel, Artichoke Hearts, won the Waterstones Children’s Book 
Prize and was longlisted for the Carnegie Medal. It was also shortlisted for the Redbridge 
Children’s Book Award, the Berkshire Book Award, the Romantic Novel Award (young 
adult category), Peters Book of the Year, the Fabulous Awards for Books and the Ealing 
Readers Award. She is also the author of Jasmine Skies and Mira in the Present Tense.

Childrens: Fiction • 432 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 9–11 • Grades 4–6 
9781509812509 • June • $9.99 • Trade Paper • Rights: US • Pan Macmillan

Also available:

9781447263036
$9.99 

Trade Paper



7 Dark Tales
Christine Grace
Illustrations by Wendy Straw

A collection of seven fairy tale retellings, including Cinderella, Hansel and Gretel,  
and Rapunzel

This collection of seven short stories is a startling and imaginative take on the fairytale form. 
Inspired by the Brothers Grimm, each narrative gently unfolds, reminiscent of ancient, oral 
storytelling. The reader is constantly taken in unexpected directions as the tales explore con-
temporary themes of jealousy, relationships, and death. The beautiful presentation includes 
stunning full color illustrations and several black-and-white “woodcut-style” illustrations.

Christine Grace is an award-winning playwright and screenwriter. Wendy Straw is an illus-
trator whose books have been published in several languages and countries around the world.

Childrens: Folklore • 96 Pages • 6.5 x 8.75 • 8 Color Illustrations, 8 B/W Illustrations   
Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up • 9781925386844 • May • $18.99 (Can $24.99)   
Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Brolly Books

Tales from a Tall Forest
Shaun Micallef
Illustrations by Jonathan Bentley

A deliciously clever and hilarious collection of mashed-up fairytales, with the mood of a 
Brothers Grimm tale, crossed with the sharp wit of The Princess Bride—and lift the dust 
jacket to reveal the stunning, fully-designed case resplendent with foil

Once upon a time being, forever and ever ago, there lived a forest tall of tales. When an 
innocent princess wanders into the forest, she finds herself trapped between a wolf with a 
ravenous appetite and a sweet little house with a secret. Meanwhile, a desperate fisherman 
enters into a very bad bargain with a power-hungry monkey. And meanerwhile still, a tiny, 
tricksy tailor promises a promise that not even the most magic of beanstalks can help him 
escape. This rich and rambunctious tapestry of tales unravels the traditional fairy story and 
nimbly weaves your favorite characters into new and surprising adventures. Subversively 
silly, this trilogy will captivate parents and children alike—and indignant fairytale authors, 
too. More grim than Grimms’, less soppy than Aesop.

Shaun Micallef is an award-winning Australian comedian and actor. Jonathan Bentley has 
illustrated books for Margaret Wild and The Wiggles. He is the author of Where Is Bear?

Childrens: Fiction • 224 Pages • 6.25 x 8.25 • 100 B/W Illustrations, Two-color Interior  
Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9781760129590 • Replaces: 9781543685695 • April   
$21.99 (Can $29.99) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Hardie Grant Egmont
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A Different Boy
Paul Jennings

A fantastic new Paul Jennings story, full of twists and turns, following the fortunes of  
a boy boarding a ship and leaving his past behind

“If you’ve got a bad deal,” Anton’s father used to say, “get out of it and move on.” When 
he finds himself in a cruel orphanage Anton does just that, and hides on an ocean liner. Fear 
and desperation are his only companions, and this time there is no escape. Or is there? Two 
other passengers have secrets of their own. When nothing is what it seems, can they help 
each other? Or will they sink into a sea of troubles? You’ll never know. Until the last page.

Paul Jennings is the author of several previous books for children, including the Don’t Look 
Now series and A Different Dog, and has won every Australian children’s choice book 
award. He is the recipient of the prestigious Dromkeen Medal.

Childrens: Fiction • 96 Pages • 5 x 8 • 15 B/W Illustrations • Ages 10–14 • Grades 5–9  
9781760523503 • April • $11.99 (Can $15.99) • Trade Paper • 
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

Gap Year in Ghost Town
Michael Pryor

“Filled with ghostly intrigue and delightful characters, Michael Pryor’s latest novel is 
pure entertainment.” —Books + Publishing

A smart, snappy, funny, and scary ghost-hunting adventure 

“Let’s get this straight—ghosts are everywhere. And they’re dangerous. This is why my fam-
ily has hunted them for hundreds of years.” The Marin family run a two-man operation in 
inner-city Melbourne. Anton has the ghost-sight, but his father does not. Theirs is a gentle 
approach to ghost hunting. Rani Cross, combat-skilled ghost hunter from the Company of 
the Righteous, is all about the slashing. Anton and Rani don’t see eye to eye—but with a 
massive spike in violent ghost manifestations, they must find a way to work together. And 
what with all the blindingly terrifying brushes with death, Anton must use his gap year to de-
cide if he really wants in on the whole ghost-hunting biz. Gap Year in Ghost Town is smart, 
funny, and scary—with extra action and attitude.

Michael Pryor is one of Australia’s premier science fiction and fantasy authors. He is the 
author of more than 35 books, including Blaze of Glory and Machine Wars, and 50 short 
stories. Michael has been shortlisted seven times for the Aurealis Awards, and seven of his 
books have been CBCA Notable Books.

Childrens: Fiction • 336 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • Ages 14–18 • Grades 8–12  
9781760292768 • March • $12.99 (Can $16.99) • Trade Paper  
Rights: United States, Canada, China, South Korea & Taiwan • Allen & Unwin

Also available:

9781760296469
$11.99 (Can $15.99)

Trade Paper
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The Silent Striker
Peter Kalu

A soccer player finds himself dealing with disability, shifting friends, and crazy parents

Marcus is the best player in his soccer team. There’s a real chance he’ll be signed by Manchester 
United. But when he discovers he may be losing his hearing, his world falls to pieces and he 
has to put them back together on his own. A powerful, authentic novel with an insider view on 
teenage disability and the different ways in which we can handle it.

Pete Kalu is an award-winning novelist, playwright, and poet.

Childrens: Fiction • 200 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up 
9781908446695 • Replaces: 9781908446336 • April • $12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & Caribbean • HopeRoad

Being Me
Peter Kalu

A tender, witty examination of finding yourself in a culturally-diverse world

Adele is a star soccer player with a rotten family, an aching heart, and an impossible frenemy. 
As pressures at school and home mount, will she overcome all or will she crash and burn? 
When everything collapses, Adele realizes she can only rely on herself in this feminine take on 
the soccer world, being a teenager, and figuring out who you are.

Pete Kalu is an award-winning novelist, playwright, and poet.

Childrens: Fiction • 228 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up  
9781908446701 • Replaces: 9781908446350 • August • $12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & Caribbean • HopeRoad

Zombie Xl
Peter Kalu

Soccer meets zombies in this offbeat, witty high school sports drama

Leonard sits on the bench, never asked to play. One night he is visited by zombies—the ghostly 
players from the winning 1966 England World Cup team, in fact. They tell him that if he follows 
their instructions, he get off the bench, and his team’s prospects surge. But what is the price? 

Pete Kalu is an award-winning novelist, playwright, and poet. 

Childrens: Fiction • 216 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up 
9781908446718 • Replaces: 9781908446480 • August • $12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & Caribbean • HopeRoad
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You’re Not Proper
Tariq Mehmood

Winner of the Frances Lincoln Diverse Voices Children’s Book Award

Karen thinks she’s not really white. Her dad is Pakistani and her mother is white Christian, 
and she feels as if she doesn’t fit in anywhere. So she’s going to convert to Islam to find her true 
identity. But Shamshad, her Hijab-wearing schoolmate, isn’t making things easy. As school 
battles are replaced by family troubles, name calling turns to physical confrontation, and cat-
aclysmic secrets are unveiled. 

Tariq Mehmood is an award-winning writer and filmmaker. 

Childrens: Fiction • 198 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up 
9781908446688 • Replaces: 9781908446305 • March • $12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Trade Paper • Rights: US, Canada & Caribbean • HopeRoad
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Descendant of the Crane
Joan He

A lush fantasy of royal intrigue and forbidden magic set in a world inspired by 
Chinese legend

“Tyrants cut out hearts. Rulers sacrifice their own.” Princess Hesina of Yan has 
always been eager to shirk the responsibilities of the crown, but when her beloved 
father is murdered, she’s thrust into power, suddenly the queen of an unstable king-
dom. Determined to find her father’s killer, Hesina does something desperate: she 
engages the aid of a soothsayer—a treasonous act, punishable by death... because in 
Yan, magic was outlawed centuries ago. Using the information illicitly provided by 
the sooth, and uncertain if she can trust even her family, Hesina turns to Akira—a 
brilliant and alluring investigator who’s also a convicted criminal with secrets of his 
own. With the future of her kingdom at stake, can Hesina find justice for her father? 
Or will the cost be too high? In this shimmering Chinese-inspired fantasy, debut 
author Joan He introduces a determined and vulnerable young heroine struggling 
to do right in a world brimming with deception.

Joan He is a Chinese American who grew up reading many of the great Chinese 
epics and legends, from which she draws inspiration for her debut novel. She lives 
in Pennsylvania.

Childrens: Fiction • 400 Pages • 5.5 x 8.25 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 6 & Up 
9780807515518 • April • $17.99 (Can $23.99) • Cloth 
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Keep This to Yourself
Tom Ryan

Can Mac uncover the serial killer who murdered his best friend before he 
strikes again?

It’s been a year since the Catalog Killer terrorized the sleepy seaside town of Cam-
era Cove, killing four people before disappearing without a trace. Like everyone 
else in town, eighteen-year-old Mac Bell is trying to put that horrible summer be-
hind him—easier said than done since Mac’s best friend Connor was the murderer’s 
final victim. But when he finds a cryptic message from Connor, he’s drawn back 
into the search for the killer—who might not have been a random drifter after all. 
Now nobody—friends, neighbors, or even the sexy stranger with his own connec-
tion to the case—is beyond suspicion. Sensing that someone is following his every 
move, Mac struggles to come to terms with his true feelings towards Connor while 
scrambling to uncover the truth. 

Tom Ryan is the author of Totally Unrelated and Way to Go. He was born and 
raised in Inverness, Nova Scotia. At various points in recent years he has hung his 
hat in Halifax, NS; Victoria, BC; and Ottawa. Tom lives with his partner and dog 
in Ottawa, Ontario.

Childrens: Fiction • 368 Pages • 5.5 x 8.25 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 6 & Up 
9780807541517 • May • $17.99 (Can $23.99) • Cloth  
Rights: World • Albert Whitman & Company

Cover image 
coming soon



Meet Me at the Intersection
Edited by Rebecca Lim and Ambelin Kwaymullina

From the author-led Voices from the Intersection project comes this exciting showcase 
of emerging artists from diverse and often underrepresented backgrounds

Meet Me at the Intersection is an anthology of short fiction, memoir, and poetry by authors 
who are First Nations, People of Color, LGBTIQA+, or living with disability. The focus 
of the anthology is on Australian life as seen through each author’s unique, and seldom 
heard, perspective. With works by Ellen van Neerven, Graham Akhurst, Kyle Lynch, Ezekiel  
Kwaymullina, Olivia Muscat, Mimi Lee, Jessica Walton, Kelly Gardiner, Rafeif Ismail, 
Yvette Walker, Amra Pajalic, Melanie Rodriga, Omar Sakr, Wendy Chen, Jordi Kerr,  
Rebecca Lim, Michelle Aung Thin and Alice Pung, this anthology is designed to challenge the 
dominant, homogenous story of privilege and power that rarely admits “outsider” voices.

Rebecca Lim is a writer, illustrator, and lawyer based in Melbourne. She is the author of 18 
books and has been shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s Literary Award, INDIEFAB Book 
of the Year Award, Aurealis Award, and Davitt Award for YA. Rebecca’s work has also 
been longlisted for the Gold Inky Award and the David Gemmell Legend Award. Ambelin 
Kwaymullina is an Aboriginal writer and illustrator who comes from the Palyku people of 
the Pilbara region of Western Australia. She is the author and illustrator of a number of 
award-winning picture books and a YA dystopian series. Ambelin is a prolific commentator 
on diversity in children’s literature and a law academic at the University of Western Australia.

Childrens: Fiction/Family  & Relationships • 296 Pages • 5.25 x 7.75   
Ages 12 & Up • Grades 12 & Up • 9781925591705 • September • $14.95 (Can $19.95)  
Trade Paper • Rights: World • Fremantle Press

Crisanta Knight: To Death & Back
Geanna Culbertson

In Book 5 of the Crisanta Knight series, where goodness and morality are tested, it’s not 
Crisanta’s magic powers but her friends who are her most valuable strength

Following the revelation that the antagonists were after the location of all of Book’s genies, 
Crisanta and her friends knew their Wonderland road trip was far from over. With the 
magic fluctuation event known as the Vicennalia Aurora days away, antagonists and magic 
hunters hot on their tail, and Crisanta’s treacherous brother Alex competing against her to 
claim Excalibur, matters were becoming larger-than-life very quickly. Meanwhile, Crisanta’s 
Pure Magic powers of life were growing incomparably strong, and she was being tempted 
by the corruption that came with them. But with everything from evil kings to bloodlusting 
Bluebeards to the Questor Beast, she needed her magic more than ever.

Geanna Culbertson is the author of the Crisanta Knight series, a young adult fantasy series 
that will culminate with the release of book eight in April of 2021. She is passionate about 
writing books that will speak to young girls and their potential. She is a sponsor and strong 
proponent of Girls on the Run in Los Angeles, where she lives.

Childrens: Fiction • 440 Pages • 6 x 9 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 6 & Up • 9781945448263  
April • $16.95 (Can $23.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: World • Boutique of Quality Books
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9781608081547 
$19.95 (Can $26.95)  

Trade Paper

Also available:

9781939371577
$19.95 (Can $26.95)

Trade Paper

9781945448102 
$19.95 (Can $26.95)  

Trade Paper

9781945448065
$19.95 (Can $26.95)

Trade Paper
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Alien Minds
Book 1 of the Dimension Drift Series

Christina Bauer

In this urban fantasy peppered with forbidden romance, Meimi Archer wakes 
up in the hospital to find she’s living the perfect life. Too bad it’s not hers.

On my 17th birthday, I wake up in the hospital to find I just survived a sketchy but 
terrible accident. My parents stand by my bedside—both are  beautiful, wealthy, 
and super-nice. They tell me that once I leave the hospital, I’ll attend the prestigious 
ECHO Academy, where I’ll churn out equations for the government along with 
my mega-smart peers. But then there’s Thorne, my brooding yet yummy classmate, 
who keeps telling me I need to remember my true past, which seems to have includ-
ed a lot of us kissing. And worst of all, why does it feel so yucky to work on  these 
calculations for the government? It’s all supposed to be part of ECHO, but my 
heart tells me that I’m helping something truly terrible come to pass. Thorne seems 
to think that kissing him again will release my real memories. Maybe it’s time to 
pucker up.

Christina Bauer writes romance and fantasy novels that feature demons, dragons, wiz-
ards, witches, elves, elementals, lots of humor, and kick-ass chicks. She lives in Newton,  
Massachusetts with her husband, son, and semi-insane golden retriever, Ruby.

Childrens: Fiction/Science Fiction • 300 Pages • 5.25 x 8   
9781945723599 • April • $13.95 (Can $16.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World • Monster House Books

Off Planet
Aileen Erin

Can a half-human, half-alien girl stop an interstellar war that threatens life in 
all the universe? 

Maité Martinez has always yearned for more than waitressing in a greasy diner, 
especially when most people have left the polluted ruins of Earth behind for a 
better life on other planets. And being a half-human, half-alien girl has never been 
trickier. With the corporate government hunting down the last of her father’s alien 
Auanare race living on Earth, hiding her growing special abilities has become a full-
time job, and the stress is almost more than she can bear. When a fancy Space Tech 
officer gets handsy with her at the diner, she reacts without thinking, breaking the 
officer’s nose and is sent out to do forced labor on the volcano planet, Abbadon. 
It doesn’t take Maité long before she realizes Space Tech’s plot to nuke the Aunare 
homeworld, spawning an interstellar war. Can she stop the total annihilation of 
humanity without getting herself killed in the process?

Aileen Erin has a BS in Radio-TV-Film from the University of Texas at Austin and 
an MFA in Writing Popular Fiction from Seton Hill University. She lives with her 
husband in Los Angeles, and spends her days doing her favorite things: reading 
books, creating worlds, and kicking ass. She is the author of the Alpha Girl series 
and Cipher, and  she is the founder/CEO of Ink Monster, building worlds filled 
with girl power and happy endings.

Childrens: Fiction/Science Fiction • 350 Pages • 5.25 x 8 • 9781943858217  
March • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: World • Ink Monster



Broken Dreams
Anitha Robinson

An electric series finale that also deals with traumatic experiences of abuse in a sensitive way

In this thrilling conclusion to the Broken Worlds Trilogy, Kalli and Ellis are in a race against 
time to save the kidnapped girls from the after-effects of the aliens’ technology. Kalli final-
ly thought she was free of Ellis and the Istyrians. After helping Ellis return the kidnapped 
runaways back to their usual spots on the street, Kalli had planned on returning home and 
reconciling with her family. That all changes when she spots a segment on the local news. 
The runaway girls are all coming down with a mysterious illness that baffles authorities. Ev-
ery single girl, even Kalli’s friend Hadley, has been affected—every girl, that is, except Kalli. 
Forced to reunite with Ellis, the two do everything they can, including crossing all the way to 
India, to find a cure before time for the girls and Ellis runs out.

Anitha Robinson is a writer who somehow ended up an accountant and has been trying to 
find her way back ever since. She is the author of Broken Worlds and lives in Milton, Ontario.

Childrens: Fiction • 200 Pages • 5.25 x 7.5 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 6 & Up • 
9781944821166 • June • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: US & Canada • CBAY Books

Choker
Bob Moseley

Mixing action, romance, and an inside look at basketball that young sports fans won’t 
find elsewhere

Mark Chamberlain always dreamed of playing in a state championship basketball game. He 
just never thought it would lead to humiliation and life as a school outcast. Classmates begin 
to call Mark “Wilt” because he wilts under pressure. Meanwhile, Mark’s father won’t go 
to his games. What secret is he harboring? With support from a special girl, Mark tries to 
summon inner strength and the courage to try something different. Another basketball season 
beckons, and with it comes a change for redemption.

Bob Moseley is the author of Out of Bounds, a national Readers’ Favorite award-winning 
sports mystery. In addition, he has written for Sports Illustrated, the New York Times, and 
Tennis magazine. He has also been honored with New England writing awards from the 
Associated Press, along with a first-place award for Children’s Stories from Writers Interna-
tional Forum.

Childrens: Fiction/Sports • 220 Pages • 6 x 9 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 6 & Up  
9781945448287 • May • $15.95 (Can $20.95) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World • Boutique of Quality Books

Like Lana
Danielle Leonard

A dramatic whodunnit for fans of One of Us is Lying

All Lana wanted was chance to restore her tattered reputation, but with a cheating boyfriend 
and so-called friends who endlessly shame her, she soon realizes her old life isn’t worth reviv-
ing. Yet the harder she tries to break free, the more the assaults against her grow. Lana needs 
to take drastic measures to stand up to her haters. Or does she? When her enemy-number-one 
is found dead, followed by the cheating ex-boyfriend, suddenly all evidence points to Lana 
as the prime suspect.With police closing in, Lana must face some serious truths about the 
girls she once thought were her friends and, Demit, the new boy she’s fallen for. Somebody is 
lying. Finding out who will be the only way to prove her innocence and finally break her free 
from a life she so desperately wants to leave behind.

Danielle Leonard is a writer, editor, yoga teacher, and mother. Her articles have appeared 
in various newspapers and magazines including the National Post, Parents Canada, Forever 
Young, City Parent and Elephant Journal. She works at the Hamilton Spectator and lives in 
Oakville with her three teen sons.

Childrens: Fiction • 192 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 6 & Up  
9781771613330 • March • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Trade Paper   
Rights: World X United Kingdom & Europe • Mosaic Press
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9780750983723 
$16.99 (Can $22.99)  

Trade Paper

Also available:

9780750968447
$16.99 (Can $22.99)

Trade Paper

London Folk Tales for Children
Anne Johnson and Sef Townsend
Illustrations by Belinda Evans

Do you like fabulous tales of magic and fantasy? Or do you prefer real-life adventure sto-
ries of scary journeys and narrow escapes? In this book you’ll find all of these and more. 

This collection presents some wonderful tales of ordinary Londoners, but their stories are far 
from ordinary. They tell of the mighty river, the streets, and the hills of London. But you’ll 
also find stories of babies that turn into flowers, of a grown-up who becomes a child again, 
and of a youngster who has to travel across the world all alone. And you’ll meet the people 
of this welcoming city: ever since the Romans, people have come here from all over the world 
to become Londoners. They’ve brought delicious foods, funky music and hundreds of lan-
guages, but most of all great stories—London stories.

Anne Johnson and Sef Townsend are both London storytellers. Belinda Evans is a London- 
based illustrator. 

Childrens: Folklore • 192 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 7–11 • Grades 2–6 • 9780750986892 
June • $16.99 (Can $22.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • The History Press

A Purse Full of Tales
Folk Tales from Korea

Retold by Chan Young Kim and David Carter
Illustrations by John Shelley

Traditional Korean tales have been retold and translated for contemporary young readers

This book is a collection of folk tales from both North and South Korea, in which readers 
will encounter traditional Korean dragons, heavenly maidens, dokkaebis (goblins), bluebirds 
and many eccentric characters such as naughty children, greedy men and strange old people. 
Many of the tales involve Shamanistic, Buddhist and Taoist cosmology, transporting readers 
into a surrealistic fantasy world. As in folk tales from other cultures, a considerable number 
of protagonists in this book face distressing situations and eventually overcome them. These 
sequences are usually depicted through humor, jest and wit, which will have readers smile in 
recognition. Korean folk tales have not been widely translated into English, and this book 
provides an opportunity for readers to develop a good insight into the unique properties of 
Korean folk tales.

Chan Young Kim has translated Korean literary works and a large range of Korean cuisine 
for various newspapers and magazines. David Carter was a professor, writer, translator and 
freelance journalist whose books include East Asian Cinema. 

Childrens: Folklore • 72 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 20 B/W Illustrations  
Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 to P • 9781843916536 • June • $18.95 (Can $24.95) 
Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Hesperus Press



9781781281505 
$7.99 (Can $10.99) Hardcover 

Picture Book

Also available:

9781781281499
$7.99 (Can $10.99)

Cloth

9781781281581 
$2.99 (Can $3.99)  

Paperback Picture Book

Also available:

9781781281031
$2.99 (Can $3.99)

Paperback Picture Book

Bible Every Day
Daily Devotions for Reading with Children

Eira Reeves

A daily Bible with a “Talk Time” and a “Prayer Time” for each story

This is a perfect day-by-day devotional for young children to encourage daily Bible reading 
and prayer. Carefully selected short passages from the Old and New Testament are covered 
in 365 days. Each short passage is followed with a discussion point and a guiding prayer to 
get to know God and his son Jesus. This book is ideal for encouraging and establishing the 
lifelong practice of daily reading of the Bible from a young age.

Eira Reeves is the author of My First Picture Bible and Would You Like to Know Jesus? 

Childrens: Religious • 380 Pages • 5.75 x 8.25 • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9781781283196  
March • $19.99 (Can $26.99) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson 

Bible Story-Pops
Amazing Bible Stories

Juliet David

Children will cherish these stories that pop right off the page

Three favorite Bible stories each are presented with a BIG pop-up illustration, and soft, 
charming artwork. The full-color pages are delightful to look at, and the story is retold con-
cisely for young children. The stories are “In the Beginning,” “No Room at the Inn,” and 
“Boatloads of Fish!”

Juliet David is the author of Candle Bible for Kids and My Pop-Up Bible Stories.

Childrens: Novelty/Childrens: Religious • 16 Pages • 10.75 x 10.75 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781781282885 • August • $16.99 (Can $22.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson
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Joseph’s Dreamcoat and Other Stories
Juliet David
Illustrations by Elina Ellis

Perfect for young children, read and share stories about Joseph and other favorite  
people from the Bible

From the popular 99 Stories from the Bible, each lively narrative is simply told across a 
double page spread with bold, engaging illustrations that bring the story to life. Along with 
Joseph’s amazing story, meet Moses, the baby in the bulrushes, the young boy Samuel, David 
as he defeats the giant Goliath, Daniel in the lions’ den and Jonah.

Juliet David is the author of Candle Bible for Kids and Candle Bible for Toddlers. Elina Ellis 
is the illustrator of The Big Adventure and Itchy, Scritchy, Scratchy Pants!

Childrens: Religious/Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 6.25 x 6.25  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781781283561 • March 
$8.99 (Can $11.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Stories of Jesus
Juliet David
Illustrations by Elina Ellis

Perfect for young children, read and share stories about Jesus as well as stories that  
he told

From the popular 99 Stories from the Bible, each lively narrative is simply told across a 
double page spread with bold, engaging illustrations that bring the story to life. Join Jesus 
changing water into wine at the wedding party, choosing his disciples, healing, feeding a 
hungry crowd and walking on the lake. Enjoy retelling Jesus’ stories about the lost son, the 
missing sheep and the kind stranger.

Juliet David is the author of Candle Bible for Kids and Candle Bible for Toddlers. Elina Ellis 
is the illustrator of The Big Adventure and Itchy, Scritchy, Scratchy Pants!

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Religious • 24 Pages • 6.25 x 6.25  
Four-color Interior • Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9781781283578 • Available  
$8.99 (Can $11.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson



The Gift of Christmas
The Boy Who Blessed the World

Mary Joslin
Illustrations by Kristina Swarner

A classically illustrated, traditional retelling of the Christmas story

Once, in Bethlehem, a special gift was given. Share the story at the heart of Christmas in this 
beautifully illustrated retelling—the story of Mary and Joseph, shepherds and angels, wise 
men following a star, a humble stable, and a special newborn baby cradled in a manger.

Mary Joslin is the author of On that Christmas Night and The Story of Christmas. Kristina 
Swarner has had her work exhibited internationally, including at the Eric Carle Museum and 
the Society of Illustrators. She lives in Chicago. 

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Seasonal • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 9780745977508 • August • $14.99 (Can $19.99)   
Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

My Baptism Memory Book
Illustrations by Dubravka Kolanovic

A lovely keepsake book to commemorate a child’s baptism

Treasure and record the precious memories from your child’s special day in this beautiful 
album. Based on the bestselling My Baptism Book, special Bible verses and delightful illus-
trations decorate the pages with places to record details of the event, messages from family, 
godparents, and guests and keep special photographs safe. A perfect way to remember won-
derful family moments.

Dubravka Kolanovic studied at the Savannah College of Art and Design and went on to grad-
uate from the Academy of Visual Arts in Zagreb. She has illustrated more than 30 children’s 
books, cartoon books, and school textbooks as well as UNICEF’s Christmas card. Her first 
picture book, A Special Day, won the Landmark Editions Golden Award.

Childrens: Religious • 48 Pages • 9 x 7 • Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K   
9780745978109 • March • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Cloth   
Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Children of the Bible
Margaret McAllister
Illustrations by Alida Massari

“McAllister uses easy, engaging language. . . . Massari’s solidly drawn art has an earthy 
beauty that complements the women’s tales. This is a unique and useful offering for 
religion shelves.” —Booklist on Women of the Bible

A gorgeously illustrated presentation of Bible stories, told by the children in the stories

This elegantly illustrated collection of favorite Bible stories features an interesting twist.  
Margaret McAllister imaginatively retells these tales from the point of view of the children 
involved. Alida Massari’s illustration style, inspired by ancient art and architecture and full 
of grace and sophistication, is perfectly suited to the book. 

Margaret McAllister and Alida Massari previously collaborated on Women of the Bible.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Religious • 48 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25 • Four-color Interior  
Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9780745978291 • March • $17.99 (Can $23.99)   
Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson
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Candle Bible Atlas
Tim Dowley

The story of God’s people in the Bible is set in a particular place and at a particular 
time, and this resource will help give young readers context

The story of God’s people in the Bible is set in a particular place and at a particular time. 
It is linked to the land: “The land you are crossing [the Jordan] to occupy is a land of hills 
and valleys, watered by rain from the sky, a land that the Lord your God looks after.”  
(Deuteronomy 11:11-12). Journeys take up much of the Bible, from the travels of Abraham 
to the years of wandering of the Hebrews. The Jews went into exile in Babylon and Persia, 
Jesus journeyed around Galilee and Judea, and Paul took a series of missionary journeys 
throughout the Mediterranean world. This atlas provides a clear set of annotated maps of-
fering an accessible background to these and more Bible stories, and acts as a companion to 
the Candle Bible Handbook, with newly commissioned maps.

Dr. Tim Dowley is a historian and a prolific author and editor of Bible resources for adults 
and children.

Childrens: Religious • 64 Pages • 9.5 x 6.75 • Ages 8 & Up • Grades 3–7 • 9781781283417  
April • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Cloth • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Candle History of the Bible
Tim Dowley

An easy-to-read history of the Bible through the ages introduces the story behind the 
writing of the Bible itself

This companion title to Candle Bible Handbook is packed with fascinating facts and detailed 
illustrations exploring the origins of the books of the Bible, translations and early printings. 
Contents: Books of the Bible, Where Did the Bible Come From, Who Wrote the Bible, How 
the Bible Was Written Down, How Writing Began, What Language Was the Bible Written 
in, Why Was the Bible Written on Scrolls, Scrolls in Jars, How the Bible Survived, Copying 
Monks, Translating the Bible, Precious Books, Into Ordinary Words, Printing Speeds Things 
up, A Flood of Translations, and To the New World and Beyond.

Tim Dowley is a historian and the author of Student Bible Atlas, My First Story of Easter, 
and My First Story of Christmas.

Childrens: Religious • 64 Pages • 6.75 x 9.5 • Ages 8–12 • Grades 3–7 • 9781781283165 
March • $14.99 (Can $19.99) • Flexibound • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Also available:

9781859855867
$16.99 (Can $22.99)

Flexibound
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HOW TO DRAW

Noah and the Animals
Step-by-Step With Steve Smallman

Steve Smallman

Become a skilled artist in no time, drawing all the animals and Noah

Have fun with this fantastic step-by-step guide to drawing Noah and his whole arkful 
of animals. Based on expert illustrator Steve Smallman’s drawing workshops, it is 
fully illustrated and comes with a handy sketch pad to draw your own!

Steve Smallman is the author of The Very Greedy Bee, My Dad!, and Don’t Wake 
the Bear, Hare!

Childrens: Activity/Childrens: Religious • 32 Pages • 11.75 x 8.25   
Four-color Interior • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9781781283448 • March   
$10.99 (Can $14.99) • Spiral • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson

Nativity
Step by Step with Steve Smallman

Steve Smallman

Become a skilled artist in no time, by drawing people and animals from the Bible

Have fun with this fantastic step-by-step guide to drawing Bible characters and animals 
from the nativity story. Based on expert illustrator Steve Smallman’s drawing work-
shops, it is fully illustrated and comes with a handy sketch pad to draw your own!

Steve Smallman is the author of The Very Greedy Bee, My Dad!, and Don’t Wake 
the Bear, Hare!

Childrens: Religious/Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 11.75 x 8.25   
Four-color Interior • Ages 7–9 • Grades 2–4 • 9781781283455 • August   
$10.99 (Can $14.99) • Spiral • Rights: US & Canada • Lion Hudson
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INFOGRAPHICS

Awe-inspiring facts presented in an informative and visually engaging infographic style.  
These image-led titles combine accessible, factual text features with modern graphics.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 • Four-color Interior • Ages 7–11 • Grades 2–6 
April • $9.99 (Can $12.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Animals Infographics
9781786376305 • Replaces: 9781786370822

Continents Infographics
9781786376312 • Replaces: 9781786372048

Habitats Infographics
9781786376329 • Replaces: 9781786372055

Human Body Infographics
9781786376336 • Replaces: 9781786370815

Space Infographics
9781786376343 • Replaces: 9781786370808

Weather Infographics
9781786376350 • Replaces: 9781786370839



LIFE CYCLES

With this series children can explore some of the most interesting and important life cycles in the animal kingdom.  
With engaging language and an innovative use of design, this series makes the science behind life cycles accessible  

to reluctant confident readers alike.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8.5 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior   
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • $6.99 (Can $9.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Egg to Chicken
9781786376497 • Replaces: 9781786371454 • April

Life Cycle of a Frog
9781786376473 • April

Life Cycle of a Bee
9781786376480 • May
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Life Cycle of a Butterfly
9781786376466 • April
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LIVING THINGS & THEIR HABITATS

What is a living thing? Where do animals live? What do animals eat? How do they move and grow?  
Learn the answers to these questions in this exciting new series. With easy-to-read text and informative  

diagrams, this series offers a simple introduction to the animals, plants and insects that live in our world.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 24 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 • • 
June • $7.99 (Can $10.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Amphibians
9781912171774 • Replaces: 9781786370280

Birds
9781912171781 • Replaces: 9781786370273

Fish
9781912171798 • Replaces: 9781786370020

Insects
9781912171811 • Replaces: 9781786371263

Mammals
9781912171804 • Replaces: 9781786370266 

Reptiles
9781912171828 • Replaces: 9781786370327 



THE SOLAR SYSTEM

This series explores the four key elements of our Solar System: the Sun, the Moon, the Planets, and the Stars.  
With each title including fascinating facts and photographic images, young readers will enjoy discovering what  

lies in the darkness beyond.

Childrens: Picture Books/Childrens: Nonfiction • 24 Pages • 8.5 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior  
May • $6.99 (Can $9.99) • Paperback Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

The Planets
9781786376435 • Replaces: 9781910512845

The Stars
9781786376442 • Replaces: 9781910512852

The Sun
9781786376459 • Replaces: 9781910512838
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The Moon
9781786376428 • Replaces: 9781910512869
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CHARITY & GIVING

This factual series has been developed with direct input from some of the world’s major charities to introduce readers 
to charity, giving, and fundraising. We take a look why charities exist, who and what they support, and how they raise 
money, and we give young activists ideas on how to get involved and support their favorite charities. This interesting 
series helps young readers engage with the wider world and consider far-reaching topics from a charitable perspective.

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8.5 x 8.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
May • $21.99 (Can $29.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Environmental Charities  
and Their Work

9781786373113

Human Charities and Their Work
9781786373090

Medical Charities and Their Work
9781786373120

Animal Charities and Their Work
9781786373106



WORLD CHARITIES

Developed with direct input from some of the world’s major charities, these eye-catching titles introduce the purpose 
and work of some of the most famous charitable groups on the planet. On topics such as the environment, animal con-
servation and humanitarian work, they take an in-depth look at the history, mission statements and valuable work of 

activists, workers, educators, and volunteers saving and changing lives around the world today. Young readers can learn 
how to get involved, from starting conversations to raising money and awareness of these incredible organizations.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 32 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 • Four-color Interior • Ages 7–11 • Grades 2–6   
June • $21.99 (Can $29.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Médecins Sans Frontières:  
Doctors Without Borders

9781786373144

Oxfam
9781786373137

World Wildlife Fund for Nature
781786373151 
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Greenpeace
9781786373168
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A FOCUS ON

This series shines an informative light on the difficult realities faced in today’s world and illuminates healthy ways  
for children to process and understand them. Bullying covers issues surrounding bullying behaviors and discusses  

ways to solve the problem. Marriage & Equality covers religious ceremonies, marriage equality throughout history, 
same-sex marriage, arranged marriage, and more. Puberty includes hormones, mood and mental health, hygiene,  

physical attraction, and more. 

Puberty & Growing Up
Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75  
Four-color Interior • Ages 9–11 • Grades 4–6 • 9781786373755 • March  
$21.99 (Can $29.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Marriage & Equality
Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 32 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75  
Four-color Interior • Ages 9–11 • Grades 4–6 • 9781786373762 • March  
$21.99 (Can $29.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Bullying
Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 
Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 9781786373984 • March  
$21.99 (Can $29.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife



EXTREME FACTS

With this series, you will be able to impress your friends with extreme facts on all things science. Discover mind-blowing 
statistics and hair-raising truths that will leave your friends and family gob-smacked!

Childrens: Nonfiction/Childrens: Picture Books • 24 Pages • 7.75 x 9.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–11 • Grades K–5  
April • $19.99 (Can $26.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Dinosaurs
9781912171880

Earth
9781912171903

Inventions
9781912171897
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Animals
9781912171873
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HABITATS AND BIOMES

Childrens: Nonfiction • 32 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 • Four-color Interior • Ages 7–11 • Grades 2–6 
March • $21.99 (Can $29.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife

Mountains
9781786371843

Oceans
9781786371676

Rainforests
9781786371683

Deserts
9781786371836 



LIFE CYCLES

Here children can explore some of the most interesting and important life cycles in the animal 
kingdom. With engaging language and an innovative use of design, this series makes the science 

behind life cycles accessible to reluctant and confident readers alike.

Childrens: Nonfiction • 24 Pages • 8.75 x 8.75 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
May • $21.99 (Can $29.99) • Hardcover Picture Book • Rights: US & Canada • Booklife
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Gorilla
9781786373823

Owl
9781786373786

Penguin
9781786373816

Seahorse
9781786373809

Tree
9781786373779

Turtle
9781786373793
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How to Tame the Tumbles
The Mindful Self-Compassionate Way for Parents and Children

Eileen Beltzner
Foreword byChristopher Germer

Exploring the theory and practice of mindfulness for both parents and children  
in an accessible, engaging format

How to Tame the Tumbles pushes the literature and practice of mindfulness to a new frontier 
where parents and children, together, can find an avenue to self-compassion. This concise 
and engaging book of 14 chapters will guide parents and children towards a new apprecia-
tion as to how they can deal with the “tumbles” that inevitably arise from time to time. The 
book also includes helpful exercises and resource materials to “tame the tumbles.”

Eileen Beltzner is a Registered Social Worker, a Special Care Counsellor, a Child and Family 
Therapist, a Certified MSC Teacher, and a Making Friends with Yourself (MFY) teacher. 
Eileen has more than 40 years of experience in extensive training and clinical experience with 
families and individuals experiencing challenges posed by anxiety, bereavement, depression, 
and trauma. Eileen has incorporated Mindful Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) and Mind-
ful Self-Compassion practices into her private work with clients since 2009. Christopher 
Germer, PhD is a clinical psychologist and lecturer on psychiatry at Harvard Medical School. 
He is a co-developer of the Mindful Self-Compassion (MSC) program, author of The Mind-
ful Path to Self-Compassion, and co-editor of Mindfulness and Psychotherapy and Wisdom 
and Compassion in Psychotherapy. Dr. Germer is a founding faculty member of the Institute 
for Meditation and Psychotherapy as well as the Center for Mindfulness and Compassion, 
Cambridge Health Alliance, Harvard Medical School.

Family & Relationships/Self-Help • 96 Pages • 6 x 9 
9781771613866 • April • $13.95 (Can $17.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: World X United Kingdom & Europe • Mosaic Press

Unschooled
Raising Curious, Well-Educated Children Outside the Conventional Classroom

Kerry McDonald

Imagining education as separate and distinct from schooling, this volume  
redefines learning

Education has become synonymous with schooling, but it doesn’t have to be. As schooling 
becomes increasingly standardized and test driven, occupying more of childhood than ever 
before, parents and educators are questioning the role of schooling in society. Many are now 
exploring and creating alternatives. In a compelling narrative that introduces historical and 
contemporary research on self-directed education, Unschooled also spotlights how a diverse 
group of individuals and organizations are evolving an old schooling model of education. 
These innovators challenge the myth that children need to be taught in order to learn. They 
are parents who saw firsthand how schooling can dull children’s natural curiosity and ex-
uberance and others who decided early on to enable their children to learn without school. 
Educators who left public school classrooms discuss launching self-directed learning centers 
to allow young people’s innate learning instincts to flourish, and entrepreneurs explore their 
disillusionment with the teach-and-test approach of traditional schooling.

Kerry McDonald has a BA in Economics from Bowdoin College and Master’s degree in edu-
cation from Harvard University. She is a monthly columnist for Natural Mother Magazine; 
a contributor to Forbes, NPR, Education Next, and others; a senior writer for the Foun-
dation for Economic Education (FEE) and Intellectual Takeout; and a popular blogger at 
Whole Family Learning. The mother of four never-been-schooled children, McDonald lives 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Peter Gray, PhD, is a research professor in Boston College’s 
Department of Psychology.  

272 Pages • 6 x 9 • Grades K–12 • 9781641600637 • May • $18.99 (Can $25.99)  
Trade Paper • Rights: World • Chicago Review Press

Also available:

9781613739518 
$18.99 (Can $25.99)  

Trade Paper



Raising an Organized Child
5 Steps to Boost Independence, Ease Frustration, and Promote Confidence

Damon Korb, MD, FAAP

A leading developmental pediatrician shares his program for helping kids become organized

Organized children are not born, they are raised. That’s the philosophy behind Raising an 
Organized Child, in which Dr. Korb shares medically-backed guidance on raising an indepen-
dent, self-assured, and organized child. He defines the neurodevelopmental abilities critical for 
organization and shows parents how to develop their child’s skills. Dr. Korb provides practical 
solutions for parents and teachers, offering an overview of infant-to-teen brain development 
and age-based milestones for organizational skills.

Damon Korb, MD, FAAP, is a practicing behavioral and developmental pediatrician and 
founder of the Center for Developing Minds in Los Gatos, California. Dr. Korb is president 
for the Society of Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics and an adjunct clinical professor at 
Stanford University Medical Center.

Childrens: Parenting & Family Care • 224 Pages • 5.5 x 8.5 • 3 Line Drawings, 10 Tables 
9781610022828 • June • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: World • American Academy of Pediatrics

Autism Spectrum Disorder
What Every Parent Needs to Know
Second edition

American Academy of Pediatrics, Alan I. Rosenblatt, MD, FAAP, Paul S. Carbone, MD, FAAP

Medically sound advice for parents of children with an autism spectrum disorder from 
the most trusted name in child health

This guide helps parents understand how ASDs are defined and diagnosed and offers an overview 
of the most current behavioral and developmental therapies. Topics include: symptoms and types 
of ASDs, accessing care, services in the community, and the role of complementary and alternative 
medicine. Parents will also find inspirational and relatable stories from other families.

The American Academy of Pediatrics is an organization of 67,000 pediatricians. Paul S. Car-
bone, MD, FAAP is a general pediatrician, associate professor of pediatrics at the University 
of Utah, a member of the Council on Children with Disabilities Autism Subcommittee, and 
the parent of a son with autism. Alan I. Rosenblatt, MD, FAAP, is a neurodevelopmental 
pediatrician and an associate clinical professor of pediatrics at Northwestern University.

Childrens: Parenting & Family Care • 350 Pages • 6 x 9 • 15 B/W Photos, 3 Charts, 7 Tables  
9781610022699 • Replaces: 9781581106510 • April • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: World • American Academy of Pediatrics

ADHD
What Every Parent Needs to Know
Third edition

Mark L. Wolraich, MD, FAAP, Joseph F. Hagan Jr, MD, and FAAP

Medically sound advice for parents of children with ADHD from the most trusted name 
in child health

Fully updated with the latest AAP recommendations, this award-winning guide offers par-
ents balanced, reassuring information to help them manage this condition. Topics include: 
evaluation and diagnosis, coexisting conditions, behavior therapy, ADHD and academics, 
the role of medication, and complementary and alternative treatments. Parents will also find 
inspirational and relatable stories from other families.

The American Academy of Pediatrics is an organization of 67,000 pediatricians.. Joseph F. 
Hagan, Jr., MD, FAAP, is a clinical professor of pediatrics at The Robert Larner, MD College 
of Medicine at the University of Vermont and UVM Children’s Hospital. Mark L. Wolraich, 
MD, FAAP, is the Shaun Walters Professor of Pediatrics, Edith Kinney Gaylord Presidential 
Professor, and chief of developmental and behavioral pediatrics at the University of Oklaho-
ma Health Sciences Center. 

Childrens: Parenting & Family Care • 350 Pages • 6 x 9 • 22 B/W Photos, 2 Charts, 8 Tables  
9781610022644 • Replaces: 9781581104516 • May • $16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper 
Rights: World • American Academy of Pediatrics
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9781781856390 
$10.99 (Can $13.99)  

Trade Paper

Also available:

9781781856437
$10.99 (Can $13.99)

Trade Paper

Badass Baby Names
Inspired by the Most Awesome, Fearless, Cool Men & Women in History

Marvella Nomine

Growing a baby? Got to name it? No sweat. Take naming inspiration from 500 of the 
most kickass men and women in history.

This baby name book is an A-Z of total badasses, explaining what gives them serious swag-
ger and the reasons why they are worthy of being your future son or daughter’s moniker. 
From the world-changers and fearless adventurers, to the whip-smart inventors and scientists 
of the last five centuries, why not name your little bundle after humans to admire, celebrate, 
and love? Take name ideas from those who kicked Fascist ass to the kings and queens tak-
ing bravery to another level, or from a doctor with so much badassitude he saved his own 
life blindly removing his appendix in the middle of the Antarctic. This is the book for every  
parent-to-be looking for inspirational name ideas for their future badass baby.

Marvella Nomine is an author, mother, and admirer of all badasses.

Childrens: Parenting & Family Care • 432 Pages • 5.25 x 7 • 9781788542869 • May  
$16.95 (Can $22.95) • Trade Paper • Rights: US & Canada • Head of Zeus

Inquisitor
#3

John Barrowman and Carole Barrowman

“Clever, fast, interesting.” —Guardian

Third in the gripping fantasy trilogy from the brother-sister writing team behind the 
Hollow Earth series

Rémy Dupree and his friends Matt and Em Calder are battling to save the world as we know 
it. All have superpowers—Rémy can alter reality with music and Matt and Em can bring 
their drawings to life—but will their powers be enough? With the world loosening at the 
seams, Rémy discovers that only he can halt the rise of the darkness and save humanity. But 
is Rémy up to the challenge?

John Barrowman has worked in TV, musical theater, and film, and stars as Captain Jack  
Harkness in Torchwood and Doctor Who. His sister, Carole Barrowman, is an English 
professor.

Childrens: Fiction • 320 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • Ages 12 & Up • Grades 7 & Up 
9781781856475 • Replaces: 9781781856451 • April • (Can $14.99) 
Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Head of Zeus



BEAR GRYLLS ADVENTURE

Each book in this fun new 12-book series from Bear Grylls follows a different child on the outdoor activity camp. 
Once they are given the magical compass, they meet the inspirational adventurer in an amazing place and learn 

new skills and facts they can take with them back to their real life.

The Mountain Challenge
#10

Bear Grylls

The 10th in the fun new 12-book collectible series for young readers from survival 
expert and Chief Scout Bear Grylls

A mysterious compass with a fifth direction transports a young girl to a mountain top high 
above sea level, where the air is thin, the steep drops are treacherous, and the conditions 
tough. Luckily, survival expert Bear Grylls is on hand to guide her safely down the moun-
tain, facing her fears and gaining in confidence along the way.

Bear Grylls is an adventurer, writer, and television host, widely known for his show Man 
vs. Wild. His books include The Kid Who Climbed Everest and Mud, Sweat, and Tears.

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 35 B/W Illustrations   
Ages 9–10 • Grades 4–5 • 9781786960566 • March • (Can $11.99)  
Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Also available:

9781786960139
 (Can $9.99)
Trade Paper

9781786960122
 (Can $9.99)
Trade Paper

9781786960146
 (Can $9.99)
Trade Paper

9781786960153
 (Can $9.99)
Trade Paper
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The Cave Challenge
#9

Bear Grylls

The ninth in the fun 12-book collectible series for young readers from survival expert 
and Chief Scout Bear Grylls

A mysterious compass with a fifth direction transports a young boy to an extensive cave 
system filled with bats, treacherous drops, and hidden dangers. Luckily, survival expert 
Bear Grylls is on hand to guide him safely out, facing his fears and gaining in confidence 
along the way.

Bear Grylls is an adventurer, writer, and television host, widely known for his show Man 
vs. Wild. His books include The Kid Who Climbed Everest and Mud, Sweat, and Tears.

Childrens: Fiction • 128 Pages • 5 x 7.75 • 35 B/W Illustrations  
Ages 9–10 • Grades 4–5 • 9781786960559 • March • (Can $11.99) 
Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre
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BEAR GRYLLS ACTIVITY BOOK

Animal Detective Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960047 • April • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Beastly Bugs Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960405 • June • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Endangered Animals Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960443 • August • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Dangerous Animals Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960054 • June • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Amazing Birds Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960467 • April • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre



BEAR GRYLLS ACTIVITY BOOK

Polar Worlds Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960078 • April • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Predators Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960429 • June • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Wild Survival Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960085 • June • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Reptiles and Amphibians Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786961051 • August • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre
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Extreme Animals Activity Book
Childrens: Activity • 32 Pages • 8.5 x 11 • Four-color Interior • Ages 5–8 • Grades K–3 
9781786960412 • August • (Can $9.99) • Saddle-Stitched • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre
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BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL SKILLS HANDBOOK

Dangerous Animals Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781786960320 • May • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Dangerous Plants Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781786960337 • May • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Desert Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781786960368 • June • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Dangers and Emergencies Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.25 x 7.25 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7  
9781783422999 • March • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Exercise Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781786960658 • July • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Camping Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.25 x 7.25 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7  
9781783422593 • March • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre



BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL SKILLS HANDBOOK

Maps and Navigation Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781783423002 • March • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Mountain Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781786960382 • June • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Polar Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781786960399 • June • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Nutrition Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781786960634 • July • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre

Rainforest Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781786960375 • June • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre
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Knots Survival Skills Handbook
Childrens: Nonfiction • 48 Pages • 5.5 x 7.5 • Four-color Interior • Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781783422982 • March • (Can $14.99) • Trade Paper • Rights: Canada • Bonnier Zaffre



Publisher Backlist

Little Fairy to  
the Rescue
Childrens: Board Books 
12 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780987306869 
$6.99 (Can $9.99)  
Board Book • Brolly Books 

Little Fairy, Where 
Are You Going?
Childrens: Board Books 
12 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780987306852  
$6.99 (Can $9.99) 
Board Book • Brolly Books 

Little Fairy’s  
Busy Day
Childrens: Board Books 
12 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9780987306845  
$6.99 (Can $9.99) 
Board Book • Brolly Books 

Favourite Fairy Folk 
Activity Book
Childrens: Picture Books/ 
Childrens: Activity 
96 Pages • 8.25 x 11  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9780987389510  
$8.99 (Can $11.99) 
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Martha B. Rabbit
The Fairies’ Cook
Childrens: Picture Books 
32 Pages • 8.5 x 11.75 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780987389589  
$16.99 (Can $22.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book 
Brolly Books 

Daphne the  
Forgetful Duck
Childrens: Picture Books 
24 Pages • 8.5 x 11.75 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781925386035  
$14.99 (Can $19.99) 
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Those Wicked Rats
Childrens: Picture Books 
24 Pages • 8.5 x 11.75  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781925386028  
$14.99 (Can $19.99) 
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Little Bunny and the 
Cross Caterpillar
Childrens: Board Books 
16 Pages • 8 x 8  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9780987389541  
$10.99 (Can $14.99) 
Board Book • Brolly Books 

Little Bunny and the 
Jewels in the Cellar
Childrens: Board Books   
16 Pages • 8 x 8  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K • 
9781921756771  
$10.99 (Can $14.99)  
Board Book • Brolly Books 

The Mermaid  
Princess
Childrens: Fiction  
24 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 • 
9781925386196  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

The Mermaid Princess 
and the Trouble at 
the Palace
Childrens: Fiction 
24 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9781925386639  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Little Fairy and the 
Diamond Necklace
Childrens: Board Books 
12 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9780987306876 
$6.99 (Can $9.99) 
Board Book • Brolly Books 
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Spellbound
A Fairytale Romance
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 8.5 x 11.75  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9781925386271  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book  
Brolly Books 

The Enchanted 
Woods
Childrens: Fiction  
24 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9780994263476  
$18.99 (Can $24.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book  
Brolly Books 

Rainbow Magic
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 8.5 x 11.75  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9781925386509  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

A Royal Adventure
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 8.5 x 11.75  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781925386516  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

The Tooth Fairy
Childrens: Picture Books 
24 Pages • 8.5 x 11.75  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781925386202  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Willow and the 
Treasure Hunt
Childrens: Education Resource/
Childrens: Education Resource  
24 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
9781921346958  
$12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Willow the Wombat
Childrens: Education Resource/
Childrens: Education Resource  
24 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75  
9781921756665  
$12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

The Cassowary’s 
Egg
Childrens: Education Resource  
244 Pages • 10.25 x 10.25  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9780977572069  
$12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Paint that Fish
Childrens: Fiction  
32 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781925386998  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Paperback Picture Book 
Brolly Books 

Paint that Flower
Childrens: Education Resource  
24 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781925386653  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Brolly Books 

Paint that Ladybug
Childrens: Fiction/ 
Childrens: Fiction  
32 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
9781925386660  
$14.99 (Can $19.99)  
Paperback Picture Book 
Brolly Books 

Count With Me
Childrens: Board Books  
26 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75  
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9781925386356  
$18.99 (Can $24.99)  
Board Book • Brolly Books 
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Wheels on the Bus
Childrens: Education Resource/
Childrens: Education Resource  
24 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
9781925386745  
$10.99 (Can $14.99) 
Board Book • Brolly Books 

Old MacDonald  
Had a Farm
Childrens: Education Resource  
24 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9781925386769  
$10.99 (Can $14.99) 
Board Book • Brolly Books 

Australia’s  
Endangered  
Animals
Childrens: Education Resource  
244 Pages • 10.25 x 10.25  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781925386868  
$15.99 (Can $20.99) 
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

My Dinosaur ABC
Childrens: Education Resource 
24 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780987198631  
$12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Paperback Picture Book 
Brolly Books 

My Animals 1 2 3
Childrens: Picture Books 
28 Pages • 10 x 10  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780987198648  
$12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Paperback Picture Book 
Brolly Books 

My First Book of 
Baby Animals
Childrens: Picture Books 
24 Pages • 9.75 x 9.75 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780987198655 
$12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Paperback Picture Book 
Brolly Books 

Marshall Mouse’s 
Mornings - Marshall 
Mouse’s Nights
Childrens: Board Books 
16 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9781925386141  
$6.99 (Can $9.99) • Board Book 
Brolly Books 

When Marshall 
Mouse is Happy 
- When Marshall 
Mouse is Sad
Childrens: Board Books 
16 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781925386158  
$6.99 (Can $9.99) 
Board Book • Brolly Books 

When Marshall 
Mouse is Hot - 
When Marshall 
Mouse is Cold
Childrens: Board Books 
16 Pages • 7.5 x 7.5 
Ages Up to 3 • Grades Up to Pre-K  
9781925386134  
$6.99 (Can $9.99) 
Board Book • Brolly Books 

Far Out,  
Brussel Sprout
Childrens: Picture Books 
112 Pages • 5 x 7.25 
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781925386066  
$8.99 (Can $11.99) 
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Unreal, Banana Peel
Childrens: Picture Books 
112 Pages • 5 x 7.25  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K  
9781925386080  
$8.99 (Can $11.99) 
Trade Paper • Brolly Books 

Wendy Straw’s  
Action Rhymes
Childrens: Board Books  
26 Pages • 9 x 9  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9781925386226  
$18.99 (Can $24.99)  
Board Book • Brolly Books 
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Just Like You
New edition
Childrens: Picture Books/ 
Childrens: Fiction  
32 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745977133  
$8.99 (Can $11.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Mr Super  
Poopy Pants
New edition
Childrens: Fiction/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
32 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745964652  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

My Stinky  
New School
New edition
Childrens: Picture Books/ 
Childrens: Fiction 
32 Pages • 8.75 x 10.5 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745965017  
$12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book  
 Lion Hudson 

Baby Jesus
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 4.75 x 4.75  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281888  
$2.99 (Can $3.99) 
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Daniel and the Lions
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books 
32 Pages • 4.5 x 5.5  
Ages 3 & Up • 9780745963594 
$2.49 (Can $3.99)  
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

The Lost Sheep
New edition
Childrens: Picture Books/ 
Childrens: Religious  
24 Pages • 5.5 x 5.5  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281598  
$2.99 (Can $3.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Moses in the  
Bulrushes
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books 
24 Pages • 5.5 x 5.5 • 
Ages 2–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281635  
$2.99 (Can $3.99) 
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

My First  
Bible Stories
New edition
Childrens: Board Books/ 
Childrens: Religious  
12 Pages • 9 x 9  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282250  
$9.99 (Can $12.99) • 
Board Book • Lion Hudson 

My Friend Jesus
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books 
32 Pages • 5 x 6.75  
Ages 2–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282809  
$4.99 (Can $6.99) 
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

My Very First Bible 
and Prayers
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books 
64 Pages • 5 x 6.75 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281529  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

My Very First Easter
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 5 x 6.75  
Ages 2–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282441  
$4.99 (Can $6.99)  
Paperback Picture Book 
Lion Hudson 

Hogs Hate Hugs!
New edition
Childrens: Picture Books/ 
Childrens: Fiction 
32 Pages • 8.5 x 10.25  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745965147  
$12.99 (Can $16.99) 
Hardcover Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 
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David and Goliath
New edition
Childrens: Picture Books/ 
Childrens: Religious  
32 Pages • 4.5 x 5.5  
Ages 3 & Up • 9780745963570 
$2.49 (Can $3.99) 
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

The First Christmas
New edition
Childrens: Picture Books/ 
Childrens: Religious  
32 Pages • 4.5 x 5.5  
Ages 3 & Up • 9780745963648 
$2.49 (Can $3.99)  
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

The First Easter
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
32 Pages • 4.5 x 5.5  
Ages 3 & Up • 9780745963624 
$2.49 (Can $3.99) 
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

God Makes  
the World
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books 
32 Pages • 4.5 x 5.5  
Ages 3 & Up • 9780745963549 
$2.49 (Can $3.99) 
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

Jesus and the  
Fishermen
New edition
Childrens: Picture Books/ 
Childrens: Religious  
32 Pages • 4.5 x 5.5  
Ages 3 & Up • 9780745963600 
$2.49 (Can $3.99) 
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

Moses and  
the Princess
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
32 Pages • 4.5 x 5.5 
Ages 3 & Up • 9780745963563 
$2.49 (Can $3.99) 
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

Noah and the Flood
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books 
32 Pages • 4.5 x 5.5 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745963556  
$2.49 (Can $2.99) 
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

Would You Like to 
Know Jesus?
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books 
28 Pages • 5 x 6 • Ages 3–5  
Grades Pre-K–K • 9781781281031 
$2.99 (Can $3.99) 
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Would You Like to 
Know the Bible?
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
28 Pages • 5 x 6 • Ages 3–5 
Grades Pre-K–K • 9781781281048 
$1.99 (Can $2.99) 
Paperback Picture Book 
Lion Hudson 

Would You Like to 
Know How to Pray?
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books 
28 Pages • 5 x 6 • Ages 3–5 
Grades Pre-K–K • 9781781281581 
$2.99 (Can $3.99) 
Paperback Picture Book 
Lion Hudson 

Would you Like to 
Know? Collection
The Complete Collection
New edition
Childrens: Religious 
168 Pages • 5 x 6.25 • Ages 3–5 
Grades Pre-K–K • 9781781283271 
$11.99 (Can $15.99) 
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Daniel and the Lions
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 5.5 x 5.5  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281628  
$2.99 (Can $3.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 
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Pull-Out David  
and Goliath
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Board Books 
10 Pages • 6 x 6 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781859859971  
$8.99 (Can $11.99) 
Board Book • Lion Hudson 

Pull-Out Jonah  
and the Big Fish
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Board Books  
10 Pages • 6 x 6  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781859859988  
$8.99 (Can $11.99)  
Board Book • Lion Hudson 

Bible Sliders
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Novelty  
10 Pages • 7 x 7 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282243  
$9.99 (Can $12.99)  
Board Book • Lion Hudson 

Bible Animals  
Activity Fun
New edition
Childrens: Activity/ 
Childrens: Religious  
64 Pages • 8.25 x 6  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781781282564  
$4.99 (Can $6.99)  
Paperback Picture Book 
Lion Hudson 

Bible Kings & 
Queens Activity Fun
New edition
Childrens: Activity/ 
Childrens: Religious  
64 Pages • 8.25 x 6  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781781282595  
$6.99 (Can $9.99) 
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

The Story of Jesus 
Activity Fun
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Activity  
64 Pages • 8.25 x 6  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282489  
$4.99 (Can $6.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Daniel
New edition
Childrens: Board Books/ 
Childrens: Religious  
12 Pages • 6 x 6.5  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781859859155  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Board Book • Lion Hudson 

Christmas
New edition
20 Pages • 4.25 x 6.25 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281345  
$6.99 (Can $9.99)  
Games • Lion Hudson 

Noah
New edition
20 Pages • 4.25 x 6.25  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281376  
$8.99 (Can $9.99)  
Games • Lion Hudson 

Noah and Other 
Stories
New edition
2 Pages • 4.75 x 5  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281499  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

Lost Sheep and  
Other Stories
New edition
12 Pages • 4.75 x 5  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K  
9781781281505  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Pull-Out Christmas
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Board Books 
10 Pages • 6 x 6 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781859859995  
$8.99 (Can $12.99) 
Board Book • Lion Hudson 
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Candle Bible 
for Toddlers
New edition
Childrens: Religious  
400 Pages • 6 x 7  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282021  
$24.99 (Can $33.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

The Lion Easy- 
Read Bible
New edition
Childrens: Religious  
320 Pages • 6.75 x 8.25 
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9780745965536  
$12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

The Lion Nursery 
Bible
New edition
Childrens: Religious  
192 Pages • 6.75 x 8.25 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745976013  
$12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

The Lion Read  
and Know Bible
New edition
384 Pages • 6 x 7.25 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745976594  
$9.99 (Can $12.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

My Toddler Bible
New edition
Childrens: Religious 
224 Pages • 6 x 7.5  
Ages 2–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282410  
$9.99 (Can $12.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

My Very First Bible 
Stories Little Library
New edition
16 Pages • 4.25 x 5  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745965819  
$12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Trade Paper • Lion Hudson 

The Lion Bible  
for Children
New edition
Childrens: Religious  
352 Pages • 6.5 x 8  
Ages 8–11 • Grades 3–6 
9780745965239  
$24.99 (Can $33.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

My First Story  
of Christmas
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 5 x 6.75  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9781781281055  
$2.99 (Can $3.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

My First Story  
of Easter
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 5 x 6.75  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2  
9781781281062  
$3.99 (Can $5.99) 
Paperback Picture Book 
Lion Hudson 

The Lion Easter  
Colouring Book
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Activity  
32 Pages • 7.75 x 8.5 
Ages 7 & Up • Grades 2 & Up  
9780745976907  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Trade Paper • Lion Hudson 

My Carry-along  
Little Bunny’s Easter
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Activity  
32 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745964409  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Candle Bible  
for Kids
Board Book
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Board Books  
42 Pages • 5 x 7  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281017  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Board Book • Lion Hudson 
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Noah’s Amazing Ark
A Lift-the-Flap Adventure
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
12 Pages • 8.25 x 8.25  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781283172  
$8.99 (Can $11.99)  
Hardcover Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

Pilgrim’s Progress
New edition
Childrens: Religious  
80 Pages • 6.25 x 7.5  
Ages 6–8 • Grades 1–3 
9781781282298  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Trade Paper • Lion Hudson 

Moses Poster  
Sticker Book
New edition
Childrens: Activity/ 
Childrens: Religious  
12 Pages • 8.25 x 11.75 
Ages 9–12 • Grades 4–7 
9781859858936  
$7.99 (Can $10.99)  
Paperback Picture Book 
Lion Hudson 

My Advent  
Activity Pack
New edition
16 Pages • 8.75 x 11 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282342  
$12.99 (Can $16.99)  
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

My Baptism Album
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Novelty  
64 Pages • 5.5 x 6.75  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9780745965352  
$11.99 (Can $15.99)  
Cloth • Lion Hudson 

Christmas Dominoes
New edition
12 Pages • 6.25 x 6.25  
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781281420  
$8.99 (Can $10.99)  
Games • Lion Hudson 

The Christmas Story
New edition
Childrens: Religious/ 
Childrens: Picture Books  
24 Pages • 6.25 x 7.5  
Ages 4–6 • Grades Pre-K–1 
9781859859407  
$3.99 (Can $5.99)  
Saddle-Stitched • Lion Hudson 

My Christmas  
Stencil Activity Pack
New edition
24 Pages • 9.5 x 11.5  
Ages 5–7 • Grades K–2 
9781781283042  
$8.99 (Can $13.39) • Trade Paper 
Lion Hudson 

My Very First  
Christmas Story
New edition
28 Pages • 5.5 x 6.25 
Ages 3–5 • Grades Pre-K–K 
9781781282311  
$7.99 (Can $15.99) 
Paperback Picture Book  
Lion Hudson 

The Kate  
Greenaway First 
Year Baby Book
32 Pages • 4.75 x 6.25 
9781873329306  
$9.95 (Can $12.95)  
Cloth • Sheldrake Press 

The Kate  
Greenaway  
Baby Book
A Record of the  
First Five Years
60 Pages • 8.25 x 10.25 
9781873329429  
$12.95 (Can $16.95)  
Cloth • Sheldrake Press 

Easter Stories
New edition
Childrens: Religious  
96 Pages • 5 x 7.75  
Ages 5 & Up • 9780745978093 
$9.99 (Can $12.99)  
Trade Paper • Lion Hudson 
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